UNIT GROUP 4213

PAWNBROKERS AND MONEY-LENDERS

Pawnbrokers and Money-Lenders lend money against articles deposited as pledges, or
against property or other security.

Tasks include:
a) evaluating articles offered as pledges, calculating interest and lending money;
b) returning articles when the loan is paid or, in the event of non-payment, selling
pledged articles;
c) lending money as personal loan against future revenue and other similar
undertakings;
d) making independent investigations into creditors’ financial standing to determine
risk in giving loan;
e) collecting repayments in accordance with agreed terms;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4213)
4213-01

Pawnbroker

4213-02

Money-Lender

UNIT GROUP 4214

DEBT AND RENT COLLECTORS AND RELATED WORKERS

Debt and Rent Collectors and Related Workers collect rent, payments on overdue accounts
and bad cheques, and collect donations for charity.

Tasks include:
a) communicating with customers via telephone or letter to collect money or arrange
payment at a later date;
b) finding the address of clients and calling on them to collect debts;
c) recording the amount of money collected;
d) recommending legal action or initiating seizure of merchandise if payment is not
obtained;
e) asking for and collecting donations;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4214)
4214-01

Payment Collector

4214-02

Bill Collector

4214-03

Charity Collector

4214-04

Debt Collector
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MINOR GROUP 422 CLIENT INFORMATION WORKERS
Client Information Workers provide or obtain information directly from customers via
telephone or electronic means such as e-mail related to making travel arrangements,
describing the products or services of the organisation, registering staying guests, greeting
visitors, making appointments, connecting telephone calls and interviewing respondents in
a survey.
UNIT GROUP 4221

TRAVEL CONSULTANTS AND RELATED CLERKS

Travel Consultants and Related Clerks supply information, arrange travel itineraries, make
travel and accommodation reservations and organise group tours.
Tasks include:
a) obtaining information about the cost and convenience of different types of
transport and accommodation, ascertaining customers’ requirements and advising
them on travel arrangements;
b) preparing itineraries;
c) making and confirming reservations;
d) issuing tickets and vouchers;
e) helping customers in obtaining the necessary travel documents such as visas;
f) preparing bills and receiving payments;
g) organising group tours;
h) performing related tasks; and
i) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4221)
4221-01

Travel Consultant

4221-02
4221-03

Travel Coordinator
Travel Agency Clerk

4221-04

Booking Clerk

UNIT GROUP 4222

CONTACT/ CALL CENTRE INFORMATION CLERKS

Contact/ Call Centre Information Clerks provide advice and information to clients, respond
to clients’ queries regarding an organisation’s goods, services or policies and process
financial transactions via telephone or electronic communications media such as e-mail.
They are located in premises that may be far from clients.
Tasks include:
a) taking charge of incoming calls and messages from clients either responding to
queries, handling calls about services or sorting complaints;
b) issuing invoices or handling payments, if necessary;
c) sending letters, information sheets and other documents to clients;
d) advising clients of additional products or services;
e) dealing with telephone requests for information or appointments;
f) directing clients or patients to the appropriate location or person;
g) taking any form of complaint or feedback from customers which is related to
organisational operation and services;
h) performing related tasks; and
i) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4222)
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4222-01

Information Assistant, Grade S17

4222-02

Appointment Clerk

4222-03

Customer Service Supervisor

4222-04

Call Centre Clerk
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UNIT GROUP 4223

TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS

Telephone Switchboard Operators operate telephone switchboards and consoles to
establish telephone connections, receive caller inquiries and service problem reports, and
record and deliver messages to staff or clients.
Tasks include:
a) operating switchboards and consoles to connect, hold, transfer and disconnect
telephone calls;
b) connecting outgoing calls;
c) dealing with telephone inquiries and recording messages;
d) forwarding messages to staff or clients;
e) investigating operating system problems and informing about repair services;
f) receiving and connecting incoming and outgoing calls of all staff, making reports o
damages and listing trunk calls made by staff;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4223)
4223-01
4223-02

Telecommunications Service Operator
Private Branch Exchange Telephone Operator

4223-03

Telephone Exchange Telephone Operator

4223-04

Telephonist

UNIT GROUP 4224

RECEPTIONISTS

Receptionists receive and welcome visitors, clients, guests or patients and respond to
queries and requests including arranging appointments as well as provide information on
hotel or organisational services.
Tasks include:
a) receiving and welcoming visitors, guests, clients or patients;
b) making appointments for clients or patients;
c) handling telephone requests for information or appointments;
d) compiling and checking guest accounts for changes using a computerised or
manual system;
e) receiving and forwarding messages in person or by telephone or telephone
switchboard;
f) maintaining an inventory of rooms available for occupancy, handling reservations
and assigning rooms;
g) registering new guests, assigning rooms, verifying customer credit and handing over
room keys;
h) providing information about facilities available and making room reservations;
i) responding to guests’ requests for housekeeping and maintenance services as well
as complaints;
j) reviewing statements of charges to departing guests and receiving payment;
k) supplying information pamphlets, brochures or forms;
l) performing related tasks; and
m) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4224)
4224-01

Receptionist

4224-02

Medical Receptionist

4224-03

Dental Receptionist

4224-04

Telephone Receptionist
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UNIT GROUP 4225

ENQUIRY CLERKS

Enquiry Clerks respond to personal, written, electronic mail and telephone queries and
complaints about the organisation’s goods, services and policies, provide information and
refer people to other sources. They are assigned to locations which place them in direct
contact with clients.
Tasks include:
a) handling telephone calls efficiently;
b) providing information about the services offered by the agency, and assisting
customers / guests in settling issues arising;
c) recording and tracking complaints until conclusion of the matter and notifying
customers / guests from time to time of the progress in settling their complaints;
d) answering queries about services and policies and providing information facilities
available, location, price and related issues;
e) receiving, attending to and recording information about queries and complaints;
f) referring complex queries to team leaders or expert advisers;
g) issuing relevant forms, information kits and brochures to interested parties;
h) attending to counter duties and general queries;
i) performing related tasks; and
j) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4225)
4225-01

Administrative Assistant (Customer Services), Grade 21

4225-02

Customer Service Officer, Grade N17

4225-03

Customer-Complaints Clerk

4225-04

Counter Enquiries Clerk

UNIT GROUP 4226

SURVEY AND MARKET RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS

Survey and Market Research Interviewers interview people and record their responses to
survey and market research questions on a range of topics.
Tasks include:
a) contacting individuals by telephone or in person and explaining the purpose of the
interview;
b) interviewing the public for opinions on topics such as public or consumer issues;
c) asking questions in accordance with the guideline on questionnaires and surveys;
d) recording responses on paper or entering responses directly into a computer
database;
e) performing related tasks; and
f) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4226)
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4226-01

Market Research Interviewer

4226-02

Public Opinion Interviewer

4226-03

Survey Interviewer
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UNIT GROUP 4229

CLIENT INFORMATION WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Client Information Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group
422: Client Information Workers
Tasks include:
a) interviewing patients to obtain and process information required to provide hospital
services;
b) interviewing applicants for public assistance to gather information related to their
application;
c) verifying the accuracy of information provided;
d) initiating procedures to grant, modify, deny or terminate assistance;
e) providing information and answering questions concerning benefits and claim
procedures;
f) referring patients or applicants to other organisations if they are ineligible for
services;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4229)
4229-01

Hospital Admissions Clerk

4229-02

Eligibility Interviewer

4229-03

Eligibility Specialist
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SUB-MAJOR 43 NUMERICAL AND MATERIAL RECORDING CLERKS
Numerical and Material Recording Clerks receive, compile and compute accounting,
bookkeeping, statistical, financial and other numerical data, and take charge of cash
transactions incidental to business matters. Some occupations classified here keep records
of goods produced, purchased, stocked, dispatched, and of materials needed at specified
production dates, or keep records of operational aspects and coordinate the timing of
passenger and freight transport.
MINOR GROUP 431 NUMERICAL CLERKS
Numerical Clerks receive, compile and compute accounting, bookkeeping, statistical,
financial and other numerical data, and take charge of cash transactions incidental to
business matters.
UNIT GROUP 4311

ACCOUNTING AND BOOK-KEEPING CLERKS

Accounting and Book-Keeping Clerks compute, classify and record numerical data to keep
complete financial records. They perform any combination of routine calculating,
notification and verifying duties to obtain primary financial data for use in management of
accounting records.
Tasks include:
a) checking figures, notification and documents for correct information, mathematical
accuracy and proper codes;
b) operating computers programmed with accounting software to record, store, and
analyse information;
c) classifying, recording and summarising numerical and financial data to compile
and keep financial records using journals and ledgers or computers;
d) calculating, preparing and issuing bills, invoices, account statements and other
financial statements according to established procedures;
e) compiling statistical, financial, accounting or audit reports and tables pertaining to
such matters as cash receipts, expenditures, payable and receivable accounts,
and profits and losses;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4311)
4311-01

Administrative Assistant (Accounting), Grade 21

4311-02

Executive Assistant (Accounting), Grade 3

4311-03

Ledger Clerk

4311-04

Book-Keeping Machine Clerk

UNIT GROUP 4312

STATISTICAL, FINANCE AND INSURANCE CLERKS

Statistical, Finance and Insurance Clerks obtain, compile and compute statistical or
actuarial data or perform clerical tasks related to the transactions of insurance, bank and
other financial establishments.
Tasks include:
a) obtaining and compiling statistical or actuarial data based on routine or special
sources of information;
b) preparing and updating the annual budget;
c) managing and controlling allocation;
d) maintaining records and prepare expenditure reports;
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e) calculating totals, averages, percentages and other details and presenting them in
tabular form as required;
f) preparing financial documents and calculating interest or brokerage charges and
stamp duties payable;
g) maintaining records of bonds, shares and other securities bought or sold on behalf
of clients or the employer;
h) preparing samples, questionnaires, collecting data and preparing the census
report;
i) performing related tasks; and
j) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4312)
4312-01

Administrative Assistant (Finance), Grade W17

4312-02

Executive Assistant (Finance), Grade 3

4312-03

Statistical Clerk

4312-04

Social and Economic Data Enumerator

UNIT GROUPS 4313

PAYROLL CLERKS

Payroll Clerks collect, verify and process payroll information and compute wages and
benefit eligibility for employees in a department, company or other establishment.

Tasks include:
a) managing records of employee attendance, leave and overtime to calculate
wages and benefit eligibility using manual or computerised systems;
b) preparing and verifying statements of earnings of employees, indicating gross and
net salaries and deductions such as taxes, union dues, garnishments and insurance
and pension plans;
c) preparing employee payments and benefit payments by cheque or electronic
transfer;
d) reviewing time sheets, work charts, wage computation and other information to
detect and reconcile payroll discrepancies;
e) verifying attendance, hours worked, and pay adjustments, and entering information
into designated records;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4313)
4313-01

Payroll Clerk

4313-02

Wages Clerk

4313-03

Paymaster

4313-04

Payroll Processor
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MINOR GROUP 432 MATERIAL-RECORDING AND TRANSPORT CLERKS
Material-Recording and Transport Clerks keep records of goods produced, purchased,
stocked, dispatched and of materials needed at specified production dates, or keep
records of operational aspects and coordinate the timing of passenger and freight
transport.
UNIT GROUP 4321

STOCK CLERKS

Stock Clerks maintain records of goods produced and production materials received,
weighed, issued, dispatched or kept in stock.
Tasks include:
a) arranging and controlling receipt and dispatch of goods and keeping relevant
records;
b) maintaining stock records, verifying issue of goods, estimating needs and making
requisitions for new stocks;
c) receiving, storing and issuing tools, spare parts or various equipment and
maintaining relevant records;
d) weighing goods received, issued, produced or dispatched and maintaining
relevant records;
e) maintaining an inventory of furniture and other items received for storage;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4321)
4321-01

Raw Material Clerk

4321-02

Supply Clerk

4321-03

Warehouse Clerk

4321-04

Receiving Clerk

UNIT GROUP 4322

PRODUCTION CLERKS

Production Clerks compute and ensure goods/operations are available on specified dates,
and prepare and check production operation schedules.

Tasks include:
a) examining customers' orders for goods and services;
b) computing quantities, qualities and types of materials required for production;
c) preparing production schedules, ensuring materials are available when needed
and keeping related records;
d) preparing or assisting in preparing production schedules based on customers’
orders and production capacity;
e) verifying stocks, arranging deliveries and investigating delays;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4322)
4322-01
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4322-02

Clerk, Production
Clerk, Production Control

4322-03

Clerk, Operation

4322-04

Clerk, Plantation
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UNIT GROUP 4323

TRANSPORT CLERKS

Transport Clerks keep records of operational aspects and coordinate the timing of rail, road,
air and waterborne passenger and freight transport, and prepare reports for the
management.

Tasks include:
a) keeping record of operational aspects and coordinating the timing of passenger
and freight transport;
b) directing train routes within a division or zone of a railway system and keeping
related records;
c) directing, controlling and keeping records of freight handling at the rail yard;
d) coordinating and keeping records of operational activities concerning road
transport such as allocation and scheduling of vehicles and drivers, loading and
unloading of vehicles and storage of goods in transit;
e) coordinating and keeping records of operational activities concerning air and
water transport of passengers and freight such as passenger lists and freight
manifests;
f) preparing reports for the management;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4323)
4323-01

Logistics Clerk

4323-02

Transport Clerk

4323-03

Claims Clerk, Transport

4323-04

Control Clerk, Train
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SUB-MAJOR 44 OTHER CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS
Other Clerical Support Workers perform clerical duties in newspaper companies, courts,
libraries and post offices, file documents, prepare information for processing, maintain
personnel records, check material to ensure consistency with original source and write on
behalf of illiterate persons.
MINOR GROUP 441 OTHER CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS
Other Clerical Support Workers perform clerical duties in newspaper companies, courts,
libraries and post offices, file documents, prepare information for processing, check material
to ensure consistency with original source, maintain personnel records and write on behalf
of illiterate persons.
UNIT GROUP 4411

LIBRARY CLERKS

Library Clerks issue and receive library materials, sort and organise books on shelves and
provide general library information to users.
Tasks include:
a) issuing and receiving library books and other materials;
b) reshelving books and other library materials;
c) performing clerical activities such as manual and electronic filing, word processing
and typing;
d) maintaining journal subscriptions;
e) assisting library users in accessing basic library materials and making inter-library
loans;
f) maintaining library records related to the acquisition, issue and return of books and
other publications;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4411)
4411-01

Administrative Assistant (Library), Grade 21

4411-02

Executive Assistant (Library), Grade 3

4411-03

Library Clerk

4411-04

Library File Compiler

UNIT GROUP 4412

MAIL CARRIERS AND SORTING CLERKS

Mail Carriers and Sorting Clerks sort, record, deliver and perform other duties related to mail
services from post offices or related organisations as well as from within an establishment.
Tasks include:
a) performing mail-handling duties in post offices;
b) sorting and delivering mail to private houses and elsewhere;
c) sorting and keeping simple records of incoming and outgoing correspondence and
dispatching outgoing mail in various establishments;
d) serving summonses on the defendant and obtaining recipient’s signature;
e) performing related tasks; and
f) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4412)
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4412-01

Postman/ woman

4412-02

Clerk, Mail Dispatch

4412-03

Assistant, Mail Dispatch

4412-04

Process Server
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UNIT GROUP 4413

CODING, PROOF-READING AND RELATED CLERKS

Coding, Proof-Reading and Related Clerks convert information into codes, verify and
correct proofs and perform various clerical duties.
Tasks include:
a) converting information into codes and classifying information by codes for data
processing purposes;
b) comparing proofs of texts and related material prepared for printing with original
material, correcting errors and marking texts for printer in accordance with the
requirements set;
c) sorting forms and marking them with identification numbers;
d) sorting documents for filing or to collate sets of pages;
e) internal proof-reading for printing, supervising printing work, compilation and
binding;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4413)
4413-01

Proof-Reader Clerk

4413-02

Coding Clerk, Data Processing

4413-03

Coding Clerk, Statistics

4413-04

Publication Clerk

UNIT GROUP 4414

SCRIBES AND RELATED WORKERS

Scribes and Related Workers write letters and complete forms on behalf of illiterate persons.
Tasks include:
a) reading letters and other written matter to illiterate persons and providing the
necessary interpretation and information;
b) writing letters and completing forms on behalf of illiterate persons;
c) offering advice to individuals and interpreting and helping with the completion of
government and other official forms;
d) performing related tasks; and
e) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4414)
4414-01

Petition Writer

4414-02

Public Writer

4414-03

Scribe
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UNIT GROUP 4415

FILING AND COPYING CLERKS

Filing and Copying Clerks file correspondence, cards, invoices, receipts and other records in
alphabetical or numerical order or according to the filing system used. They locate and
remove material from file when requested and photocopy, scan or fax documents.
Tasks include:
a) sorting or classifying materials according to guidelines such as content, purpose,
user criteria, or chronological, alphabetical or numerical order;
b) filing material in drawers, cabinets and storage boxes;
c) locating and removing materials from files when requested;
d) keeping records of materials filed and removed;
e) photocopying, scanning or faxing documents and other records;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4415)
4415-01

Clerk, Filing

4415-02

Clerk, Directory Compilation

4415-03

Compiler, Directory

4415-04

Clerk, Photocopying

UNIT GROUP 4416

PERSONNEL CLERKS

Personnel Clerks maintain and update personnel records such as information on transfers
and promotions, performance evaluations, employee leave taken and accumulated,
salaries, qualifications and training.
Tasks include:
a) updating information on employment history, salaries, performance evaluations,
training and leave taken and accumulated;
b) initiating records for newly appointed workers and checking records to ensure they
are complete;
c) processing applications for employment and promotions and advising applicants of
their application results;
d) receiving and answering queries about qualifications and employment conditions;
e) handling the advertisement for job applications and announcements of job
openings and job examinations;
f) maintaining and updating the manual and computerised filing and registration
systems, and compiling and preparing reports and documents relating to personnel
activities;
g) storing and retrieving personnel records and files on request;
h) performing related tasks; and
i) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4416)
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4416-01

Clerk, Employment

4416-02

Clerk, General Affairs

4416-03

Clerk, Personnel

4416-04

Clerk, Personnel Records
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UNIT GROUP 4419

CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group covers Clerical Support Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group 441:
Other Clerical Support Workers.
Tasks include:
a) assisting in the preparation of periodicals, advertisements, catalogues and other
materials for publication;
b) assisting in economic management and marketing on the basis of the units that
have been placed and the tasks from superiors;
c) assisting in the teaching of theory and practical in one of the fields such as food
preparation / food technology / waiters, captains and supervisors of food / clothes
making and garment cutting / sewing / furniture carving;
d) performing related tasks; and
e) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 4419)
4419-01

Economic Affairs Assistant, Grade E17

4419-02

Training Assistant, Grade E17

4419-06

Clerk, Sales

4419-07

Clerk, Marketing
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MAJOR GROUP
SUB-MAJOR GROUP
MINOR GROUP
UNIT GROUP
SMALL UNIT GROUP

5

51 PERSONAL SERVICES WORKERS
511 TRAVEL ATTENDANTS, CONDUCTORS AND GUIDES
5111 Travel Attendants and Travel Stewards
5112 Transport Conductors
5113 Travel Guides
512 COOKS
5121 Cooks
513 WAITERS AND BARTENDERS
5131 Waiters
5132 Bartenders
514 HAIRDRESSERS, BEAUTICIANS AND RELATED WORKERS
5141 Hairdressers
5142 Beauticians and Related Workers
515 BUILDING AND HOUSEKEEPING SUPERVISORS
5151 Cleaning and Housekeeping Supervisors in Offices, Hotels and Other
Establishments
5152 Domestic Housekeepers
5153 Building Caretakers
516 OTHER PERSONAL SERVICES WORKERS
5161
5162
5163
5164
5165
5169

Astrologers, Fortune-Tellers and Related Workers
Companions and Valets
Undertakers and Embalmers
Pet Groomers and Animal Care Workers
Driving Instructors
Personal Services Workers Not Elsewhere Classified

52 SALES WORKERS
521 STREET AND MARKET SALESPERSON
5211 Stall and Market Salespersons
5212 Street Food Salespersons
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522 SHOP SALESPERSONS
5221 Shopkeepers
5222 Shop Supervisors
5223 Shop Sales Assistants
523 CASHIERS AND TICKET CLERKS
5231 Cashiers and Ticket Clerks
524 OTHER SALES WORKERS
5241
5242
5243
5244
5245
5246
5249

Fashion and Other Models
Sales Demonstrators
Door-to-Door Salespersons
Contact Centre Salespersons
Service Station and Pump Attendants
Food Counter Attendants
Sales Workers Not Elsewhere Classified

53 EDUCATION AND SOCIAL SERVICES WORKERS
531 CHILD CARE WORKERS AND TEACHERS AIDES
5311 Child Care Workers
5312 Teachers Aides
532 PERSONAL CARE WORKERS IN HEALTH SERVICES
5321 Health Care Assistants
5322 Home-Based Personal Care Workers
5329 Personal Care Workers in Health Services Not Elsewhere Classified
54 PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS
541 PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS
5411
5412
5413
5414
5415
5419

Fire Fighters
Police Officers
Prison Guards
Security Guards
Immigration/ Customs Officers and Assistants
Protective Services Workers Not Elsewhere Classified
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SUB-MAJOR GROUP

53
54

51. PERSONAL SERVICES WORKERS
52. SALES WORKERS
53. EDUCATION AND SOCIAL SERVICES WORKERS
54. PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS
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Major Group 5

SERVICE AND SALES WORKERS
4

Description

Provide personal services related to travel, housekeeping, catering,
personal care, or protection against fire and unlawful acts, or
demonstrate and sell goods in wholesale or retail shops and similar
establishments as well as at stalls and markets

Skill Level

Most occupations in this major group require skills at the second level

SUB-MAJOR 51 PERSONAL SERVICES WORKERS
Personal Services Workers provide personal services related to travel, housekeeping,
catering, personal and child care, and other personal services.
MINOR GROUP 511 TRAVEL ATTENDANTS, CONDUCTORS AND GUIDES
Travel Attendants, Conductors and Guides provide various personal services in connection
with travelling by aircraft, train, ship, bus or other vehicles, and escort individuals and groups
on travel tours, sightseeing visits and excursions.
UNIT GROUP 5111

TRAVEL ATTENDANTS AND TRAVEL STEWARDS

Travel Attendants and Travel Stewards render personal services to ensure the comfort and
safety of passengers. These include serving meals and beverages and coordinating
housekeeping and social activities.
Tasks include:
a) greeting passengers entering aircraft, conducting them to their seats;
b) conducting safety checks and demonstrating the use of safety equipment such as
life belts and oxygen masks and assisting passengers in emergencies;
c) distributing reading materials, headphones, blankets and similar items and
answering passengers' queries;
d) serving pre-prepared meals and refreshments;
e) selling duty-free goods to passengers;
f) administering minor medical aide to passengers in need;
g) taking care of general needs and comfort of ship and train passengers;
h) ensuring that safety regulations are complied with;
i) performing related tasks; and
j) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5111)
5111-01

Ship Cabin Attendant

5111-02

Steward/ Stewardess Coordinator

5111-03

Steward/ Stewardess Supervisor

5111-04

Floor Steward/ Stewardess
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UNIT GROUP 5112

TRANSPORT CONDUCTORS

Transport Conductors collect or issue tickets and are responsible for safety and comfort on
trains, trams, buses and other public transport vehicles.
Tasks include:
a) collecting or issuing tickets, passes or fares, or checking the validity of ticket
previously issued;
b) taking charge of sleeping-cars of a passenger train, including checking passengers'
tickets, ensuring their safety and entertaining requests for information;
c) ensuring that safety regulations are respected;
d) giving information to passengers especially about stops and connections;
e) cooperating with the driver in conformity with time schedules;
f) taking appropriate action in emergencies;
g) helping the station supervisor or operation executive to manage, supervise and
overcome problem of traffic operation, staff, trade and others in order to provide
efficient and economic service to train passengers;
h) performing related tasks; and
i) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5112)
5112-01

Bus Conductor

5112-02

Ticket Inspector

5112-03

Boat / Ferry Conductor

5112-04

Train Conductor

UNIT GROUP 5113

TRAVEL GUIDES

Travel Guides accompany individuals or groups on sightseeing tours or excursions, describe
points of interest and provide other guide services.
Tasks include:
a) escorting tourists and looking after their comfort;
b) ensuring that reservations for transport and accommodation are confirmed and
prepared itineraries are met;
c) accompanying tourists on sightseeing tours and describing points of interest;
d) accompanying tourists to museums and exhibitions and giving information on
exhibits;
e) conducting outdoor activities such as mountain climbing, hunting or fishing;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5113)
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5113-01

Tourist Guide

5113-02

Travel Guide

5113-03

Art Gallery Guide

5113-04

Museum Guide
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MINOR GROUP 512 COOKS
Cooks plan, organise, prepare and cook food in hotels, restaurants and other public eating
places, on board ships, passenger trains, private households and other institutions or
establishments.
UNIT GROUP 5121

COOKS

Cooks plan, organise, prepare and cook food in hotels, restaurants and other public eating
places, on board ships, passenger trains, private households and other institutions or
establishments.
Tasks include:
a) planning meals and menus, ordering food supplies and preparing and cooking
food;
b) monitoring food quality;
c) demonstrating techniques and advising on cooking procedures;
d) planning, supervising and coordinating work in the kitchen;
e) ensuring cleanliness of crockery, utensils, kitchen equipment and work areas;
f) organising food promotions;
g) determining dry and wet ingredients for cooking, receiving and checking
ingredients, preparing ingredients, preserving the cleanliness of equipment and
kitchen area, and ensuring that kitchenware is stored and locked;
h) ensuring safe and sanitary food handling practices are complied with;
i) performing related tasks; and
j) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5121)
5121-01

Food Preparation Assistant, Grade N17

5121-02

Cook, Grade N17

5121-03

Chief Cook

5121-04

Cook

MINOR GROUP 513 WAITERS AND BARTENDERS
Waiters and Bartenders serve food and beverages in commercial dining and drinking places
such as clubs, institutions and canteens, on board ships and in passenger trains.
UNIT GROUP 5131

WAITERS

Waiters and waitresses serve food and beverages in commercial dining and drinking places
such as clubs, institutions and canteens, on board ships and in passenger trains.
Tasks include:
a) setting tables with clean linen, cutlery, crockery and glassware;
b) setting and arranging tables and escorting guests to their tables;
c) presenting the menu and recommending menu items to customers;
d) taking orders and serving food and beverages;
e) serving food and beverages to customers;
f) presenting bills to customers and accepting payment;
g) cleaning the dining area; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5131)
5131-01

Waiter

5131-02

Waiter

5131-03

Food and Beverage Supervisor

5131-04

Outlet Supervisor
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UNIT GROUP 5132

BARTENDERS

Bartenders mix and serve alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks directly to customers at a bar
or counter, or through waiters.
Tasks include:
a) setting and arranging tables and escorting guests to their tables;
b) presenting the menu and recommending menu items to customers;
c) taking orders and serving food and beverages;
d) advising on the choice of wines and serving them;
e) serving alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks at a bar;
f) presenting bills to customers and accepting payment;
g) cleaning glasses, utensils and bar equipment;
h) planning, organising and controlling the operation of bar;
i) examining the identity cards of customers for their age to ensure they are legally
permitted to buy alcoholic drinks; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5132)
5132-01

Bartender

5132-02

Bartender Assistant

5132-03

Food and Beverage Bartender

5132-04

Barista

MINOR GROUP 514 HAIRDRESSERS, BEAUTICIANS AND RELATED WORKERS
Hairdressers, Beauticians and Related Workers cut and style hair, shave and trim beards,
give beauty treatment, apply cosmetics and give other kinds of treatment to customers in
order to improve their appearance.
UNIT GROUP 5141

HAIRDRESSERS

Hairdressers shampoo, cut, colour and style hair and massage and treat the scalp.
Tasks include:
a) cutting, washing, colouring and perming hair, shaving or trimming beards and
removing facial hair;
b) giving scalp treatment;
c) fitting wigs according to customers’ requirements;
d) providing advice on hair care, beauty products and hairstyles;
e) styling hair into dreadlocks and braids and adding hair extensions;
f) cleaning work areas and sanitising instruments;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5141)
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5141-01

Coiffeur

5141-02

Hairdresser

5141-03

Barber

5141-04

Hair Stylist
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UNIT GROUP 5142

BEAUTICIANS AND RELATED WORKERS

Beauticians and Related Workers give facial and body beauty treatments, apply cosmetics
and give other kinds of treatment to individuals to improve their appearance.
Tasks include:
a) making up artists for a show;
b) cleaning and applying cream, lotion and related products to the face and parts of
the body;
c) giving facial and body massage;
d) applying make-up on clients or actors and other performers;
e) shaping, colouring and giving other treatments to eyebrows and eyelashes;
f) dyeing hair and giving scalp treatment;
g) cleaning, shaping and polishing finger and toe nails and treating minor ailments of
the human foot such as corns, calluses or toe nail problems;
h) preparing special cosmetics for individual clients;
i) attending to clients taking baths and administering elementary massage;
j) using waxing, sugaring and depilation techniques to remove unwanted body hair;
k) advising clients on diet and exercise to assist in weight loss and slimming;
l) preparing necessary materials such as latex or plastic masks, wigs and beards;
m) performing related tasks; and
n) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5142)
5142-01

Beautician, Grade B11

5142-02

Beautician

5142-03

Make-Up Artist

5142-04

Manicurist

MINOR GROUP 515 BUILDING AND HOUSEKEEPING SUPERVISORS
Building and Housekeeping Supervisors coordinate, schedule and supervise the work of
cleaners and other housekeeping staff in commercial, industrial and residential premises.
They take responsibility for housekeeping and caretaking functions in hotels, offices,
apartments, houses and private dwellings.
UNIT GROUP 5151

CLEANING AND HOUSEKEEPING SUPERVISORS IN OFFICES, HOTELS AND
OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS

Cleaning and Housekeeping Supervisors in Offices, Hotels and Other Establishments
organise, supervise and carry out housekeeping functions in order to keep clean and tidy
the interiors and fixtures of hotels, offices and other establishments, as well as of aircraft,
trains, buses and similar vehicles.
Tasks include:
a) training, discharging, organising and supervising helpers, cleaners and other
housekeeping staff;
b) purchasing or controlling the purchase of supplies;
c) controlling storage and issue of supplies;
d) supervising the general welfare and conduct of individuals in institutions;
e) sweeping or vacuuming, washing and polishing floors, furniture and other fixtures;
f) making beds, cleaning bathrooms, supplying towels, soap and related items;
g) cleaning kitchens and generally helping with kitchen work, including dishwashing;
h) restocking minibars and replenishing items such as drinking glasses and stationery;
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i) performing related tasks; and
j) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5151)
5151-01

Hotel and Lodging Banquet Supervisor

5151-02

Hotel and Lodging Floor Supervisor

5151-03

Housekeeping Supervisor

5151-04

Laundry Supervisor

UNIT GROUP 5152

DOMESTIC HOUSEKEEPERS

Domestic Housekeepers organise, supervise and carry out housekeeping functions in private
households with or without the support of subordinate staff.
Tasks include:
a) supervising workers employed in households as domestic staff;
b) purchasing or controlling the purchase of supplies;
c) controlling storage and issue of supplies;
d) assisting in cases of minor injury or illness by performing tasks such as taking
temperature, giving medicine or putting on bandages;
e) sweeping, vacuuming, washing and polishing floors, furniture and other fixtures;
f) making beds, cleaning bathrooms, supplying towels, soap and related items;
g) taking care of household pets and plants, receiving visitors, answering telephones,
delivering messages and shopping for groceries;
h) preparing and cooking meals, setting and clearing tables and serving food and
beverages;
i) cleaning kitchens and generally helping with kitchen work, including dishwashing;
j) performing related tasks; and
k) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5152)
5152-01

Housekeeper, Private

5152-02

Butler

5152-03

Domestic Housekeeper

5152-04

House Steward, Private

UNIT GROUP 5153

BUILDING CARETAKERS

Building Caretakers take care of apartments, houses, hotels, hostels, offices and other
buildings and maintain them in a clean and proper condition. They may supervise other
workers and contractors depending on the size and nature of the building concerned.
Tasks include:
a) supervising the work of cleaning, housekeeping and building maintenance staff
and contractors;
b) participating in cleaning, simple repairs and maintenance of building interiors;
c) regulating conduct of tenants and visitors in such matters as noise abatement or
misuse of property;
d) providing small services to absent tenants such as accepting deliveries on their
behalf or providing requested information to callers;
e) notifying the management and owners of buildings of the need for repairs;
f) patrolling buildings to ensure security is maintained;
g) filling in registration forms and providing tenants with copies of rules;
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h) performing related tasks; and
i) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5153)
5153-01

Hostel Supervisor, Grade N17

5153-02

Building Caretaker

5153-03

Warden, Hostel

5153-04

Warden, Dormitory

MINOR GROUP 516 OTHER PERSONAL SERVICES WORKERS
Other Personal Services Workers predict future events in people’s lives, provide
companionship and other personal services; groom, train and care for animals; provide
embalming and funeral services; and instruct learner drivers.
UNIT GROUP 5161

ASTROLOGERS, FORTUNE-TELLERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Astrologers, Fortune-Tellers and Related Workers predict future events in people’s lives by
practising astrology or related techniques and give warnings and advice on possible
courses of action.
Tasks include:
a) reading horoscopes of individuals at birth or forecasting future events and
conditions of their lives;
b) determining auspicious times for various human activities such as inaugurations,
marriages, journeys and other religious ceremonies;
c) studying the influence of the constellations and of other phenomena on a person's
life and situation;
d) interpreting a person’s characteristics through reading of the palms, playing cards,
etc.;
e) advising individuals on precautions to be taken to avoid evil influences; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5161)
5161-01

Astrologer

5161-02

Palmist

5161-03

Fortune-Teller

5161-04

Numerologist

UNIT GROUP 5162

COMPANIONS AND VALETS

Companions and Valets provide companionship and attend to various personal needs of
the employer.
Tasks include:
a) providing companionship to employer by accompanying him/her to various places,
reading, conversing and participating in activities such as sports;
b) assisting in entertaining visitors in employer’s home;
c) keeping wardrobe and personal effects of the employer in a proper condition; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5162)
5162-01

Lady-in-Waiting

5162-02

Companion

5162-03

Companion, Social

5162-04

Valet
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UNIT GROUP 5163

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS

Undertakers and Embalmers perform various tasks in the funeral of human remains.
Tasks include:
a) making arrangements for and conducting funerals and cremations;
b) embalming human remains to retard or repress the process of decay;
c) puncturing internal organs through the abdomen to remove natural fluids and
gases;
d) restoring injured portions of the body to their normal appearance by affixing pieces
of moulded wax, plaster of Paris or other materials;
e) making arrangements for and conducting funerals;
f) interviewing family to obtain data about the deceased and other information and
completing documents;
g) bathing human remains and wrapping them in shroud;
h) weeping during the recounting of the goodness, honesty of the deceased and
exhibiting the sadness and grief of the deceased’s family in losing a loved one; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5163)
5163-01

Attendant, Mortuary

5163-02

Undertaker

5163-03

Embalmer

5163-04

Moirologist

UNIT GROUP 5164

PET GROOMERS AND ANIMAL CARE WORKERS

Pet Groomers and Animal Care Workers feed, care for, groom, bathe and exercise animals,
and clean, disinfect and repair their cages and also specialise in grooming or maintaining a
pet's appearance.
Tasks include:
a) caring for animals in zoos, bird and aquatic parks;
b) understanding and applying techniques required to feed, handle, train and groom
animals;
c) cleaning and disinfecting cages and surrounding areas, and shampooing, clipping
nails and grooming animals;
d) monitoring and documenting animal behaviour, preparing food and feeding
animals, fish and birds at scheduled intervals;
e) assisting scientists and researchers in conducting laboratory tests on animals;
f) playing with the animals, providing companionship and observing behavioural
changes that could indicate illness or injury;
g) cleaning and sanitising equipment to prevent the spread of disease, storing
grooming equipment, keeping appointment schedules and discussing grooming
needs of animals with customers;
h) training and performing with animals; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5164)
5164-01
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5164-02

Specialised General Worker (Mahout), Grade R3
Animal Caretaker

5164-03

Keeper in Zoo, Bird and Aquatic Parks

5164-04

Zookeeper
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UNIT GROUP 5165

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS

Driving Instructors teach students to drive and demonstrate proper driving techniques.
Tasks include:
a) teaching students the rules of driving;
b) teaching students road safety;
c) teaching students to operate the car;
d) keeping students safe by operating dual controls (e.g. brakes and mirrors);
e) monitoring students’ driving techniques;
f) teaching car maintenance; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5165)
5165-01
UNIT GROUP 5169

Driving Instructor
PERSONAL SERVICES WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Personal Services Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group
516: Other Personal Services Workers.
Tasks include:
a) accompanying clients to restaurants and other places;
b) acting as a dance partner;
c) welcoming clients to a night club and ensuring that they are thoroughly
entertained; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5169)
5169-01

Social Escort

5169-02

Club Host

5169-03

Dance Partner
Guest Relations Officer

5169-04
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SUB-MAJOR 52 SALES WORKERS
Sales Workers sell and demonstrate goods in wholesale or retail shops, at stalls and markets,
door-to-door, via telephone or customer contact centres. They may record and accept
payment for goods and services purchased, and may operate small retail outlets.
MINOR GROUP 521 STREET AND MARKET SALESPERSONS
Street and Market Salespersons sell goods from stalls at markets or streets and prepare and
sell hot or cold food and drinks in streets and public places.
UNIT GROUP 5211

STALL AND MARKET SALESPERSONS

Stall and Market Salespersons sell various goods from stalls in open-air or covered markets or
from stalls in streets or other open spaces.
Tasks include:
a) obtaining from the local authorities permission to set up a stall at a particular place
on a street or other open spaces;
b) determining the variety of products, stock and price of goods to be sold;
c) buying or contracting goods from wholesale suppliers or directly from producers;
d) displaying products and explaining the qualities of the products to customers;
e) stacking and displaying goods for sale, and wrapping and packing goods sold;
f) receiving payment and keeping accounts; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5211)
5211-01

Street Stall Salesperson

5211-02

Market Salesperson

5211-03

Kiosk Salesperson

5211-04

Counter Sales Promoter

UNIT GROUP 5212

STREET FOOD SALESPERSONS

Street Food Salespersons prepare and sell hot or cold food and drinks ready for immediate
consumption on the streets and public places such as stations, cinemas or theatres.
Tasks include:
a) obtaining permission from the local authority to set up a stall at a particular place
on the street or other open spaces;
b) obtaining food and drinks for sale;
c) loading and unloading, pushing, pedalling or pulling a hand-cart, truck, tray or
basket to bring food and drinks to the desired place on the streets, or public places
such as stations or cinemas;
d) displaying and selling food and drinks, and accepting payment;
e) loading and unloading goods for sale; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5212)
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5212-01

Hawker (Food)

5212-02

Street Food Vendor
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MINOR GROUP 522 SHOP SALESPERSONS
Shop Salespersons sell a range of goods and services directly to the public or on behalf of
retail and wholesale establishments. They explain the functions and qualities of these goods
or services, and may operate small shops.
UNIT GROUP 5221

SHOPKEEPERS

Shopkeepers operate small retail shops either independently or with support from a small
number of others.
Tasks include:
a) loading and unloading goods for sale;
b) receiving payment and keeping accounts;
c) stacking and displaying items for sale;
d) advising customers on the selection, price, delivery, use and care of goods and
services;
e) preparing bills, invoices or receipts;
f) checking stock and participating in stock takes;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5221)
5221-01

Shopkeeper

5221-02

Grocer

5221-03

Newsagent

UNIT GROUP 5222

SHOP SUPERVISORS

Shop Supervisors supervise and coordinate the activities of shop sales assistants and other
workers in retail and wholesale shops such as supermarkets and department stores.
Tasks include:
a) estimating the types and quantities of goods required by customers and ensuring
adequate stock;
b) teaching staff the sales procedures, including how to deal with difficult and
complex cases;
c) supervising sales staff;
d) estimating needs of the business, purchase or authorise the purchase of goods of
the types, qualities and quantities required, usually under the general direction of
the proprietor or manager;
e) examining returned goods and deciding on appropriate action;
f) supervising and instructing sales and other staff or the sales department in their dayto-day work;
g) ensuring the prices of goods and services are displayed;
h) checking stock and participating in stock takes;
i) performing related tasks; and
j) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5222)
5222-01
5222-02

Shop Supervisor
Sales Supervisor

5222-03

Supermarket Supervisor

5222-04

Checkout Supervisor
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UNIT GROUP 5223

SHOP SALES ASSISTANTS

Shop Sales Assistants sell a range of goods and services directly to the public or on behalf of
retail and wholesale establishments. They explain the functions and qualities of these goods
or services.
Tasks include:
a) moving goods to be sold from storage area to sales area and placing them on
display;
b) explaining the functions and qualities of a product;
c) ascertaining the nature and quality of a product desired by a customer;
d) assisting customers in making a choice;
e) quoting prices, credit terms and discounts;
f) packing and arranging delivery of goods, if necessary;
g) preparing bills, invoices or receipts;
h) verifying cashier's receipt, if necessary;
i) giving demonstrations of articles on sale in order to inform customers about their
characteristics and mode of use, as well as to stimulate buying interest; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5223)
5223-01

Sales Assistant

5223-02

Shop Assistant

5223-03

Salesperson (Retail Establishment)

5223-04

Salesperson (Wholesale Establishment)

MINOR GROUP 523 CASHIERS AND TICKET CLERKS
Cashiers and Ticket Clerks deal directly with clients in connection with receiving, changing
and paying out money in shops, theatres or cinemas, banks, post offices and other
establishments such as shops and ticket offices or similar establishments.
UNIT GROUP 5231

CASHIERS AND TICKET CLERKS

Cashiers and Ticket Clerks receive directly from clients payment for goods or services in
establishments such as shops and ticket offices or similar establishments.
Tasks include:
a) establishing or determining the price of goods, services or admission and tabulating
the bill using a calculator, cash register or optical price scanner;
b) receiving and verifying cash, cheque or credit card payment in shops, ticket
counters or similar establishments;
c) giving change and issuing receipts;
d) issuing tickets at the ticket counter and receiving corresponding payment;
e) paying out cash against written orders, credit notes, or resulting from currency
exchanges and obtaining receipts;
f) keeping records and reconciling them with cash balance;
g) receiving incoming cash and checking it against sales slips and other documents;
h) operating the cash register;
i) wrapping or placing merchandise in bags; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5231)
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5231-01

Cashier

5231-02

Cashier, Office of Supervisor

5231-03

Cashier, Assistant

5231-04

Cashier, Parking
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MINOR GROUP 524 OTHER SALES WORKERS
Other Sales Workers display, demonstrate and sell goods, food and services, usually to the
general public, in contexts other than sales in markets, streets and shops.
UNIT GROUP 5241

FASHION AND OTHER MODELS

Fashion and Other Models wear and display clothing and accessories, and pose for
photographs, film and video, advertising, still photography or for artistic creation.
Tasks include:
a) dressing in sample apparel of new or current styles or of type wanted by the
customer;
b) modelling and demonstrating style and other characteristics to best advantage;
c) walking, turning and posing to demonstrate style and characteristics of garments,
fashion accessories and other merchandise;
d) posing as model for artistic photography, sculpture or painting;
e) posing as model for film and video recording in the field of advertising;
f) performing related tasks; and
g) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5241)
5241-01

Fashion Model

5241-02

Advertising Model

5241-03

Artist’s Model

UNIT GROUP 5242

SALES DEMONSTRATORS

Sales Demonstrators demonstrate goods at commercial premises, exhibitions and private
homes.
Tasks include:
a) stacking and displaying items for sales;
b) advising customers on the selection, price, delivery, use and care of goods and
services;
c) giving demonstrations of articles on sale in order to inform customers about their
characteristics and mode of use, as well as to stimulate buying interest;
d) taking orders and making arrangements for payment, delivery and collection of
goods;
e) offering samples of goods and distributing catalogues and advertising material;
f) contacting dealers or individuals by telephone to solicit business;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5242)
5242-01

Demonstrator

5242-02

Sales Promoter

5242-03

Sales Merchandiser
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UNIT GROUP 5243

DOOR-TO-DOOR SALESPERSONS

Door-to-Door Salespersons sell goods and services and solicit business for establishments by
approaching or visiting potential customers, usually residents in private homes, by going
from door to door.

Tasks include:
a) contacting customers by telephone, mail or in person to offer or persuade them to
purchase merchandise or services;
b) stacking and displaying merchandise samples at events or on racks;
c) delivering merchandise, serving customers, collecting payment and giving change;
d) approaching potential customers or going on foot or by vehicle to deliver or sell
merchandise or services;
e) distributing product samples or brochures detailing the product or services;
f) taking orders for goods and entering orders into the computer system;
g) explaining prices of products or services and demonstrating use of the products;
and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5243)
5243-01

Direct Selling Salesperson

5243-02

Door-to-Door Salesperson

5243-03

Door-to-Door Sales Representative

UNIT GROUP 5244

CONTACT CENTRE SALESPERSONS

Contact Centre Salespersons respond to telephone calls or other communication media to
assist customers with specific queries, and promote goods and services, obtain sales and
arrange sales visits.

Tasks include:
a) answering incoming calls to assist customers who have specific queries;
b) promoting customers’ interest in the services and products offered by the company;
c) arranging for the dispatch of products, information packages, brochures, etc. to
clients and other interested parties;
d) soliciting feedback to improve service, responding to requests for service/
assistance; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5244)
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5244-01

Customer Contact Centre Salesperson

5244-02

Contact Centre Personnel

5244-03

Outbound Contact Centre Consultant

5244-04

Telesales Agent
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UNIT GROUP 5245

SERVICE STATION AND PUMP ATTENDANTS

Service Station and Pump Attendants sell fuel, lubricants and other automotive products and
provide services such as fuelling, cleaning, lubricating and performing minor repairs to motor
vehicles.

Tasks include:
a) filling the petrol tank;
b) checking and replenishing air pressure in vehicle tyres, oil and other vehicle fluids;
c) washing the windscreen and windows of vehicles;
d) performing minor repairs to vehicles such as replacing tyres, light bulbs and
windscreen wiper blades;
e) maintaining and operating an automatic car wash;
f) collecting payment from customers;
g) cleaning petrol pumps, shops and surrounding driveways;
h) controlling stock and preparing daily reports on fuel, oil, accessories and other items
sold;
i) performing related tasks; and
j) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5245)
5245-01

Petrol Pump Attendant

5245-02

Service Station Attendant

UNIT GROUP 5246

FOOD COUNTER ATTENDANTS

Food Counter Attendants serve customers at food counters and prepare simple food items in
restaurants, cafeterias, hotels, fast food outlets, hospitals and other similar establishments.

Tasks include:
a) serving food to customers at counters;
b) ascertaining the products desired by customers, assisting customers in making
choices and taking orders;
c) preparing simple food items and reheating prepared food;
d) packing takeaway food; and
e) receiving payment for food items purchased.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5246)
5246-01

Food Counter Attendant

5246-02

Cafeteria Counter Attendant
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UNIT GROUP 5249

SALES WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Sales Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group 524: Other
Sales Workers.
Tasks include:
a) stacking and displaying items for sale;
b) advising customers on the selection, price, delivery, use and care of goods and
services;
c) preparing bills, invoices or receipts;
d) giving demonstrations of articles on sale in order to inform customers about their
characteristics and mode of use, as well as to stimulate buying interest;
e) contacting dealers or private individuals by telephone to solicit sales for good or
services;
f) checking stock and participating in stock takes;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5249)
5249-01
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Rental Salesperson
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SUB-MAJOR 53 EDUCATION AND SOCIAL SERVICES WORKERS
Education and Social Services Workers provide care, supervision and assistance for children,
patients and the elderly, convalescent or disabled persons in institutional and residential
settings.
MINOR GROUP 531 CHILD CARE WORKERS AND TEACHERS AIDES
Child Care Workers and Teachers Aides provide care and supervision for children in schools,
residential homes and child care facilities.
UNIT GROUP 5311

CHILD CARE WORKERS

Child Care Workers provide care and supervision of children in residential homes and day
care centres.
Tasks include:
a) assisting children to bath, dress and feed themselves;
b) taking children to and from school or outdoors for recreation;
c) playing games with children, or entertaining them by reading or story-telling;
d) looking after the welfare and safety of children in the absence of their parents;
e) maintaining order in children’s bedrooms and playrooms;
f) taking care of school children on excursions, museum visits and similar outings;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5311)
5311-01

Child Care Worker

5311-02

Amah

5311-03

Nanny

5311-04

Babysitter

UNIT GROUP 5312

TEACHERS AIDES

Teachers Aides perform non-teaching duties to assist teachers, and provide care and
supervision for children in schools and pre-schools.
Tasks include:
a) carrying out tasks to assist teachers in pre-school classes and caring for pupils;
b) demonstrating, supervising and participating in activities that enhance the physical,
social, emotional and intellectual development of children in schools and preschools;
c) preparing indoor and outdoor areas for learning and recreational activities;
d) assisting children with intellectual, physical, behavioural and other learning
difficulties with their studies;
e) assisting children individually to learn social skills;
f) assisting in the preparation of teaching materials, and copying and collating written
and printed materials;
g) operating audio-visual equipment, computers and other teaching aids;
h) distributing and collecting lesson material; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5312)
5312-01

Pupil Management Assistant, Grade N17

5312-02

Teachers Aide

5312-03

Pre-school Assistant

5312-04

Kindergarten Assistant
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MINOR GROUP 532 PERSONAL CARE WORKERS IN HEALTH SERVICES
Personal Care Workers in Health Services provide personal care and assistance with mobility
and activities of daily living to patients and the elderly, convalescent and disabled people
in health care centres and residential settings.
UNIT GROUP 5321

HEALTH CARE ASSISTANTS

Health Care Assistants provide personal care and assistance with activities of daily living to
patients and residents in a variety of health care settings such as hospitals, clinics and
nursing care centres.
Tasks include:
a) assisting patients with personal and therapeutic care needs such as personal
hygiene, feeding, dressing, physical mobility and exercise, communication, taking
medications and changing dressings;
b) positioning, lifting and moving patients and placing them in wheelchairs or on
movable beds;
c) maintaining the cleanliness of the patients’ surroundings, such as cleaning the
patients’ rooms and changing the bed linen;
d) assisting with the patients’ overall comfort;
e) monitoring patients’ conditions by taking their temperature, pulse, respiration and
weight; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5321)
5321-01
5321-02

Health Assistant, Grade U3
Public Health Assistant, Grade U11

5321-03

Nursing Assistant

5321-04

Nursing Medical Assistant

UNIT GROUP 5322

HOME-BASED PERSONAL CARE WORKERS

Home-Based Personal Care Workers provide routine personal care and assistance with
activities of daily living to persons in need of such care due to the effects of ageing, illness,
injury or other physical or mental conditions in private homes and other residential settings.
Tasks include:
a) helping with daily tasks such as meal preparation, medication reminders, laundry,
light housekeeping, delivery and pick up of groceries, shopping, transport
arrangement and accompaniment of customers;
b) bathing, dressing, moving patients, helping them to use the toilet, eat and walk;
c) lightening housework, preparing meals, taking medications, shopping for groceries
and clothes, using the telephone and managing money that enable the patient to
live independently in the community;
d) assisting elderly or disabled people with daily activities at their home or in care
centres;
e) advising families, the elderly and the disabled on such matters as nutrition, hygiene
and home facilities;
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5322)
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5322-01

Care Aide (Home)

5322-02

Birth Assistant (Home)

5322-03

Nursing Aide (Home)

5322-04

Personal Care Provider
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UNIT GROUP 5329

PERSONAL CARE WORKERS IN HEALTH SERVICES NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Personal Care Workers in Health Services Not Elsewhere Classified in
Minor Group 532: Personal Care Workers in Health Services.
Tasks include:
a) performing related tasks; and
b) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5329)
5329-01

First-Aid Attendant

5329-02

Medical Imaging Assistant

5329-03

Phlebotomist

5329-04

Sterilisation Aide
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SUB-MAJOR 54 PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS
Protective Services Workers provide protective services related to fire fighters, police officers,
prison guards, security guards and protective services not elsewhere classified.
MINOR GROUP 541 PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS
Protective Services Workers protect individuals and property against fire and other hazards,
maintain law and order and enforce laws and regulations.
UNIT GROUP 5411

FIRE FIGHTERS

Fire Fighters prevent and extinguish fires, rescue lives, salvage property and conduct rescue
efforts.
Tasks include:
a) performing fire fighting and rescue operations;
b) conducting daily maintenance of fire fighting equipment efficiently;
c) rescuing people and salvaging property and possessions during and after fires and
major accidents;
d) preventing or limiting the spread of dangerous substances in the event of fires or
accidents;
e) directing rescue operations to save trapped people, animals, property and
rendering first aid to injured victims;
f) informing the public about fire prevention;
g) investigating causes of a fire and submitting the report to superiors;
h) performing related tasks; and
i) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5411)
5411-01

Fire Officer, Grade KB17

5411-02

Fire Fighter

5411-03

Fire Prevention Officer

5411-04

Forest Fire Fighter

UNIT GROUP 5412

POLICE OFFICERS

Police Officers maintain law and order and enforce laws and regulations.
Tasks include:
a) performing policing duties;
b) planning, preventing crime, investigating, arresting and charging, directing traffic,
gathering intelligence, preparing equipment and communication and maintaining
public security on land, in the sea and air;
c) arresting people who contravene the law;
d) maintaining law and order, protecting people and property from hazards and
unlawful acts;
e) issuing summonses to traffic offenders, assuming authority in the event of an
accident;
f) rendering first aide and conducting the necessary investigations, maintaining order
during fires, inspecting authorised places of public assembly, and providing general
information;
g) keeping records, preparing reports on activities and giving evidence in court;
h) performing related tasks; and
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i) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5412)
5412-01

5412-03

Low-Ranking Police Officer and Auxiliary Constable, Grade
YT1
Low-Ranking Police Officer and Aboriginal Constable,
Grade YP1
Police Volunteer

5412-04

Police Patrol Officer

5412-02

UNIT GROUP 5413

PRISON GUARDS

Prison Guards watch over and maintain discipline among inmates of prisons, reformatories
or penitentiaries.
Tasks include:
a) guarding prisoners (detainees/juveniles) in terms of physical safety and
management inclusive of rehabilitation and guard duties of prisoners undergoing
treatment at hospitals or attending trial in court;
b) searching arriving prisoners, putting their valuables in safekeeping, escorting
prisoners to prison cells and locking them in;
c) making periodic inspection tours of prison cells;
d) supervising prisoners at work, meals or during walks and patrolling prison areas to
prevent escape by prisoners;
e) performing related tasks; and
f) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5413)
5413-01

Prison Officer, Grade KX17

5413-02

Prison Guard

5413-03

Prison Warden

UNIT GROUP 5414

SECURITY GUARDS

Security Guards watch over industrial plants, warehouses, houses and other property against
fire, theft or illegal entry or accompanying vehicles transporting cash or valuables to protect
against theft or robbery.
Tasks include:
a) recording particulars of vehicles entering or leaving the plant or premises;
b) checking vehicles leaving the premises to prevent unauthorised removal of goods;
c) patrolling inside and around premises to prevent unauthorised entry;
d) accompanying or riding in vehicles transporting cash, payroll or valuables to
protect against theft or robbery;
e) performing security checks of passengers and luggage at airports;
f) ushering people into courtrooms and similar establishments;
g) monitoring the guarding of all main gateways and entrances to buildings and
directing security guards to watch visitors entering the complex;
h) patrolling inside and outside the building;
i) performing the duties of a bodyguard;
j) performing related tasks; and
k) supervising other workers.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5414)
5414-01

Security Assistant, Grade KP17

5414-02

Security Guard, Grade KP11

5414-06

Guard, Gambling Activities

5414-07

Bodyguard

UNIT GROUP 5415

IMMIGRATION/ CUSTOMS OFFICERS AND ASSISTANTS

Immigration/ Customs Officers and Assistants help to examine and assess the admissibility of
all passengers at seaports and airports. They are involved in preventive work, searching of
vehicles, freight and examination of documentation.
Tasks include:
a) examining imported / exported goods, luggage entering/exiting the gates of the
country and balancing manifests;
b) controlling the movement of goods in / out of the free zones, licensed
manufacturing warehouses, effective warehouses, excise factories, performing the
duties of cashier and collection of duty;
c) carrying out prevention duties such as espionage, raids, patrols and search of
vessels / vehicles and assisting in common administrative tasks;
d) selecting and targeting individual vehicles based on intelligence, previous offences,
previous shipping information, computer records and current trends;
e) searching individuals, vehicles and cargo for smuggled goods;
f) examining documentation relating to imported freight;
g) examining freight physically to ensure that the goods carried correspond with the
documented description;
h) arresting individuals suspected of smuggling;
i) assisting in the enforcement of the law, examining wholesale and retail business
premises, aiding in anti-smuggling operation duties, wholesale and retail licence
application, investigating cases for which action has been taken under enforced
laws, processing permit applications for rice transfer, collecting information on
controlled goods, processing applications for import licence, rice by-products such
as rice flour, glutinous rice flour, rice vermicelli, etc. and preparing information
relating to import and export of these goods;
j) performing related tasks; and
k) supervising, scheduling and monitoring the tasks of other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5415)
5415-01

Immigration Officer, Grade KP17

5415-02

Customs Superintendent Assistant, Grade W17

UNIT GROUP 5419

PROTECTIVE SERVICES WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Protective Services Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group
541: Protective Service Workers.
Tasks include:
a) ensuring the safety and cleanliness of a swimming pool for use and that the public
adhere to the instructions and prescribed regulations pertaining to the use of the
swimming pool;
b) monitoring and ensuring the safety of users of water recreation devices while
ensuring the equipment used is not damaged and is safe;
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c) performing the duties of a bodyguard;
d) patrolling beaches and swimming pools to prevent accidents and to rescue bathers
from drowning;
e) patrolling natural reserves, game parks, forest areas and enclosures to prevent theft
and destruction;
f) performing various underwater tasks connected with rescue work or recovery of
dead bodies;
g) taking responsibility for rehabilitation and caring of parks, supervision of the
employees in fieldwork, and patrolling the boundaries of a park;
h) directing traffic and enforcing its authority in the event of an emergency;
i) performing related tasks; and
j) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 5419)
5419-01

Lifeguard, Grade N1

5419-02

Maritime Enforcement Officers of Other Ranks, Grade X1

5419-03

Game Warden

5419-04

Park Warden, Animal Recreation

24123
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6

SKILLED AGRICULTURAL,
FORESTRY, LIVESTOCK AND
FISHERY WORKERS
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MAJOR GROUP
SUB-MAJOR GROUP
MINOR GROUP
UNIT GROUP
SMALL UNIT GROUP

6

61 MARKET-ORIENTED SKILLED AGRICULTURAL AND LIVESTOCK WORKERS
611 MARKET GARDENERS AND CROP GROWERS
6111
6112
6113
6114
6115

Field Crop Growers
Shrub Crop Growers
Gardeners, Horticultural and Nursery Growers
Mixed Crop Growers
Vegetable Growers

612 ANIMAL PRODUCERS
6121
6122
6123
6129

Livestock and Dairy Producers
Poultry Producers
Apiarists and Sericulturists
Animal Producers and Related Workers Not Elsewhere Classified

613 MIXED CROP AND ANIMAL PRODUCERS
6131 Mixed Crop and Animal Producers

62 MARKET-ORIENTED SKILLED FORESTRY, FISHERY AND HUNTING WORKERS
621 SKILLED FORESTRY AND RELATED WORKERS
6211 Skilled Forestry and Related Workers
622 SKILLED FISHERY WORKERS, HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS
6221
6222
6223
6224
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Fishery and Aquaculture Producers
Skilled Inland and Coastal Waters Fishery Workers
Skilled Deep-Sea Fishery Workers
Hunters and Trappers

63 SUBSISTENCE FARMERS, FISHERMEN, HUNTERS AND GATHERERS
631 SUBSISTENCE CROP FARMERS
6311 Subsistence Crop Farmers
632 SUBSISTENCE LIVESTOCK FARMERS
6321 Subsistence Livestock Farmers
633 SUBSISTENCE MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARMERS
6331 Subsistence Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmers
634 SUBSISTENCE FISHERMEN, HUNTERS, TRAPPERS AND GATHERERS
6341 Subsistence Fishermen, Hunters, Trappers and Gatherers
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6

SKILLED AGRICULTURAL,
FORESTRY, LIVESTOCK AND
FISHERY WORKERS

61
62

SUB-MAJOR GROUP

63

61. MARKET-ORIENTED SKILLED AGRICULTURAL AND LIVESTOCK WORKERS
62. MARKET-ORIENTED SKILLED FORESTRY, FISHERY AND HUNTING WORKERS
63. SUBSISTENCE FARMERS, FISHERMEN, HUNTERS AND GATHERERS
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Major Group 6

SKILLED AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY,
LIVESTOCK AND FISHERY WORKERS
Description

Skill Level

Grow and harvest field or tree and shrub crops, gather wild fruit, herbs
and vegetables, breed, tend or hunt animals, produce a variety of
animal husbandry products, cultivate, conserve and gather forest
products, breed or catch fish and cultivate or gather other forms of
aquatic life

Most occupations in this major group require skills at the second level

SUB-MAJOR 61 MARKET-ORIENTED SKILLED AGRICULTURAL AND LIVESTOCK WORKERS
Market-Oriented Skilled Agricultural and Livestock Workers plan and carry out the necessary
operations to grow and harvest field or tree and shrub crops, breed animals, produce a
variety of animal husbandry products, or cultivate, conserve and gather forest products for
sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesalers, marketing organisations or at markets.
MINOR GROUP 611 MARKET GARDENERS AND CROP GROWERS
Market Gardeners and Crop Growers plan and carry out the necessary operations to grow
and harvest field crops, to grow fruit and other tree and shrub crops, to grow garden
vegetables and medicinal and other plants and to produce horticultural and horticultural
nursery products for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing
organisations or at markets.
UNIT GROUP 6111

FIELD CROP GROWERS

Field Crop Growers plan and carry out the necessary operations to grow and harvest various
types of field crops such as oil palm, rubber, coconut, tapioca, sugar cane and paddy for
sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations or at
markets.
Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and amounts of crops to be grown;
b) purchasing seeds, fertiliser and other supplies;
c) performing operations such as soil preparation, sowing, planting, loosening soil and
harvest of crops;
d) storing and carrying out some basic processing of produce;
e) maintaining machinery and other equipment on the farm;
f) controlling weeds, pests and diseases by using herbicides and pesticides;
g) promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and transport of
products and supplies, as well as maintaining and evaluating records of farm
activities and transactions;
h) training workers on the farm, supervising maintenance duties and health and safety
precautions; and
i) performing related tasks.
Example of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6111)
6111-01
6111-02

Grower, Field Crop
Grower, Rubber

6111-03

Grower, Coconut

6111-04

Grower, Oil Palm
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UNIT GROUP 6112

SHRUB CROP GROWERS

Shrub Crop Growers plan and carry out the necessary operations to grow and harvest
shrubs for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations
or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and amounts of crops to be grown;
b) purchasing seeds, fertiliser and other supplies;
c) performing operations such as soil preparation, sowing, planting, loosening soil,
fertilising and harvest of crops;
d) maintaining the nursery, greenhouse, machinery and other equipment;
e) controlling weeds, pests and diseases with the use of herbicides and
pesticides;
f) promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and
transport of products and supplies, as well as maintaining and evaluating
records of farm activities and transactions;
g) training workers on the farm, supervising maintenance duties and health and
safety precautions; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6112)
6112-01

Grower, Shrub Trees

6112-02

Grower, Coco

6112-03

Grower, Tea

6112-04

Grower, Pomegranate

UNIT GROUP 6113

GARDENERS, HORTICULTURAL AND NURSERY GROWERS

Gardeners, Horticultural and Nursery Growers plan and carry out the necessary operations
to grow vegetables by intensive cultivation techniques, to cultivate trees, shrubs, flowers and
other plants and to produce saplings, bulbs and seeds for sale or delivery on a regular basis
to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and amounts of vegetables, horticultural and nursery
products to be grown;
b) performing operations such as soil preparation, sowing, planting and harvest of
crops;
c) producing saplings, bulbs and seeds;
d) cultivating flowers, trees, shrubs and other plants in parks or public or private
gardens;
e) growing plants for exhibition or medicinal purposes;
f) protecting and maintaining the green house, machinery and equipment in the
nursery;
g) delivering or marketing products;
h) storing and carrying out some processing of produce; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6113)
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6113-01

Gardener

6113-02

Flower Grower

6113-03

Horticulturist

6113-04

Hydroponic Grower
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UNIT GROUP 6114

MIXED CROP GROWERS

Mixed Crop Growers plan and carry out the necessary operations to grow and harvest
specific combinations of field crops, field vegetables, tree and shrub crops, garden,
horticultural and nursery products, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers,
marketing organisations or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) determining kinds and amounts of crops to be grown;
b) purchasing seeds, fertiliser and other supplies;
c) performing operations such as soil preparation, sowing, planting, tending and
harvest of crops;
d) growing vegetables by intensive cultivation and producing saplings, bulbs and
seeds;
e) storing and carrying out some processing of produce;
f) controlling weeds, pests and diseases by using herbicides and pesticides;
g) promoting and marketing products, arranging the sale, purchase and transport of
products and supplies, as well as maintaining and evaluating records of farm
activities and transactions;
h) training workers on the farm, supervising maintenance duties and health and safety
precautions;
i) maintaining buildings, machinery and other equipment;
j) delivering or marketing products; and
k) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6114)
6114-01

Mixed Crop Grower

6114-02

Mixed Crop Farmer

6114-03

Skilled Farm Worker (Mixed Crops)

UNIT GROUP 6115

VEGETABLE GROWERS

Vegetable Growers plan and carry out the necessary operations to grow and harvest
various types of vegetables for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers,
marketing organisations or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) determining the types and amounts of crops to be grown;
b) purchasing seeds, fertiliser and other supplies;
c) performing operations such as soil preparation, sowing, planting, tending and harvest
of crops;
d) growing vegetables by intensive cultivation and producing saplings, bulbs and seeds;
e) storing and carrying out some processing of produce;
f) delivering or marketing products; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6115)
6115-01

Vegetable Grower

6115-02

Lentil Grower

6115-03

Black Pepper Farmer

6115-04

Chilli Farmer
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MINOR GROUP 612 ANIMAL PRODUCERS
Animal Producers plan and perform operations to breed and raise domesticated animals,
poultry, insects and non-domesticated animals for the production of meat, dairy products,
honey, skins, textiles and other products, or for use as working, sporting or recreational
animals, for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations
or at markets.
UNIT GROUP 6121

LIVESTOCK AND DAIRY PRODUCERS

Livestock and Dairy Producers plan and carry out the necessary operations to breed, raise
and tend livestock such as cattle, sheep, pigs, goats, horses, dogs and cats to be used as
working, sporting or pet animals as well as to obtain meat, milk, wool, skin and other
products for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations
or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and number of livestock and livestock products to be
produced;
b) purchasing animals, producing and purchasing fodder and other supplies;
c) breeding, raising and tending livestock;
d) milking animals;
e) shearing coats to obtain wool;
f) preparing animals or animal products for the market;
g) storing and carrying out some processing of livestock products;
h) carrying out the work related to livestock reproduction such as breeding, artificial
insemination, and helping with animal births;
i) maintaining buildings, machinery and farm equipment;
j) delivering or marketing farm products; and
k) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6121)
6121-01

Breeder, Livestock

6121-02

Breeder, Dairy

6121-03

Skilled Farm Worker, Mixed Animal Husbandry

6121-04

Producer, Dairy

UNIT GROUP 6122

POULTRY PRODUCERS

Poultry Producers plan and carry out the necessary operations to breed, raise and tend
poultry to produce eggs, meat, nest or feathers and breeding stock for sale or delivery on a
regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and number of poultry and the products to be produced;
b) monitoring market activity, planning and coordinating production accordingly,
and maintaining and evaluating records of farming activities;
c) monitoring and examining poultry to detect illness, injury or infection, and to
check physical condition such as rate of weight gain, and removing weak, ill and
dead poultry from the flock;
d) vaccinating livestock through drinking water, injection or dusting of air;
e) collecting, storing, packing and shipping products for sale on the market;
f)
collecting, storing and packing eggs for sale on the market;
g) determining the sex of chicks and facilitating breeding, artificial insemination and
hatching of eggs;
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h)
i)
j)
k)

training and supervising workers on poultry production procedures, maintenance
duties, and safety and health precautions;
storing and carrying out some processing of livestock products;
delivering or marketing farm products; and
performing related tasks.

Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6122)
6122-01

Farmer, Goose

6122-02

Farmer, Chicken

6122-03

Farmer, Bird

6122-04

Farmer, Duck

UNIT GROUP 6123

APIARISTS AND SERICULTURISTS

Apiarists and Sericulturists plan and carry out the necessary operation to breed, raise and
tend insects such as honey bees, silkworms and other species to produce honey, beeswax,
silk and other products for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesalers, marketing
organisations or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) monitoring market activity, planning and coordinating production accordingly,
monitoring market activity by regulations, determining the types and amounts of
insect products to produce, planning and coordinating production accordingly;
b) purchasing and rearing insects or buying food and other supplies;
c) breeding, raising and tending insects, and collecting their products;
d) arranging the sale, purchase and transport of stock; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6123)
6123-01

Apiarist

6123-02

Sericulturist

6123-03

Farmer, Leech

6123-04

Farmer, Worm

UNIT GROUP 6129

ANIMAL PRODUCERS AND RELATED WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Animal Producers and Related Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in
Minor Group 612: Animal Producers.
Tasks include:
a) buying or setting up the necessary buildings, open or sheltered spaces, equipment,
etc and maintaining them;
b) determining the kinds and number of animals to be raised;
c) breeding, raising, feeding and tending animals;
d) storing and carrying out some processing of the products; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6129)
6129-01

Inseminator, Poultry

6129-02

Vaccinator

6129-03

Worker, Incubator

6129-04

Fur Farmer (Non-Domesticated Animals)
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MINOR GROUP 613 MIXED CROP AND ANIMAL PRODUCERS
Mixed Crop and Animal Producers plan and carry out the necessary operations for mixed
farming of the kind that produces a combination of both crops and animals and related
products, for delivery or sale on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations
or at markets.
UNIT GROUP 6131

MIXED CROP AND ANIMAL PRODUCERS

Mixed Crop and Animal Producers plan and carry out the necessary operations for mixed
farming of the kind that produces a combination of both crops and animals and related
products, for delivery or sale on a regular basis to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations
or at markets.

Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and amounts of crops to be grown;
b) controlling weeds, pests and diseases with the use of herbicides and pesticides;
c) purchasing seeds, fertiliser and other supplies;
d) storing and carrying out some processing of farm products;
e) performing operations such as soil preparation, sowing, planting, loosening soil and
harvest of crops;
f) storing and carrying out some basic processing of farm products;
g) determining the kinds, amounts of livestock and livestock products to be produced;
h) maintaining machinery and other equipment in the field;
i) delivering or marketing farm products; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6131)
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6131-01

Mixed Product Farmer (Crops and Husbandry)

6131-02

Farmer (Mixed Farming)

6131-03

Skilled Farm Worker (Mixed Farming)
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SUB-MAJOR 62 MARKET-ORIENTED SKILLED FORESTRY, FISHERY AND HUNTING WORKERS
Market-Oriented Skilled Forestry, Fishery and Hunting Workers plan, organise and perform
operations to cultivate, conserve and exploit natural and plantation forests, breed and raise
fish, harvest and catch fish, and hunt and trap animals for sale or delivery on a regular basis
to wholesale buyers, marketing organisations or at markets.
MINOR GROUP 621 SKILLED FORESTRY AND RELATED WORKERS
Skilled Forestry and Related Workers plan and carry out the necessary operations to
cultivate, conserve and exploit forests for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale
buyers, marketing organisations or at markets.
UNIT GROUP 6211

SKILLED FORESTRY AND RELATED WORKERS

Skilled Forestry and Related Workers carry out the necessary operations to cultivate,
conserve and exploit forests for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers,
marketing organisations or at markets.

Tasks include:
a) establishing and tending the forest area;
b) locating trees to be felled and estimating the volume of timber;
c) trimming, topping and felling trees and sawing them into logs;
d) shaping rough wooden products from logs at felling site;
e) grading logs;
f) supervising logging work, conducting block surveys, grid lines, measurement,
topography and tree census;
g) teaching trainees to handle and maintain heavy machinery for logging, technique
to build timber roads and to extract timber from the jungle;
h) regulating forest development work, operations, enforcement of factories and
encroachment of recreational forests; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6211)
6211-01

Forest Guard, Grade G11

6211-02

Junior Wildlife Assistant, Grade G11

6211-03

Logger

6211-04

Tree Feller
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MINOR GROUP 622 SKILLED FISHERY WORKERS, HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS
Skilled Fishery Workers, Hunters and Trappers catch, breed and cultivate fish and other
forms of aquatic life or hunt and trap animals for sale or delivery on a regular basis to
wholesale buyers, marketing organisations or at markets.
UNIT GROUP 6221

FISHERY AND AQUACULTURE PRODUCERS

Fishery and Aquaculture Producers plan and carry out the necessary operations to breed
and cultivate fish, mussels, oysters and other forms of aquatic life and produce aquatic
products such as fishballs, crackers, otak-otak, shells, sea cucumber, dried aquatic products
and the cultivation of ornamental fish for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesalers,
marketing organisations or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) planning and managing the operation of hatcheries taking into consideration
environmental and market factors;
b) breeding, raising and tending fish and collecting its derivatives;
c) monitoring and maintaining water quality to maintain health standards and optimal
growth conditions;
d) identifying and controlling against toxins and environmental diseases;
e) directing and supervising catching, grading and packaging of fish, prawns, oysters
and stock of other aquatic life forms;
f) preparing fish and other products for shipment;
g) cleaning, freezing, pickling or salting aquatic products;
h) maintaining ponds, cages, water temperature and equipment;
i) delivering or marketing products; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6221)
6221-01

Farmer, Fishery Livestock

6221-02

Farmer, Fishery

6221-03

Pearl Culturist

6221-04

Skilled Fish Farm Worker

UNIT GROUP 6222

SKILLED INLAND AND COASTAL WATERS FISHERY WORKERS

Skilled Inland and Coastal Waters Fishery Workers, alone or as crewmen of fishing boats,
catch fish or gather other forms of aquatic life in inland or coastal waters for sale or delivery
on a regular basis to wholesalers, marketing organisations or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) preparing and repairing nets and other fishing gear and equipment;
b) operating and maintaining the fishing boat to, from and at fishing grounds;
c) baiting, setting and hauling in fishing gear;
d) gathering different forms of aquatic life from shores and shallow waters;
e) cleaning, freezing or salting haul;
f) diving to gather oysters used for seed-pearl cultivation;
g) delivering or marketing products; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6222)
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6222-01

Fishery Worker, Kelong

6222-02

Fishery Worker, Inland

6222-03

Fishery Worker, Coastal

6222-04

Diver, Pearl
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UNIT GROUP 6223

SKILLED DEEP-SEA FISHERY WORKERS

Skilled Deep-Sea Fishery Workers, as crewmen of fishing boats, catch deep-sea fish for sale
or delivery on a regular basis to wholesalers, marketing organisations or at markets.

Tasks include:
a) preparing and repairing nets and other fishing gear and equipment;
b) operating and maintaining fishing vessels to, from and at fishing grounds;
c) baiting, setting and hauling in fishing gear;
d) cleaning, freezing, pickling or salting haul on- or offshore;
e) delivering or marketing the haul; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6223)
6223-01

Fishery Worker, Deep-Sea

6223-02

Fisherman (Deep Sea)

6223-03

Trawler Crewman

UNIT GROUP 6224

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS

Hunters and Trappers catch and kill mammals, birds or reptiles mainly to obtain meat, skin,
feathers and other products for sale or delivery on a regular basis to wholesale buyers,
marketing organisations or at markets.
Tasks include:
a) determining the types of mammals, birds or reptiles to hunt or trap;
b) setting traps to catch mammals, birds or reptiles;
c) killing trapped or free mammals, birds or reptiles with firearms or other weapons;
d) skinning and processing killed mammals, birds or reptiles to obtain desired products
for sale or delivery;
e) delivering or selling trapped live mammals, birds or reptiles;
f) repairing and maintaining equipment; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6224)
6224-01

Hunter

6224-02

Trapper

6224-03

Fur Trapper

6224-04

Whale Hunter
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SUB-MAJOR 63 SUBSISTENCE FARMERS, FISHERMEN, HUNTERS AND GATHERERS
Subsistence Farmers, Fishermen, Hunters and Gatherers grow and harvest field or tree and
shrub crops, vegetables and fruit, gather wild fruit and medicinal and other plants, hunt or
trap animals, catch fish and gather various forms of aquatic life in order to provide food,
shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their households.
MINOR GROUP 631 SUBSISTENCE CROP FARMERS
Subsistence Crop Farmers grow and harvest field or tree and shrub crops, vegetables and
fruit in order to provide food, shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their
households.
UNIT GROUP 6311

SUBSISTENCE CROP FARMERS

Subsistence Crop Farmers grow and harvest field or tree and shrub crops, vegetables and
fruit in order to provide food, shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their
households.
Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and amounts of crops to be grown;
b) purchasing seeds, fertiliser and other supplies;
c) performing operations such as soil preparation, sowing, planting, loosening soil and
harvesting crops;
d) growing vegetables, fruit and shrubs, and other plants;
e) selling some products at local markets; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6311)
6311-01

Subsistence Crop Grower

MINOR GROUP 632 SUBSISTENCE LIVESTOCK FARMERS
Subsistence Livestock Farmers breed, raise and tend livestock in order to provide food,
shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their households.
UNIT GROUP 6321

SUBSISTENCE LIVESTOCK FARMERS

Subsistence Livestock Farmers breed, raise and tend livestock in order to provide food,
shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their households.
Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and amounts of livestock and livestock products to be
produced;
b) purchasing animals, producing and purchasing fodder and other supplies;
c) breeding, raising and tending livestock;
d) milking, slaughtering and skinning animals, and preparing animals or animal
products for the market;
e) storing and carrying out some basic processing of livestock products;
f) delivering or marketing farm products; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6321)
6321-01
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Subsistence Livestock Farmer
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MINOR GROUP 633 SUBSISTENCE MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARMERS
Subsistence Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmers grow and harvest field or tree and shrub
crops and various mixed crops, vegetables and wild fruit, medicinal and other plants, hunt
or trap animals or catch fish and gather various forms of aquatic life in order to provide
food, shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their households.
UNIT GROUP 6331

SUBSISTENCE MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARMERS

Subsistence Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmers grow and harvest field or tree and shrub
crops and various mixed crops, vegetables and wild fruit, medicinal and other plants, hunt
or trap animals or catch fish and gather various forms of aquatic life in order to provide
food, shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their households.
Tasks include:
a) determining the kinds and amounts of livestock and livestock products to be
produced and amounts of crops to be grown;
b) purchasing animals, producing and purchasing fodder and other supplies;
c) purchasing seeds, fertiliser and other supplies;
d) performing operations such as soil preparation, sowing, planting, loosening soil and
harvesting crops;
e) breeding, raising and tending livestock;
f) milking, slaughtering and skinning animals, and preparing animals or animal
products for the market;
g) storing and carrying out some basic processing of the crop and livestock products;
h) delivering or marketing farm products;
i) selling some products at local markets; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6331)
6331-01

Subsistence Mixed Crop and Livestock Farmer

MINOR GROUP 634 SUBSISTENCE FISHERMEN, HUNTERS, TRAPPERS AND GATHERERS
Subsistence Fishermen, Hunters, Trappers and Gatherers gather wild fruit, medicinal and
other plants, and hunt and trap animals, and catch fish and gather various forms of aquatic
life in order to provide food, shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their
households.
UNIT GROUP 6341

SUBSISTENCE FISHERMEN, HUNTERS, TRAPPERS AND GATHERERS

Subsistence Fishermen, Hunters, Trappers and Gatherers gather wild fruit, medicinal and
other plants, and hunt and trap animals, and catch fish and gather various forms of aquatic
life in order to provide food, shelter and a minimum cash income for themselves and their
households.
Tasks include:
a) gathering wild fruit, roots, medicinal and other plants;
b) hunting or trapping animals mainly to obtain meat, milk, hair, skin or other products;
c) catching fish and gathering a various forms of other aquatic life;
d) gathering and picking various other products;
e) selling gathered products and preparing them for the local market; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 6341)
6341-01

Collector, Petai

6341-02

Collector, Resin

6341-03

Gatherer, Shellfish

6341-04

Collector, Bird’s Nest
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MAJOR GROUP
SUB-MAJOR GROUP
MINOR GROUP
UNIT GROUP
SMALL UNIT GROUP

7

71 BUILDING AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS (EXCLUDING ELECTRICIANS)
711 BUILDING FRAME AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
7111
7112
7113
7114
7115
7119

House Builders
Bricklayers and Related Workers
Stonemasons, Stone Cutters, Splitters and Carvers
Concrete Placers, Concrete Finishers and Related Workers
Carpenters and Joiners
Building Frame and Related Trades Workers Not Elsewhere Classified

712 BUILDING FINISHERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
7121
7122
7123
7124
7125
7126
7127

Roofers
Floor Layers and Tile Setters
Plasterers
Insulation Workers
Glaziers
Plumbers and Pipe Fitters
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Mechanics

713 PAINTERS, BUILDING STRUCTURE CLEANERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
7131 Painters and Related Workers
7132 Spray Painters and Varnishers
7133 Building Structure Cleaners

72 METAL, MACHINERY AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
721 SHEET AND STRUCTURAL METAL WORKERS, MOULDERS AND WELDERS AND RELATED TRADES
WORKERS
7211
7212
7213
7214
7215

Metal Moulders and Coremakers
Welders and Flame Cutters
Sheet-Metal Workers
Structural-Metal Preparers and Erectors
Riggers and Cable Splicers

722 BLACKSMITHS, TOOLMAKERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
7221
7222
7223
7224
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Blacksmiths, Hammersmiths and Forging-Press Workers
Toolmakers and Related Workers
Metal Working Machine Tool Setters and Operators
Metal Polishers, Wheel Grinders and Tool Sharpeners

723 MACHINERY MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS
7231
7232
7233
7234
7239

Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers
Aircraft Engine Mechanics and Repairers
Agricultural and Industrial Machinery Mechanics and Repairers
Bicycle and Related Repairers
Machinery Mechanics and Repairers Not Elsewhere Classified

73 HANDICRAFT AND PRINTING WORKERS
731 HANDICRAFT WORKERS
7311
7312
7313
7314
7315
7316
7317
7318
7319

Precision Instrument Makers and Repairers
Musical Instrument Makers and Tuners
Jewellery and Precious Metal Workers
Potters and Related Workers
Glass Makers, Cutters, Grinders and Finishers
Sign Writers, Decorative Painters, Engravers and Etchers
Handicraft Workers in Wood, Basketry and Related Materials
Handicraft Workers in Textile, Leather and Related Materials
Handicraft Workers Not Elsewhere Classified

732 PRINTING TRADES WORKERS
7321
7322
7323
7324

Pre-press Workers
Printers
Print Finishing and Binding Workers
Printing and Photo Engravers and Etchers

74 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TRADES WORKERS
741 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS
7411 Building and Related Electricians
7412 Electrical Mechanics and Fitters
7413 Electrical Line Installers and Repairers
742 ELECTRONICS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS
7421 Electronics Mechanics and Services
Servicers
7422 Information and Communications Technology Installers and Services
Servicers
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MAJOR GROUP
SUB-MAJOR GROUP
MINOR GROUP
UNIT GROUP
SMALL UNIT GROUP

7

75 FOOD PROCESSING AND RELATED WORKERS

WORKERS
751 FOOD PROCESSING AND RELATED TRADES
WORKERS
7511
7512
7513
7514
7515
7516

Meat and Fish Processing Workers and Related Food Preparers
Bakers, Pastry and Pasta Cooks, and Confectionery Makers
Dairy-Product Makers
Fruit, Vegetable and Related Preservers
Food and Beverage Tasters and Graders
Tobacco Preparers and Tobacco Products Makers

76 OTHER CRAFT WORKERS
761 WOOD TREATERS, CABINET-MAKERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
7611 Wood Treaters
7612 Cabinet-Makers and Related Workers
7613 Woodworking-Machine Tool Setters and Operators
762 GARMENT AND RELATED WORKERS
7621
7622
7623
7624
7625

Tailors, Dressmakers, Furriers and Hatters
Garment and Related Pattern-Makers and Cutters
Shoemakers and Related Workers
Upholsterers and Related Workers
Pelt Dressers, Tanners and Fellmongers

763 OTHER CRAFT AND RELATED WORKERS
7631
7632
7633
7634
7639
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Underwater Divers
Shotfirers and Blasters
Product Graders and Testers (Excluding Foods and Beverages)
Fumigators and Pest and Weed Controllers
Other Related Craft Workers Not Elsewhere Classified
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7

CRAFT AND RELATED
TRADES WORKERS

71

72
73

SUB-MAJOR GROUP

74
75
76
71. BUILDING AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS (EXCLUDING ELECTRICIANS)
72. METAL, MACHINERY AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
73. HANDICRAFT AND PRINTING WORKERS
74. ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TRADES WORKERS
75. FOOD PROCESSING AND RELATED WORKERS
76. OTHER CRAFT WORKERS
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Description

Apply their specific knowledge and skills in the fields of mining and
construction, metal forming, and erect metal structures, make, fit, maintain
and repair machinery, equipment or tools, carry out printing work as well
as produce or process foodstuffs, textiles, or wooden, metal and other
articles including handicraft goods.
The work is carried out by hand or by hand-powered and other tools
which are used to reduce the amount of physical effort and time required
for specific tasks, as well as to improve the quality of the products. The
tasks call for an understanding of all stages of the production process, the
materials and tools used, and the nature and purpose of the final product

Skill Level

SUB MAJOR 71

Most occupations in this major group require skills at the second level

BUILDING AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS (EXCLUDING ELECTRICIANS)
Building and Related Trades Workers (Excluding Technician) construct, maintain and repair
buildings, erect and repair foundations, walls and structures of brick, stone and similar
materials, shape and finish stone for building and other purposes.
The work is carried out by hand and by hand-powered and other tools which are used to
reduce the amount of physical effort and time required for specific tasks, as well as to
improve the quality of the products. The tasks call for an understanding of the work
organisation, the materials and tools used, and the nature and purpose of the final product.
MINOR GROUP 711 BUILDING FRAME AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
Building Frame and Related Trades Workers construct, maintain and repair buildings, erect
and repair foundations, walls and structures of brick, stone and similar materials, shape and
finish stone for building and other purposes, and perform miscellaneous building
construction and maintenance tasks.
UNIT GROUP 7111

HOUSE BUILDERS

House Builders erect, maintain and repair houses and similar small buildings using either
traditional or modern techniques and materials.
Tasks include:
a) preparing the ground for erecting a building or other structures;
b) erecting structures to support the roof and building, and covering walls with
appropriate materials;
c) fixing rafters to the roof and covering with roofing material;
d) levelling the floor to make it smooth and serviceable;
e) maintaining and repairing existing structures;
f) arranging for specialised work such as bricklaying, painting, plumbing and electrical
wiring to be done by subcontractors; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7111)
7111-01

House Builder
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UNIT GROUP 7112

BRICKLAYERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Bricklayers and Related Workers lay bricks, pre-cut stones and other types of building blocks
to construct and repair walls, partitions, arches and other structures.

Tasks include:
a) laying stone, brick and similar building blocks to construct or repair walls, partitions,
fireplaces and other structures such as smokestacks, furnaces, converters, kilns and
ovens, piers and abutments;
b) laying footpaths, kerbs and pavements;
c) laying bricks or other masonry to build patios, garden walls and other decorative
installations; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7112)
7112-01

Bricklayer

7112-02

Stonemason

7112-03

Firebrick Layer

7112-04

Paviour

UNIT GROUP 7113

STONEMASONS, STONE CUTTERS, SPLITTERS AND CARVERS

Stonemasons, Stone Cutters, Splitters and Carvers cut and shape hard and soft stone blocks
and slabs for the construction and maintenance of stone structures and monumental
masonry, and carve designs and figures in stone.

Tasks include:
a) driving wedges into quarried stone to break it into slabs or blocks;
b) selecting and grading slabs and blocks of granite, marble and other stone;
c) cutting, shaping and finishing building and monumental stone such as granite or
marble by hand or using hand-powered tools;
d) making patterns and marking shapes on stone for subsequent sawing, planing,
drilling and other dressing and cutting operations;
e) cutting and carving characters, figures or designs on stone blocks used for
monuments or memorials;
f) setting stone in the erection of monuments and memorials;
g) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on their respective fields
or specialisation);
h) repairing and replacing stonework on old buildings, churches and monuments; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7113)
7113-01
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7113-02

Tradesman K3 – Mason, Grade R9
Splitter, Stone

7113-03

Stone Lathe Worker

7113-04

Cutter, Stone
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UNIT GROUP 7114

CONCRETE PLACERS, CONCRETE FINISHERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Concrete Placers, Concrete Finishers and Related Workers erect reinforced concrete
frameworks and structures, make forms for moulding concrete, reinforce concrete surfaces,
cement openings in walls or casings for wells, finish and repair cement surfaces and carry
out terrazzo work.

Tasks include:
a) constructing and repairing reinforced concrete floors, walls, tanks, silos and other
concrete structures;
b) making shuttering or assembling prefabricated forms for moulding concrete;
c) cementing openings in walls or casings for wells;
d) finishing and smoothing surfaces of concrete structures;
e) applying a durable, smooth surfacing composed of cement, sand pigment and
marble particles to floors, known as a terrazzo finish; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7114)
7114-01

Reinforced Concrete Worker

7114-02

Shutterer, Concrete Moulding

7114-03

Shutterer, Concrete

7114-04

Worker, Iron Reinforcing

UNIT GROUP 7115

CARPENTERS AND JOINERS

Carpenters and Joiners cut, shape, assemble, erect, maintain and repair various types of
wooden structures and fittings.

Tasks include:
a) making, altering and repairing structural and other woodwork at a workbench and
on a construction site;
b) fitting, assembling and altering internal and external fixtures of buildings such as
walls, doors, door and window frames, facings and panelling;
c) making, repairing and fitting props for theatrical performances, motion picture or
television productions;
d) constructing, assembling, altering and repairing wooden fixtures and fittings in train
coaches, aircraft, ships, boats, floats and other vehicles; and
e) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance work (based on field or
specialisation); and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7115)
7115-01

Tradesman K3 – Carpenter, Grade R9

7115-02
7115-03

Tradesman K3 – Joiner, Grade R9
Carpenter

7115-04

Carpenter, Construction
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UNIT GROUP 7119

BUILDING FRAME AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Building Frame and Related Trades Workers Not Elsewhere Classified
in Minor Group 711: Building Frame and Related Trades Workers.
Tasks include:
a) performing miscellaneous construction and building maintenance work on
structures such as office buildings, apartments, factories and similar establishments
to keep them in good condition;
b) erecting temporary metal or wooden scaffolding on building sites;
c) demolishing buildings and other structures; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7119)
7119-01

Worker, Building Maintenance

7119-02

Pipe Layer

7119-03

Drain Layer

7119-04

Scaffolder

MINOR GROUP 712 BUILDING FINISHERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
Building Finishers and Related Trades Workers cover, apply or install, maintain and repair
roofs, floors, walls, insulation systems, glass in windows or other frames, as well as plumbing,
piping and electrical systems in buildings and other structures.
UNIT GROUP 7121

ROOFERS

Roofers build and repair roofs on all types of buildings using one or more kinds of materials.
Tasks include:
a) studying drawings, specifications and construction sites to determine materials
required;
b) covering roof frameworks with slate and pre-fabricated tiles to cover pitched roofs;
c) laying a waterproof shield and fixing metallic or synthetic materials to a building
frame;
d) sizing and cutting roofing materials to fit around edges, corners and protuberances
such as chimneys;
e) using natural materials such as thatching to provide roof coverings; and
f) creating temporary structures such as scaffolding and ladders; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7121)
7121-01
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7121-02

Roofer
Roofer, Thatch

7121-03

Roofer, Nipa

7121-04

Roofer, Asphalt
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UNIT GROUP 7122

FLOOR LAYERS AND TILE SETTERS

Floor Layers and Tile Setters install, maintain and repair flooring, and cover floors, walls and
other surfaces with tiles or mosaic panels for decorative or other purposes.
Tasks include:
a) preparing floor areas for covering with a variety of materials;
b) assembling carpet, tiles or other materials and laying them on floors according to
design and other specifications;
c) preparing wall areas for covering with tiles or other materials for decorative or other
purposes;
d) setting tiles and constructing and laying mosaic panels to walls, floors and other
surfaces;
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7122)
7122-01

Installer, Tile

7122-02

Tile Setter

7122-03

Marble Setter

7122-04

Parquetry Worker

UNIT GROUP 7123

PLASTERERS

Plasterers install, maintain and repair plasterboard in buildings, and apply decorative and
protective coverings of plaster, cement and similar material to the interiors and exteriors of
structures.
Tasks include:
a) applying one or more coats of plaster to interior walls and ceilings of buildings to
produce a finished surface;
b) measuring, marking and installing ornamental plaster panels, and casting and
trimming ornamental plaster cornices;
c) applying protective and decorative covering of cement, plaster and similar
materials to exterior building surfaces;
d) making and installing decorative plaster fixtures of fibrous plaster; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7123)
7123-01

Plasterer

7123-02

Plasterer, Stucco

7123-03

Plasterer, Fibrous

7123-04

Plasterer, Ornamental

UNIT GROUP 7124

INSULATION WORKERS

Insulation Workers apply and repair insulating materials to buildings, boilers, pipes or
refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment.
Tasks include:
a) cutting insulation material by size and shape;
b) applying slabs and sheets of insulating or sound-absorbing materials to walls, floors
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and ceilings of buildings;
c) blowing and packing insulating or sound-absorbing materials into cavities between
walls, floors and ceilings of buildings with power-driven machines;
d) examining plans, specifications and work sites to determine the type, quality and
quantity of insulation material required;
e) applying insulating materials to exposed surfaces of equipment such as boilers,
pipes and tanks;
f) insulating refrigeration and air-conditioning equipment; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7124)
7124-01
7124-02

Insulation Worker
Insulation Worker, Building

7124-03

Insulation Worker, Boiler

7124-04

Insulation Worker, Pipe

UNIT GROUP 7125

GLAZIERS

Glaziers measure, cut, finish, fit and install flat glass and mirrors.
Tasks include:
a) selecting the type of glass to be used, cutting it to the right size and shape and
installing it in windows, doors, showers and partitions of buildings;
b) installing glass and mirrors in skylights, display cases, interior walls and ceilings;
c) installing or replacing windscreens in vehicles or boats;
d) creating decorative glass features such as glass walls, staircases, balustrades and
stained-glass windows; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7125)
7125-01
7125-02

Glazier
Glazier, Building

7125-03

Glazier, Vehicle

7125-04

Glazier, Leaded-Glass

UNIT GROUP 7126

PLUMBERS AND PIPE FITTERS

Plumbers and Pipe Fitters assemble, install, repair and maintain pipe systems, fittings and
fixtures for water, gas, drainage, sewerage systems, and hydraulic and pneumatic
equipment.
Tasks include:
a) measuring, cutting, threading, bending, jointing, assembling, installing, maintaining
and repairing pipes, fittings and fixtures of drainage, heating, water supply and
sewerage systems;
b) installing gas appliances, dishwashers and water heaters, sinks and toilets using
hand and power tools;
c) laying clay, concrete or cast-iron pipes in ditches to form sewers, drains or water
mains, or for other purposes;
d) inspecting, examining and testing installed systems and pipes using pressure gauge,
hydrostatic testing, observation or other methods; and
e) performing related tasks.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7126)
7126-01

Tradesman K1, Grade R17

7126-02

Tradesman K2, Grade R11

7126-04

Plumber

7126-05

Pipe Fitter

UNIT GROUP 7127

AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION MECHANICS

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Mechanics assemble, install, maintain and repair air
conditioning and refrigeration systems and equipment.
Tasks include:
a) interpreting blueprints, drawings or other specifications;
b) assembling, installing and repairing components for air conditioning and
refrigeration systems;
c) connecting piping and equipment by bolting, riveting, welding or brazing;
d) testing systems, diagnosing faults and performing routine maintenance or servicing;
e) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or specialisation
such as civil, mechanical and electrical); and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7127)
7127-01
7127-02

Tradesman K2 - Refrigeration Mechanic, Grade R11
Refrigeration Equipment Mechanic

7127-03

Air-Conditioning Equipment Mechanic

MINOR GROUP 713 PAINTERS,
WORKERS

BUILDING

STRUCTURE

CLEANERS

AND

RELATED

TRADES

Painters, Building Structure Cleaners and Related Trades Workers prepare surfaces and
apply paint and similar materials to buildings and other structures, vehicles or various
manufactured articles. They cover interior walls and ceilings with wallpaper, clean chimneys
and exterior surfaces of buildings and other structures.
UNIT GROUP 7131

PAINTERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Painters and Related Workers prepare surfaces of buildings and other structures for painting,
apply protective and decorative coats of paint or similar materials, or cover interior walls
and ceilings of buildings with wallpaper or other finishes.
Tasks include:
a) cleaning and preparing walls and other surfaces of buildings for painting or
wallpapering;
b) selecting and preparing paints to required colours by mixing pigments and
additives;
c) applying or spraying paint, varnish, and similar materials to surfaces, fixtures and
fittings of buildings;
d) measuring and hanging wallpaper or other fabrics on interior walls and ceilings;
e) applying paints, varnishes and stains to surfaces using brushes, rollers and sprays;
f) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or
specialisation); and
g) performing related tasks.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7131)
7131-01
7131-02

Tradesman K3 - Painter and Writer, Grade R9
Painter

7131-03

Painter, Glass

7131-04

Painter, Ceramics

UNIT GROUP 7132

SPRAY PAINTERS AND VARNISHERS

Spray Painters and Varnishers operate spray painting and varnishing equipment to apply
protective coatings to manufactured items or structures.
Tasks include:
a) preparing surfaces to be coated using a variety of methods to remove grease, dirt
and rust;
b) painting cars, buses, trucks and other vehicles, and applying varnish and other
protective coatings;
c) applying paint as well as protective coatings of enamel or varnish on metal,
wooden and other manufactured products, usually with a hand-spraying device;
and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7132)
7132-01

Spray Painter

7132-02

Spray Painter, Metal

7132-03

Spray Painter, Vehicles

7132-04

Varnisher

UNIT GROUP 7133

BUILDING STRUCTURE CLEANERS

Building Structure Cleaners clean exterior surfaces of buildings and other structures, and
remove soot from chimneys.
Tasks include:
a) cleaning exterior surfaces of stone, brick, metal or similar materials by means of
chemicals, a jet of steam or sand applied under great pressure;
b) removing soot from flues, chimneys and connecting pipes; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7133)
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7133-01

Cleaner, Building Exteriors

7133-02

Sandblaster (Building Exteriors)

7133-03

Chimney Sweeper
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SUB-MAJOR 72 METAL, MACHINERY AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
Metal, Machinery and Related Trades Workers cast, weld, forge and form metal, erect,
maintain and repair heavy metal structures, install electrical wiring systems, fit, maintain and
repair machinery including engines, vehicles, electrical and electronic equipment, or
produce tools and various non-precious metal articles.
MINOR GROUP 721 SHEET AND STRUCTURAL METAL WORKERS, MOULDERS AND WELDERS AND
RELATED TRADES WORKERS
Sheet and Structural Metal Workers, Moulders and Welders and Related Trades Workers
make moulds and cores for casting metal, weld and cut metal parts, make, install and
repair articles of sheet metal, install, erect, maintain and repair heavy metal structures,
tackle, cable cars and related equipment.
UNIT GROUP 7211

METAL MOULDERS AND COREMAKERS

Metal Moulders and Coremakers make moulds and cores for casting metal.
Tasks include:
a) making moulds by hand or by using auxiliary machines on a bench for small metal
castings, or on the foundry floor or in a pit for large castings;
b) making cores for use in metal moulds;
c) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or
specialisation); and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7211)
7211-01
7211-02

TradesmanK2 – Moulder, Grade R11
Mould Maker

7211-03

Mould Repairer, Foundry

7211-04

Flooring Moulder, Foundry

UNIT GROUP 7212

WELDERS AND FLAME CUTTERS

Welders and Flame Cutters weld and cut metal parts using gas flame, or an electric arc and
other sources of heat to melt and cut or to melt and fuse metal.
Tasks include:
a) welding metal parts using gas flame, or an electric arc, thermite compound or other
methods;
b) operating resistance-welding machines; using a blowtorch to make and repair lead
linings, pipes, floors and other lead fixtures;
c) brazing metal parts together;
d) cutting metal pieces using gas flame or an electric arc;
e) joining metal parts by hand soldering; and
f) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or
specialisation); and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7212)
7212-01

Tradesman K2 - Welder (Actelene), Grade R11

7212-02
7212-03

Tradesman K2 - Welder (Electric)
Welder

7212-04

Flame Cutter
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UNIT GROUP 7213

SHEET-METAL WORKERS

Sheet-Metal Workers make, install and repair articles and parts of articles of sheet metal
such as stainless steel, copper, tin, brass, aluminium, zinc or galvanised iron.
Tasks include:
a) marking sheet metal for cutting and shaping;
b) making and repairing household utensils and other articles in tin, copper and light
alloys, or ornamental articles and fittings;
c) making and repairing boilers, tanks, vats and similar containers;
d) installing and repairing sheet metal parts of vehicles and aircraft;
e) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or
specialisation); and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7213)
7213-01

Tradesman K2 – Sheet-Metal Worker, Grade R11

7213-02
7213-03

Tradesman – Boilermaker, Grade R11
Sheet-Metal Worker

7213-04

Coppersmith

UNIT GROUP 7214

STRUCTURAL-METAL PREPARERS AND ERECTORS

Structural-Metal Preparers and Erectors assemble, erect and dismantle structural metal
frames of buildings and other structures.
Tasks include:
a) marking metal framework as a guide when drilling, cutting and shaping for use in
buildings, ships and other structures;
b) drilling, cutting and shaping structural steel in a workshop;
c) erecting steel frameworks for buildings, bridges and other constructions;
d) assembling and erecting the framework and other metal parts of ship structures;
e) shaping and fitting structural-steel plates of ships under construction or repair;
f) riveting structural-metal members by hand, machine or pneumatic riveter; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7214)
7214-01

Structural Steel Worker

7214-02

Erector, Constructional Steel

7214-03

Ship Plater

7214-04

Riveter

UNIT GROUP 7215

RIGGERS AND CABLE SPLICERS

Riggers and Cable Splicers assemble rigging gear to move and position equipment and
structural components, or install and maintain cables, ropes and wires on construction sites,
buildings or other structures.
Tasks include:
a) estimating the size, shape and weight of objects to be moved and deciding on the
type of equipment to move them;
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b) installing and repairing cables, ropes, wires, pulleys and other tackle;
c) joining, repairing and fitting attachments to wires, ropes and cables;
d) working as members of crew erecting and repairing derricks for drilling water, gas
and oil wells;
e) lifting equipment in theatres, installing and maintaining communication towers,
aerial cableways, funicular railways, ski lifts and similar infrastructure;
f) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or specialisation
such as electrical); also supervising and monitoring development projects / new
installation and maintenance (including upgrading work); and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7215)
7215-01

Tradesman K2 - Cable Splicer, Grade R11

7215-02
7215-03

Tradesman K3 - Erector ( Electrical Equipment), Grade R9
Rigger

7215-04

Rigger, Hoisting Equipment

MINOR GROUP 722 BLACKSMITHS, TOOLMAKERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
Blacksmiths, Toolmakers and Related Trades Workers hammer and forge bars, rods or ingots
of iron, steel and other metals to make and repair various kinds of tools, equipment and
other articles, and polish and sharpen metal surfaces.
UNIT GROUP 7221

BLACKSMITHS, HAMMERSMITHS AND FORGING-PRESS WORKERS

Blacksmiths, Hammersmiths and Forging-Press Workers draw wire, hammer and forge bars,
rods, ingots and plates of iron, steel or other metals to make and repair various kinds of tools,
metal articles, pieces of equipment, agricultural and related implements.

Tasks include:
a) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or
specialisation);
b) heating metal in a forge furnace and manufacturing and repairing articles by
drawing, bending, cutting, hammering metal on an anvil, punching, shearing,
joining and hardening or tempering metal;
c) shaping heated metal into forgings on power hammer equipped with open dies;
d) operating closed die-drop hammer to forge metal articles;
e) operating a power-press machine equipped with closed dies to forge metal
articles; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7221)
7221-01
7221-02

Tradesman K2 – Blacksmith, Grade R11
Blacksmith

7221-03

Hammersmith

7221-04

Worker, Drop Hammer
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UNIT GROUP 7222

TOOLMAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Toolmakers and Related Workers make and repair tools, sports guns, locks, dies, patterns
and other metal articles, as well as make engines or machinery components, and parts
thereof, using hand and machine tools to work metal to fine tolerances.
Tasks include:
a) making, maintaining and repairing dies, jigs, gauges and fixtures using hand tools
and various kinds of machine tools;
b) making engines or machinery components, and parts thereof;
c) fitting and assembling parts to make and repair jigs, fixtures and gauges;
d) repairing and modifying sports guns and other small firearms;
e) making, fitting, assembling, repairing and installing lock parts and locks;
f) making and repairing metal patterns used in making foundry moulds;
g) laying out lines and reference points on metal stock to guide other workers who cut,
turn, mill, grind or shape metal;
h) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or specialisation
such as civil, mechanical and electrical); and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7222)
7222-01

Tradesman K1 – Toolmaker, Grade R17

7222-02
7222-03

Tradesman K3 – Loopmaker, Grade R9
Tool and Die Maker

7222-04

Pattern-Maker, Metal Foundry

UNIT GROUP 7223

METAL WORKING MACHINE TOOL SETTERS AND OPERATORS

Metal Working Machine Tool Setters and Operators set and/or operate various working
machine tools.
Tasks include:
a) setting one or more types of machine tools for metal production in the standard
series;
b) operating and monitoring metal working machines like lathes, milling, planing,
boring, drilling, grinding or sharpening machines, including multi-purpose numerical
control metal working machines;
c) monitoring machine operation to detect defects or damage to the machine, and if
necessary adjust the machine; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7223)
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7223-01

Metal Working Machine Adjuster

7223-02

Metal Working Machine Operator

7223-03

Metal Working Machine Setter

7223-04

Boring Machine Operator
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UNIT GROUP 7224

METAL POLISHERS, WHEEL GRINDERS AND TOOL SHARPENERS

Metal Polishers, Wheel Grinders and Tool Sharpeners grind and polish metal surfaces and
sharpen tools.
Tasks include:
a) operating fixed or portable buffing and polishing machines;
b) sharpening cutting tools and instruments using grinding wheels or mechanically
operated grinding machines;
c) repairing, adjusting and sharpening saw blades and metal teeth of cylinders in
textile carding machines;
d) grinding crank pins and crankshaft journals accurately to uniform diameters by
special grinding machine and attachments; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7224)
7224-01

Metal Grinder

7224-02

Cutting Instrument Sharpener

7224-03

Machine Tool Sharpener

7224-04

Saw Repairer

MINOR GROUP 723 MACHINERY MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS
Machinery Mechanics and Repairers fit, install, service and repair engines, vehicles,
agricultural or industrial machinery and mechanical equipment.
UNIT GROUP 7231

MOTOR VEHICLE MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS

Motor Vehicle Mechanics and Repairers install, service and repair motor vehicles.
Tasks include:
a) fitting, examining, adjusting, dismantling, rebuilding and replacing defective parts of
motor vehicles;
b) installing or adjusting motors and brakes, and adjusting steering or other parts of
motor vehicles;
c) being responsible for electrical systems and installation (repair and maintenance of
equipment); and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7231)
7231-01
7231-02

Tradesman K2 - Mechanic (Motor Vehicle), Grade R11
Tradesman K1 - Tool Mechanic, Grade R17

7231-03

Mechanic

7231-04

Earth-Moving Equipment Mechanic
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UNIT GROUP 7232

AIRCRAFT ENGINE MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS

Aircraft Engine Mechanics and Repairers repair and maintain the operating condition of
aircraft engines, including helicopter engines.
Tasks include:
a) replacing or repairing worn, defective, or damaged components using hand tools,
gauges and testing equipment;
b) testing engine operation using test equipment such as ignition analyser,
compression checker, distributor timer and ammeter to identify malfunction;
c) listening to operating engine to detect and diagnose malfunctions, such as stuck or
burned valves;
d) reassembling engine and installing engine in aircraft;
e) disassembling and inspecting engine parts, such as turbine blades and cylinders, for
wear, warping, cracks and leaks; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7232)
7232-01

Aircraft Engine Mechanic

7232-02

Aircraft Engine Fitter

7232-03

Aircraft Maintenance Mechanic

7232-04

Helicopter Mechanic

UNIT GROUP 7233

AGRICULTURAL
REPAIRERS

AND

INDUSTRIAL

MACHINERY

MECHANICS

AND

Agricultural and Industrial Machinery Mechanics and Repairers repair, install, adjust or
maintain agricultural and industrial production and processing machinery or refinery and
pipeline distribution systems.
Tasks include:
a) fitting, examining, testing and servicing engines, agricultural or industrial machinery
and mechanical equipment;
b) replacing engine components;
c) oiling and greasing engines and machinery;
d) inspecting and testing new machinery and mechanical equipment for conformity
with standards and specifications; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7233)
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7233-01

Machinery Mechanic

7233-02

Mining Machinery Mechanic

7233-03

Mechanic, Machine Tool

7233-04

Mechanic, Industrial Machinery
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UNIT GROUP 7234

BICYCLE AND RELATED REPAIRERS

Bicycle and Related Repairers install, maintain, service and repair mechanical and related
equipment of bicycles, trishaws, baby carriages, wheelchairs and similar non-motorised
transport.
Tasks include:
a) installing, repairing and replacing equipment or accessories such as handlebars,
footrests, lights and seats;
b) aligning wheels;
c) installing and adjusting speed and gear mechanisms;
d) disassembling axle to repair, adjust and replace defective parts using hand tools;
e) repairing holes in tyre tubes using scraper and patch;
f) shaping replacement parts using bench grinder;
g) assembling new bicycles;
h) painting bicycle frames using spray gun or brush;
i) welding together broken or cracked frames using oxyacetylene torch and welding
rods; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7234)
7234-01

Bicycle Repairer

7234-02

Trishaw Repairer

7234-03

Reel Repairer

7234-04

Bicycle Mechanic

UNIT GROUP 7239

MACHINERY MECHANICS AND REPAIRERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

Machinery Mechanics and Repairers Not Elsewhere Classified install, maintain, service and
repair mechanical and related equipment for marine vessels, trains and the like.
Tasks include:
a) installing, repairing and replacing equipment or accessories in marine vessels,
trains and the like; and
b) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7239)
7239-01

Marine Engine Mechanic

7239-02

Ship Mechanic

7239-03

Train Engine Fitter

7239-04

Train Engine Repairer
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SUB-MAJOR 73 HANDICRAFT AND PRINTING WORKERS
Handicraft and Printing Workers make and repair precision instruments, musical instruments,
various articles such as jewellery, precious metalware, ceramics, porcelain and glassware
including handicraft items made of wood, textile, leather or related materials, or they
perform printing or book-binding tasks.
MINOR GROUP 731 HANDICRAFT WORKERS
Handicraft Workers combine artistic and manual skills to design, make, repair, adjust,
maintain and decorate precision instruments, musical instruments, jewellery and other
precious metals, pottery and porcelain ware. They apply traditional and/or modern
techniques to carve, mould, assemble, weave and decorate various glass, ceramic, textile,
straw, stone, wood and leather articles.
UNIT GROUP 7311

PRECISION INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND REPAIRERS

Precision Instrument Makers and Repairers make, repair and calibrate mechanical watches,
clocks, nautical, meteorological, optical, surgical, dental, orthopaedic and other precision
instruments and equipment.
Tasks include:
a) making, adjusting and repairing mechanical watches and clocks;
b) making, adjusting and repairing nautical and meteorological instruments and
equipment;
c) making, adjusting and repairing optical instruments;
d) making, adjusting and repairing surgical instruments and other medical equipment;
e) making and repairing medical, orthopaedic and dental appliances and prostheses;
f) calibrating instruments using standard weights and measures and using hand tools
to adjust and align parts and small balancing weights; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7311)
7311-01

Precision Instrument Maker

7311-02

Surgical Instrument Maker

7311-03

Scientific Instrument Maker

7311-04

Photographic Equipment Maker

UNIT GROUP 7312

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND TUNERS

Musical Instrument Makers and Tuners make, repair, adjust and restore musical instruments
and tune them to the required pitch using hand or tools. They usually specialise in one type
of instrument.

Tasks include:
a) making and repairing accordions, stringed and wind instruments;
b) building and repairing organ and making parts for organs;
c) assembling and repairing pianos;
d) tuning pianos and other instruments;
e) making, assembling and repairing other musical instruments; and
f) performing related tasks.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7312)
7312-01

Musical Instrument Maker

7312-02

Musical Instrument Tuner

7312-03

Stringed Instrument Maker

7312-04

Piano Maker

UNIT GROUP 7313

JEWELLERY AND PRECIOUS METAL WORKERS

Jewellery and Precious Metal Workers design, fabricate, adjust, repair or appraise jewellery,
ceremonial or religious items, gold, silver, other precious metals or gems. They cut, file, polish
and set stones including gems and diamonds, and engrave designs on jewellery and
precious metal articles. They cut and polish diamonds for industrial purposes.
Tasks include:
a) casting jewellery and other non-ferrous metal articles by hand;
b) making jewellery articles such as rings, brooches and bracelets;
c) cutting and polishing gems and setting them in jewellery articles;
d) making, remodelling and repairing precious metalware;
e) rolling and hammering precious metals;
f) engraving letters and designs on jewellery and precious metalware; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7313)
7313-01

Jeweller

7313-02

Goldsmith

7313-03

Silversmith

7313-04

Pewtersmith

UNIT GROUP 7314

POTTERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Potters and Related Workers make pottery, porcelain ware, bricks and tiles.

Tasks include:
a) making articles of pottery and porcelain;
b) making clay or plaster of Paris moulds;
c) forming articles on the potter's wheel with the hands, or using interior or exterior
moulding shapes and shaping tools;
d) forming articles by casting semi-liquid clay in plaster of Paris moulds;
e) forming bricks and tiles into special shapes by hand;
f) making articles by pressing plastic clay into moulds by hand;
g) operating screw-press or hydraulic press to make products of clay dust;
h) operating a machine which extrudes moist clay for further processing; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7314)
7314-01

Potter

7314-02

Presser, Brick and Tile

7314-03

Modeller, Pottery and Porcelain

7314-04

Caster, Pottery and Porcelain
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UNIT GROUP 7315

GLASS MAKERS, CUTTERS, GRINDERS AND FINISHERS

Glass Makers, Cutters, Grinders and Finishers blow, mould, press, roll and shape molten glass,
and cut, grind and polish glass.
Tasks include:
a) shaping molten glass by means of blowpipe, hand moulding, heating and
bending;
b) heating, moulding and pressing optical glass to make clear lenses;
c) grinding and polishing clear lenses;
d) grinding and bevelling edges of glass;
e) cutting sheet glass with hand tools and sawing prisms and other shapes from optical
glass blocks;
f) assisting research officers in conducting research and development in the field of
science related to the use of nuclear technology and technology connected to the
tasks of designing fabrications and producing glass tools and equipment; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7315)
7315-01

Glass Blower, Grade N17

7315-02

Glass Bender

7315-03

Glass Blower

7315-04

Glass Cutter

UNIT GROUP 7316

SIGN WRITERS, DECORATIVE PAINTERS, ENGRAVERS AND ETCHERS

Sign Writers, Decorative Painters, Engravers and Etchers design, illustrate and decorate silver,
gold, steel or glass and other materials for personal, household use or for decorative
purposes.
Tasks include:
a) cutting and designing surfaces in a variety of shapes and sizes that yield a variety of
decorations;
b) cutting designs on glass surfaces with sandblasting equipment;
c) illustrating, covering and painting surfaces such as walls, linen, paper and other
materials;
d) engraving monograms and ornamental designs on glassware; and
e) etching decorative designs, calibration markings and other figures on glass ware.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7316)
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7316-01

Etcher

7316-02

Engraver

7316-03

Sandblaster, Glass

7316-04

Ceramic Dipper
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UNIT GROUP 7317

HANDICRAFT WORKERS IN WOOD, BASKETRY AND RELATED MATERIALS

Handicraft Workers in Wood, Basketry and Related Materials apply traditional and/or
modern techniques to prepare articles from wood, straw, rattan, reeds, stone, clay, shells
and other materials, and carve, mould, assemble, weave or paint and decorate various
articles for personal or household use or for decorative purposes.
Tasks include:
a) preparing wood, straw, rattan, reeds, stone, shells or similar materials;
b) carving, assembling, weaving, painting and decorating various articles for personal
or household use such as salad bowls, spoons, cutting boards, trays, vases, jugs,
baskets, straw hats, straw mats and similar objects;
c) carving, assembling, weaving and painting various decorative articles such as
statues and other sculptures;
d) making wicker furniture from peeled and softened rattan, reeds, rushes, willow
branches and similar materials;
e) making various kinds of baskets by interlacing rattan, reeds, rushes or similar
materials;
f) selecting and preparing brush materials such as bristles, nylon, fibres and wire, and
setting them in brush base;
g) selecting and preparing materials such as broom;
h) making mats of coconut or palm fronds and grasses; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7317)
7317-01

Craft Instructor, Grade E17

7317-02

Mat Weaver

7317-03

Handicraft Worker, Wooden Articles

7317-04

Basket Maker

UNIT GROUP 7318

HANDICRAFT WORKERS IN TEXTILE, LEATHER AND RELATED MATERIALS

Handicraft Workers in Textile, Leather and Related Materials apply traditional and/or modern
techniques to produce various articles for personal or household use, as well as for
decorative purposes.
Tasks include:
a) preparing carving, moulding, assembling, painting and decorating various
decorative articles; weaving, knitting, embroidering and lace-making;
b) producing traditional footwear; and
c) producing handbags, belts and other accessories.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7318)
7318-01

Weaver, Songket

7318-02

Batik Painter

7318-03

Maker, Leather Goods

7318-04

Handicraft Worker, Carpets
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UNIT GROUP 7319

HANDICRAFT WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Handicraft Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in minor group 731:
Handicraft Workers.
Tasks include:
a) preparing, carving, moulding, assembling, painting and decorating a variety of
goods; and
b) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7319)
7319-01

Badge Maker

7319-02

Craftsman

7319-03

Metal Toymaker

MINOR GROUP 732 PRINTING TRADES WORKERS
Printing Trades Workers set and arrange printing type, stencil on paper and other materials,
or bind and finish books and operate the offset machine, offset camera, plate making
machine, copier, scanner and maintain the machines before, during and after use.
UNIT GROUP 7321

PRE-PRESS WORKERS

Pre-Press Workers proof, format, set and compose text and graphics in a form suitable for
the various printing processes.
Tasks include:
a) overseeing and managing the offset machine, offset camera, plate making
machine, copier, scanner and maintain the machines thoroughly before, during
and after use;
b) arranging for printing;
c) operating graphic cameras and other photographic equipment to produce
camera-ready copy onto films, plates and digital output devices;
d) using computer applications to produce an image, text, layout and imposition for
printing and other visual media displays;
e) operating equipment which produces images from film to printing plates, digital
output devices and presses;
f) operating computer screen-based equipment for scanning, colour separation,
colour correction, masking, creative design, combining, imposing, retouching and
other processes used to transfer copy to film and produce film for plate, digital
output and cylinder production; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7321)
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7321-01

Offset Camera / Plate Maker Operator, Grade N17

7321-02

Compositor

7321-03

Braille Plate Maker

7321-04

Typesetter
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UNIT GROUP 7322

PRINTERS

Printers print from stencils and operate printing equipment and maintain the machines
before, during and after use.
Tasks include:
a) cutting stencils for printing;
b) printing on paper, metal, textiles and other materials by silk-screen process;
c) printing designs and patterns on cloth or wallpaper with engraved blocks or
machines equipped with engraved rollers;
d) reproducing copies of textile designs by tracing them onto transparent materials;
and
e) mixing ink and solvents, and controlling the supply of paper and ink during the
printing process;
f) monitoring the operation of the machine and the quality of printing;
g) adjusting, maintaining, repairing and cleaning the printing press;
h) producing digital print images, transferring and outputting images; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7322)
7322-01

Printer

7322-02

Textile Printer

7322-03

Block Printer

7322-04

Press Operator, Embossing

UNIT GROUP 7323

PRINT FINISHING AND BINDING WORKERS

Print Finishing and Binding Workers bind books and other publications by hand or machine
and finish printed products.
Tasks include:
a) binding books and periodicals by hand;
b) setting and operating bookbinding machines;
c) embossing designs or titles on books by hand or machine;
d) mounting maps and charts; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7323)
7323-01

Bookbinder

7323-02

Paper Cutter

7323-03

Map and Chart Mounter

7323-04

Book Embosser
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UNIT GROUP 7324

PRINTING AND PHOTO ENGRAVERS AND ETCHERS

Printing and Photo Engravers and Etchers engrave lithographic stones and printing plates,
rollers, dies and blocks by various processes, develop and process photographic film and
make prints.
Tasks include:
a) cutting designs through film applied to surface of lithographic stones;
b) engraving steel and copper plates, rollers, dies or wood, rubber and linoleum blocks
by hand;
c) engraving metal plates and rollers by machine;
d) transferring designs on lithographic stone to metal plates;
e) etching metal plates or rollers with acid and retouching;
f) performing all or several tasks in preparing printing plates by the photogravure
process;
g) processing black and white or colour film;
h) printing black and white or colour photographs;
i) developing x-ray films; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7324)
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7324-01

Engraver, Printing Metal Plate

7324-02

Etcher, Printing Metal Plate

7324-03

Engraver, Printing Lithographic Stone

7324-04

Photo-Engraver
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SUB-MAJOR 74 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC TRADES WORKERS
Electrical and Electronic Trades Workers install, adapt and maintain electrical wiring systems
and associated equipment, electrical machinery and other appliances, and install, build
and repair electrical power transmission cables, and associated equipment.
MINOR GROUP 741 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS
Electrical Equipment Installers and Repairers install, adapt and maintain electrical wiring
systems and associated equipment, electrical machinery and other appliances, and install,
build and repair electrical power transmission cables, and associated equipment.
UNIT GROUP 7411

BUILDING AND RELATED ELECTRICIANS

Building and Related Electricians service and repair electrical wiring systems in buildings.
Tasks include:
a) installing, maintaining and repairing electrical wiring systems and related equipment
in various buildings such as business establishments, residential buildings, schools,
hospitals and commercial establishments;
b) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or specialisation
such as electrical); and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7411)
7411-01
7411-02

Tradesman K2 – Electrician, Grade R11
Electrician, Building

7411-03

Electrician, Construction

7411-04

Electrician

UNIT GROUP 7412

ELECTRICAL MECHANICS AND FITTERS

Electrical Mechanics and Fitters fit, adjust, install, service and repair electrical machinery
and other electrical apparatus and equipment in buildings, factories, workshops or other
places.
Tasks include:
a) installing, maintaining and repairing electrical equipment in various buildings such
as schools, hospitals, commercial establishments, residential buildings and other
structures;
b) fitting, adjusting and repairing various kinds of electrical machinery and motors,
generators, switch gears and control apparatus, instruments or electrical parts of lifts
and related equipment;
c) fitting, adjusting and repairing electrical parts in domestic appliances, industrial
machines and other appliances, or electrical apparatus in aircraft, ships and
vehicles;
d) installing, maintaining and repairing electrical equipment in theatres and radio or
television studios;
e) inspecting and testing manufactured electrical products;
f) planning and carrying out preventive and scheduled maintenance of electrical
installation;
g) repairing any damage and restoring electrical low voltage switch gears and
conducting electrical testing at all times as well as maintaining and inspecting all
wiring, switches, starter panels, control panels, electric motors and other applicable
equipment; and
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h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7412)
7412-01

Chargeman, Grade R17

7412-02

Chargeman, Grade 11

7412-05

Electrical Fitter

7412-06

Electrical Fitter, Lift

UNIT GROUP 7413

ELECTRICAL LINE INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS

Electrical Line Installers and Repairers install and repair power, telephone, telegraph and
television lines and cables.
Tasks include:
a) installing and repairing overhead and underground electrical power and electric
traction lines;
b) installing and repairing overhead and underground telephone and telegraph lines;
c) making joints in overhead and underground cables;
d) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or specialisation
such as electrical); and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7413)
7413-01

Tradesman K3 - Electrical Wiring, Grade R9

7413-02

Tradesman K2 - Equipment Wiring (Electric), Grade R11

7413-06

Electrical Power Line Installer

7413-07

Cable Line Worker

MINOR GROUP 742 ELECTRONICS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS
Electronics and Telecommunications Installers and Repairers fit, adjust, install, service and
repair electronic instruments and control systems, and maintain telecommunications
equipment, data transmission equipment, cables, antennae, and repair, fit and maintain
computers.
UNIT GROUP 7421

ELECTRONICS MECHANICS AND SERVICERS

Electronics Mechanics and Servicers fit, maintain, adjust and repair electronic equipment
and machines such as commercial and office machines and electronic control systems.
Tasks include:
a) examining and testing machines, instruments, components and other equipment;
b) installing, adjusting, repairing or replacing electrical and electronic components;
and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7421)
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7421-01

Fitter, Electronics

7421-02

Repairer, Electronics

7421-03

Fitter, Electronic Industrial Equipment

7421-04

Fitter, Electronic Meteorological Equipment
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UNIT GROUP 7422

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY INSTALLERS AND
SERVICERS

Information and Communications Technology Installers and Servicers install, service and
maintain telecommunications equipment, data transmission equipment, cables, antennae,
and repair, fit and maintain computer equipment.
Tasks include:
a) installing, servicing and repairing telecommunications equipment;
b) maintaining, troubleshooting, testing and repairing computers, data transmission
equipment and computer peripherals;
c) installing and customising the computer hardware;
d) installing, maintaining, repairing and diagnosing damage in microwave, telemetry,
multiplexing, satellite and other radio and electromagnetic wave communications
systems;
e) providing technical advice and information, and monitoring the performance of
complex telecommunications networks and equipment;
f) installing and repairing cables for computer, telephone, radio and television
transmission;
g) installing, maintaining and repairing the antenna used in communications; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7422)
7422-01

Telephone Wireman

7422-02

Telephone and Telegraph Installer

7422-03

Telephone and Telegraph Mechanic

7422-04

Telephone and Telegraph Servicer
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SUB-MAJOR 75 FOOD PROCESSING AND RELATED WORKERS
Food Processing and Related Workers treat and process agricultural and fisheries raw
materials into food and other products.
MINOR GROUP 751 FOOD PROCESSING AND RELATED WORKERS
Food Processing and Related Workers slaughter animals, process fish, treat and prepare
them and related food items for human and animal consumption, make various kinds of
bread, cakes and other flour products, process and preserve fruit, vegetables and related
foods, taste and grade various food products and beverages, or prepare tobacco and
make tobacco products.
UNIT GROUP 7511

MEAT AND FISH PROCESSING WORKERS AND RELATED FOOD PREPARERS

Meat and Fish Processing Workers and Related Food Preparers slaughter animals, clean, cut
and dress meat and fish, and prepare related food items or preserve meat, fish and other
food products by drying, salting or smoking.
Tasks include:
a) slaughtering animals;
b) flaying and trimming carcasses;
c) cutting and dressing meat and fish for sale or further processing;
d) preparing ingredients and making sausages and similar products using simple
chopping, mixing and shaping machines;
e) curing meat, fish and other foods;
f) operating smokehouses or ovens to smoke meat, fish and other foodstuffs;
g) cooking or preparing meat, fish and related food items for sale; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7511)
7511-01

Slaughterer

7511-02

Meat Cutter

7511-03

Meat Slicer

7511-04

Sausage Maker

UNIT GROUP 7512

BAKERS, PASTRY AND PASTA-COOKS, AND CONFECTIONERY MAKERS

Bakers, Pastry and Pasta-Cooks, and Confectionery Makers make various kinds of bread,
buns, cakes and other flour products, as well as handmade chocolate and sugar
confectionery.

Tasks include:
a) making bread, buns, cakes, biscuits, pastries, pies and other flour products;
b) making handmade confectionery from mixtures of sugar, chocolate and other
ingredients with the help of tools and some machines;
c) checking the quality of raw materials to ensure that standards and specifications
are met;
d) checking the cleanliness of equipment and operation of the premises before the
production process to ensure compliance with occupational health and safety
regulations;
e) monitoring the oven temperature and product appearance to determine baking
times; and
f) performing related tasks.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7512)
7512-01

Baker

7512-02

Pastry Baker

7512-03

Confectionary Maker

7512-04

Chocolate Maker

UNIT GROUP 7513

DAIRY-PRODUCT MAKERS

Dairy-Product Makers process butter and various types of cheese, cream or other dairy
products.

Tasks include:
a) making milk powder, skim milk, cream, condensed milk, evaporated milk, ricotta
cheese, butter, cheeses and other dairy products; and
b) boiling or pasteurising milk to achieve the desired butter fat content;
c) monitoring product quality before packaging by inspecting, taking samples and
adjusting treatment conditions when necessary; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7513)
7513-01

Cheese Maker

7513-02

Yogurt Maker

7513-03

Butter Maker

UNIT GROUP 7514

FRUIT, VEGETABLE AND RELATED PRESERVERS

Fruit, Vegetable and Related Preservers process or preserve fruit, nuts and related foods in
various ways including cooking, drying, salting, or juice or oil extraction.
Tasks include:
a) extracting juices from various fruit;
b) extracting oils from oil-bearing seeds, nuts or fruit;
c) cooking, salting or drying fruit, vegetables and related foods; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7514)
7514-01

Fruit Preserver

7514-02

Vegetable Preserver

7514-03

Fruit Juice Maker

7514-04

Syrup Maker
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UNIT GROUP 7515

FOOD AND BEVERAGE TASTERS AND GRADERS

Food and Beverage Tasters and Graders inspect, taste and grade various types of
agricultural products, food and beverages.

Tasks include:
a) inspecting, testing and tasting agricultural products, food and beverages;
b) determining the quality and grading into appropriate classes; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7515)
7515-01

Taster, Food

7515-02

Taster, Beverages

7515-03

Grader, Food
Taster and Grader, Tea

7515-04
UNIT GROUP 7516

TOBACCO PREPARERS AND TOBACCO PRODUCT MAKERS

Tobacco Preparers and Tobacco Product Makers prepare tobacco leaves and make
various tobacco products.

Tasks include:
a) grading cured tobacco leaves by type, quality and locality where grown;
b) mixing tobacco leaves according to formula to obtain a blend of distinct flavour;
c) tending vacuum containers which moisten tobacco for further processing;
d) removing midribs and stalks from tobacco leaves and shredding tobacco;
e) making cigars, cigarettes and other tobacco products by hand or using simple
machines; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7516)
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7516-01

Grader, Tobacco

7516-02

Maker, Cigar

7516-03

Maker, Cigarette

7516-04

Quality Checker, Cigarette
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SUB-MAJOR 76 OTHER CRAFT WORKERS
Other Craft workers treat, make and repair wooden furniture and other wood products,
produce garments, shoes and related items, dive underwater, shotfire and blast, grade and
test products (excluding food and beverages), and control pests.
MINOR GROUP 761 WOOD TREATERS, CABINET-MAKERS AND RELATED TRADES WORKERS
Wood Treaters, Cabinet-Makers and Related Trades Workers make, decorate and repair
wooden furniture, vehicle parts and other wooden products. They use hand tools and adjust
and operate woodworking and wood processing tools as well as machinery equipment and
machines.
UNIT GROUP 7611

WOOD TREATERS

Wood Treaters season and preserve wood.
Tasks include:
a) seasoning wood by air-drying in sunlight;
b) manually treating wood with chemicals to protect it against decay or parasites;
c) grading wood or veneer according to size and quality; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7611)
7611-01

Wood Impregnator

7611-02

Wood Treater

7611-03

Wood Seasoner

7611-04

Grader, Wood

UNIT GROUP 7612

CABINET-MAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Cabinet-Makers and Related Workers make, decorate and repair wooden furniture, wheels
or other wooden parts of vehicles, and other items such as pipes, shoes or racquets, and
bats for sports using woodworking machines and specialised hand tools.
Tasks include:
a) making and repairing wooden articles such as cabinets and other furniture, using
woodworking machines and hand tools;
b) making and repairing wooden vehicles, wheels or other wooden parts of vehicles;
c) decorating furniture and fixtures by inlaying wood, applying veneer and carving
designs;
d) finishing surfaces of wooden articles or furniture;
e) carrying out inspection, servicing and maintenance (based on field or
specialisation); and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7612)
7612-01
7612-02

Tradesman K2 - Furniture Maker, Grade R11
Maker, Cabinet

7612-03

Builder, Bullock Cart

7612-04

Maker, Furniture
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UNIT GROUP 7613

WOODWORKING-MACHINE TOOL SETTERS AND OPERATORS

Woodworking-Machine Tool Setters and Operators set up or operate or monitor automatic
or semi-automatic woodworking machines to fabricate or repair wooden parts of furniture,
fixtures and other wood products.
Tasks include:
a) setting up or operating and monitoring woodworking machines to fabricate or
repair wooden parts of furniture, fixtures and other wood products;
b) setting up and adjusting a variety of woodworking machines; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7613)
7613-01

Adjuster, Wood Machine

7613-02

Operator, Wood Machine

7613-03

Setter, Wood Machine

7613-04

Carving Machine Operator (Wood)

MINOR GROUP 762 GARMENT AND RELATED WORKERS
Garment and Related Workers fit, alter and repair tailored clothing; design, and make textile
and fur garments, leather or fur products; repair, modify and decorate garments, gloves
and other products of textile; create patterns for garments; install, repair and replace
upholstery of furniture, fixtures, orthopaedic appliances and furnishings of automobiles; trim,
scrape, buff and dye animal hides, pelts or skins; modify and repair footwear and leather
articles.
UNIT GROUP 7621

TAILORS, DRESSMAKERS, FURRIERS AND HATTERS

Tailors, Dressmakers, Furriers and Hatters make suits and other clothing from cloth, leather or
other materials, and repair tailored clothing or participate in the manufacture of ready-towear garments, or alter, repair and make hats and wigs.
Tasks include:
a) operating standard or specialised single- or multiple-needle sewing machines to
make or repair garments, gloves or other products and embroider on textiles, fur or
leather;
b) making overcoats, suits, skirts, shirts, blouses, lingerie, corsets and similar garments
according to customer requirements;
c) participating in the manufacture of ready-to-wear clothing;
d) embroidering decorative designs on garments or materials;
e) making various kinds of hats and caps;
f) altering, restyling and repairing garments;
g) making and caring for costumes used in theatrical, television and motion picture
productions;
h) making wigs according to specifications, fastening strands of hair to a cloth base;
i) assembling complete umbrellas by fixing various component parts such as
collapsible metal frame, springs and umbrella fabric;
j) sewing sails, tents, awnings and similar articles; and
k) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7621)
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7621-01

Tradesman K3 – Tailor, Grade R9

7621-02

Tailor

7621-03

Dressmaker

7621-04

Milliner
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UNIT GROUP 7622

GARMENT AND RELATED PATTERN-MAKERS AND CUTTERS

Garment and Related Pattern-Makers and Cutters mark and cut textile, leather and other
materials in the manufacture of garments, gloves and miscellaneous products.
Tasks include:
a) drawing and cutting out patterns for making suits, dresses, shirts, blouses, gloves,
hats and caps and other garments;
b) making outlines of patterns on cloth, leather or other materials to guide cutting;
c) cutting material according to pattern outline for making up garments, gloves and
related items;
d) performing pattern-making, marking and cutting in the manufacture of other
products such as soft furnishings, umbrellas and canvas goods; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7622)
7622-01

Pattern-Maker, Garment

7622-02

Pattern-Maker, Hat and Cap

7622-03

Maker, Garment

7622-04

Cutter, Garment

UNIT GROUP 7623

SHOEMAKERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Shoemakers and Related Workers make and repair standard or special footwear, hats and
gloves, make natural or synthetic leather articles such as luggage, handbags and belts, or
participate in the manufacture of related goods.
Tasks include:
a) making patterns to guide the cutting of shoe parts;
b) cutting out, preparing and fitting together shoe parts;
c) sewing shoe parts together;
d) making standard or orthopaedic footwear to individual requirements;
e) making other special types of footwear to order;
f) examining and finishing footwear;
g) repairing footwear;
h) making and repairing saddles and harnesses for animals, luggage, handbags,
wallets, belts, briefcases, leather bags and other accessories;
i) making and shaping leather articles;
j) sewing and stitching leather parts by hand or machine; and
k) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7623)
7623-01

Shoemaker

7623-02

Maker, Surgical Footwear

7623-03

Shoemaker, Orthopaedic

7623-04

Repairer, Footwear
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UNIT GROUP 7624

UPHOLSTERERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Upholsterers and Related Workers install, repair and replace upholstery of furniture, fixtures,
orthopaedic appliances, seats, panels, vinyl and other furnishings of automobiles, railway
coaches, aircraft and ship. They also make and repair cushions, quilt and mattresses.
Tasks include:
a) installing, arranging and securing springs, padding and covering material to
furniture frames;
b) fitting and installing covers and cushioning for seats and other accessories on
vehicles such as cars, buses, railway coaches and aircraft;
c) making mattresses;
d) fitting and installing soft furnishings and interior decorations of textile, leather and
similar materials;
e) repairing upholstered parts of worn furniture, mattresses and related products; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7624)
7624-01

Upholsterer, Furniture

7624-02

Upholsterer, Vehicle

7624-03

Maker, Mattress

7624-04

Maker, Cushion

UNIT GROUP 7625

PELT DRESSERS, TANNERS AND FELLMONGERS

Pelt Dressers, Tanners and Fellmongers prepare hides and skins for making leather products.
Tasks include:
a) sorting and grading pelts, hides and skins;
b) removing flesh and fat from pelts before curing;
c) removing flesh and hair from hides;
d) removing long coarse hair from pelts and trimming underlying hair to even length;
e) operating machine to split hides edgeways;
f) treating hides to convert them into leather;
g) applying dyes to fur pelts;
h) dressing and applying dyes and stains to leather;
i) stretching and smoothing dressed pelts; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7625)
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7625-01

Pelt Dresser

7625-02

Tanner

7625-03

Fellmonger
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MINOR GROUP 763 OTHER CRAFT AND RELATED WORKERS
Other Craft and Related Workers participate in activities related to underwater diving,
shotfiring and blasting, grading and testing products (excluding food and beverages), and
fumigate and control pests and weeds.
UNIT GROUP 7631

UNDERWATER DIVERS

Underwater Divers work under the surface of water with the aid of breathing apparatus to
inspect, install, repair and remove equipment and structures, conduct tests or experiments,
rig explosives, photograph structures or marine life, recover items or search for missing
persons.
Tasks include:
a) taking safety precautions such as monitoring dive lengths and depths, and
registering with authorities before diving expeditions begin;
b) inspecting and maintaining diving equipment such as helmets, masks, air tanks,
diving suits, harnesses and gauges;
c) working underwater to lay and repair bridges, piers and harbour wall foundations;
d) inspecting for suspected damage and making minor repairs to ship hulls and
underwater installations;
e) reporting on condition of wrecked ships;
f) removing underwater obstructions;
g) drilling holes for underwater blasting;
h) performing various underwater tasks connected with rescue or search for bodies;
i) communicating with workers on the surface, while under water, using the signal or
telephone lines;
j) obtaining information about diving tasks and environmental conditions; and
k) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7631)
7631-01

Diver

7631-02

Diver, Construction

7631-03

Underwater Worker

7631-04

Underwater Diver

UNIT GROUP 7632
SHOTFIRERS AND BLASTERS
Shotfirers and Blasters assemble, position and detonate explosives in order to move or break
up soil and rocks, or demolish buildings.
Tasks include:
a) assembling, positioning and detonating explosives to move, break up soil and rocks,
or demolish buildings;
b) ensuring safety in the workplace, and procedures and regulations for the handling,
storage and transport of explosives are complied;
c) planning and giving instructions to lay out and estimate the depth and diameter of
blast holes;
d) examining the depth and cleanliness of blast holes;
e) determining the quantity and type of explosives to be used;
f) inserting explosives into blast holes;
g) ensuring that all explosives are detonated, and reporting;
h) declaring the blast area safe before and after detonation; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7632)
7632-01

Blaster

7632-02

Shotfirer

7632-03

Explosives Worker

7632-04

Detonator
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UNIT GROUP 7633

PRODUCT GRADERS AND TESTERS (EXCLUDING FOODS AND BEVERAGES)

Product Graders and Testers (Excluding Foods and Beverages) inspect, test, sort, sample and
weigh raw materials and goods produced or sold to ensure compliance with quality
standards, identify defects, wear and deviations from specifications, and grade and classify
them according to quality.
Tasks include:
a) inspecting and testing products (excluding food and beverages) at various stages
of processing to determine quality and grade;
b) examining and verifying product grade;
c) conducting inspection to ensure compliance with sanitation, grade, quality and
labelling standard;
d) obtaining product sample;
e) checking and recommending licensing of industry graders;
f) issuing hold orders and/or disposal orders;
g) testifying in trials and court action as required; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7633)
7633-01

Grader, Fibre

7633-02

Quality Inspector

7633-03

Wool Classer

UNIT GROUP 7634

FUMIGATORS AND PEST AND WEED CONTROLLERS

Fumigators and Pest and Weed Controllers use chemicals to remove harmful insects, small
animals, wild plants and other unwanted organisms to prevent damage to crops and
buildings and other structures and their surroundings and to prevent health risks.
Tasks include:
a) inspecting buildings or surroundings;
b) taking safety precautions in the use and storage of chemicals;
c) deciding on course of action to control or eliminate pests;
d) preparing estimates and bills for clients;
e) preparing and spraying chemical mixtures using various types of equipment;
f) maintaining equipment in safe, efficient working order;
g) maintaining work records of all properties inspected, pest or weed problems,
chemicals used and amount of time spent at each location;
h) placing and setting traps;
i) advising clients on methods to prevent pest infestation; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7634)
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7634-01

Pest Controller

7634-02

Fumigator

7634-03

Fogging Worker, Bee

7634-04

Fogging Worker, Mosquito
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UNIT GROUP 7639

OTHER RELATED CRAFT WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group covers Other Related Craft Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group
763: Other Craft and Related Workers.
Tasks include:
a) operating the camera;
b) heating, moulding and pressing optical glass to make lens blanks;
c) grinding and polishing lens blanks; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 7639)
7639-01
7639-02

Assistant Camera Operator, Grade N11
Camera/Driver Assistant, Grade N3

7639-03

Optical Lens Finisher

7639-04

Optical Lens Moulder
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MAJOR GROUP
SUB-MAJOR GROUP
MINOR GROUP
UNIT GROUP
SMALL UNIT GROUP

8

81 STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS
811 MINING AND MINERAL PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS
8111
8112
8113
8114

Miners and Quarry Workers
Mineral and Stone Processing Plant Operators
Well Drillers and Borers and Related Workers
Cement, Stone and Other Mineral Products Machine Operators

812 METAL PROCESSING AND FINISHING PLANT OPERATORS
8121 Metal Processing Plant Operators
8122 Metal Finishing, Plating and Coating Machine Operators
813 CHEMICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS
8131 Chemical Products Plant and Machine Operators
8132 Photographic Products Machine Operators
814 RUBBER, PLASTIC AND PAPER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS
8141 Rubber Products Machine Operators
8142 Plastic Products Machine Operators
8143 Paper Products Machine Operators
815 TEXTILE, FUR AND LEATHER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS
8151
8152
8153
8154
8155
8156
8157
8159

Fibre Preparing, Spinning and Winding Machine Operators
Weaving and Knitting Machine Operators
Sewing Machine Operators
Bleaching, Dyeing and Fabric Cleaning Machine Operators
Fur and Leather Preparing Machine Operators
Shoemaking and Related Machine Operators
Laundry Machine Operators
Textile, Fur and Leather Products Machine Operators Not Elsewhere Classified

816 FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS
8161 Food and Related Products Machine Operators
817 WOOD PROCESSING AND PAPERMAKING PLANT OPERATORS
8171 Pulp and Papermaking Plant Operators
8172 Wood Processing Plant Operators
8173 Wood Products Machine Operators
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818 OTHER STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS
8181
8182
8183
8189

Glass and Ceramics Plant Operators
Steam Engine and Boiler Operators
Packing, Bottling and Labelling Machine Operators
Stationary Plant and Machine Operators Not Elsewhere Classified

82 ASSEMBLERS
821 ASSEMBLERS
8211
8212
8213
8219

Mechanical Machinery Assemblers
Electrical and Electronic Equipment Assemblers
Leather, Metal, Rubber and Plastic Products Assemblers
Assemblers Not Elsewhere Classified

822 MACHINE-TOOL SETTER-OPERATORS
8221 Machine-Tool Setter-Operators
83 DRIVERS AND MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS
831 LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS AND RELATED WORKERS
8311 Locomotive Engine Drivers
8312 Railway Brake, Signal and Switch Operators
832 CAR, VAN AND MOTORCYLE DRIVERS
8321 Motorcycle Riders (Drivers)
8322 Car, Taxi and Van Drivers
833 HEAVY TRUCK AND BUS DRIVERS
8331 Bus and Tram Drivers
8332 Heavy Truck and Lorry Drivers
834 MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS
8341
8342
8343
8344

Mobile Farm and Forestry Plant Operators
Earth-Moving and Related Plant Operators
Crane, Hoist and Related Plant Operators
Lifting Truck Operators

835 SHIPS’ DECK CREWS AND RELATED WORKERS
8351 Ships’ Deck Crews and Related Workers
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PLANT AND MACHINE
OPERATORS AND ASSEMBLERS

81
82

SUB-MAJOR GROUP

83

81. STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS
82. ASSEMBLERS
83. DRIVERS AND MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS
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MAJOR GROUP 8

PLANT AND MACHINE
OPERATORS AND ASSEMBLERS

Description

Skill Level

Operate and monitor industrial and agricultural machinery and
equipment, drive and operate trains, motor vehicles and mobile
machinery and equipment, or assemble product component parts
according to strict specifications and procedures.
The work mainly calls for experience with and understanding of
industrial and agricultural machinery and equipment as well as an
ability to cope with machine-paced operations and to adapt to
technological innovations.

Most occupations in this major group require skills at the second level

SUB-MAJOR 81 STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS
Stationary Plant and Machine Operators operate and monitor stationary industrial plants,
machinery and equipment whether on site or with a remote control or for which mobility is
not an integral part of operations.
MINOR GROUP 811 MINING AND MINERAL PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS
Mining and Mineral Processing Plant Operators operate and monitor plants and machinery
to extract rocks and minerals from the earth, process minerals and stones, drill wells and
bores, and manufacture and finish cement and stone products.
UNIT GROUP 8111

MINERS AND QUARRY WORKERS

Miners and Quarry Workers operate machinery, plants sand hand tools, and extract solid
minerals from underground and open cast mines or quarries.
Tasks include:
a) extracting coal, ore and other solid minerals from underground or open cast mines;
b) extracting granite, limestone, slate, flint or other kinds of rocks from quarries;
c) setting up and operating machines which perforate channels or drill blasting holes
into the open face of mines or quarries;
d) cutting, fitting and installing wood or steel props;
e) assembling poles and arches to support walls and roofs of underground work;
f) collecting samples of coal or ore for laboratory analysis;
g) extracting limestone, clay, gravel or sand from open cast mines;
h) ensuring observance of workplace safety procedures and regulations;
i) operating and monitoring mining machines; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8111)
8111-01

Miner

8111-02

Quarrier

8111-03

Machine Operator, Drilling

8111-04

Machine Operator, Mine Drilling
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UNIT GROUP 8112

MINERAL AND STONE PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS

Mineral and Stone Processing Plant Operators operate and monitor machinery and
equipment for processing mineral ores and stones.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring equipment which crushes and breaks lumps of minerals
and stones to required size;
b) operating and monitoring washing, separating, leaching, precipitating, filtering,
extracting and combining equipment to wash mineral ore in order to remove waste
material;
c) combining mineral ores with solvents to facilitate further processing;
d) separating metal or mineral concentrates from ore or alluvial deposits by thickening,
floatation, gravity separation, filtration, or magnetic or electrostatic separation; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8112)
8112-01

Machine Operator, Stone Processing

8112-02

Machine Operator, Stone Splitting

8112-03

Machine Operator, Stone Crushing

8112-04

Machine Operator, Stone Milling

UNIT GROUP 8113

WELL DRILLERS AND BORERS AND RELATED WORKERS

Well Drillers, Borers and Related Workers position, assemble and operate drilling machinery
and related equipment to dig wells, extract ores, liquids or gases, or for various other
purposes.
Tasks include:
a) preparing and operating derrick pipe-handling devices and slush pumps;
b) operating rotary or percussion-drilling machinery and equipment to drill oil or gas
wells;
c) cleaning and servicing oil or gas wells and replacing pumping rods, casings and
tubings; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8113)
8113-01

Operator, Drilling Equipment

8113-02

Operator, Cable Drilling Equipment

8113-03

Operator, Well Drilling Equipment

8113-04

Operator, Oil and Gas Well Derrick

UNIT GROUP 8114

CEMENT, STONE AND OTHER MINERAL PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS

Cement, Stone and Other Mineral Products Machine Operators operate and monitor
extrusion, moulding, mixing, grinding and cutter machines which manufacture and finish
various precast concrete and stone products, or which make cast stone for building
purposes.
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Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring extrusion, moulding, grinding and cutter machines which
manufacture and finish various precast concrete and stone products such as
flagstones, fencing posts, moulded pipe sections and trench liners, walling and
partition slabs, building components, cable conduits, fume and dust extraction
conduits;
b) operating and monitoring machines which mix sand, gravel, cement and water to
make concrete; and
c) operating heavy plant and machinery and mixing sand, gravel, cement, water and
other materials to make concrete;
d) cutting, grinding, drilling, sandblasting and polishing concrete and stone block
products; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8114)
8114-01

Machine Operator, Concrete Mixing

8114-02

Machine Operator, Cast Concrete Product

8114-03

Machine Operator, Cement Product

8114-04

Machine Operator, Asbestos

MINOR GROUP 812 METAL PROCESSING AND FINISHING PLANT OPERATORS
Metal Processing and Finishing Plant Operators operate and monitor ore smelting, metal
converting and refining furnaces, metal rolling mills, metal heat treating or metal extrusion
plants.
UNIT GROUP 8121

METAL PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS

Metal Processing Plant Operators operate and monitor ore smelting, metal converting and
refining furnaces, metal rolling mills, metal heat treating or metal extrusion plants.

Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring rolling mills to form hot or cold steel into shapes for further
processing, or into the final shape;
b) operating and monitoring rolling mills to form hot or cold non-ferrous metal into
specific shapes, such as plates, pieces or sheets;
c) pouring molten metal into moulds and operating and monitoring casting machines;
d) observing gauges, meters, computer printouts, video monitors and products to
ensure proper operation;
e) verifying specified processing conditions; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8121)
8121-01
8121-02

Furnace Operator
Furnace Operator, Steel Refining

8121-03

Furnace Operator, Steel Converting

8121-04

Hot-Roller Operator, Steel
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UNIT GROUP 8122

METAL FINISHING, PLATING AND COATING MACHINE OPERATORS

Metal Finishing, Plating and Coating Machine Operators operate and monitor equipment
which finishes, plates and coats metal articles or parts in order to give them improved
resistance to corrosion and abrasion, for decorative purposes, or to impart electrical or
magnetic properties.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring equipment which cleans metal articles in preparation for
electroplating, galvanising, enamelling or similar processes;
b) operating and monitoring electroplating equipment;
c) operating and monitoring hot-dip equipment used to coat iron and steel products;
d) operating and monitoring machines which automatically coat wire with non-ferrous
metal;
e) operating and monitoring equipment used to spray molten metal or other
substances on metal products to provide a protective or decorative coating or to
build up worn or damaged surfaces;
f) operating and monitoring equipment to oxidise metal surfaces to decorative
finishes by chemical process;
g) operating sandblasting equipment to clean and smoothen surfaces of metal parts;
h) operating machines to semi-finish the surface of cast metal articles;
i) operating and monitoring equipment used to impart a rust-resistant finishing to
metal articles by treating them with chemicals and heating them; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8122)
8122-01

Machine Operator, Metal Electroplating

8122-02

Electroplater

8122-03

Machine Operator, Metal Dipping

8122-04

Hot-Dip Plater

MINOR GROUP 813 CHEMICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS PLANT AND MACHINE
OPERATORS
Chemical and Photographic Products Plant and Machine Operators operate and monitor
machines which process a variety of chemicals and other ingredients to produce
pharmaceuticals, toiletries, explosives and photographic or other chemical products.
UNIT GROUP 8131

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS

Chemical Products Plant and Machine Operators monitor and operate units and machinery
to blend, mix, process and package a wide range of chemical products.
Tasks include:
a) setting up, starting, controlling, adjusting and stopping machines and plant;
b) monitoring reaction processes and transferring products in compliance with safety
procedures;
c) monitoring meters, gauges and electronic instrumentation for one or more
chemicals;
d) monitoring formulation units, such as mixers, kettles, blenders, dryers, tabletting,
encapsulation, granulation and coating machines;
e) measuring, weighing and loading chemical ingredients following formulation cards;
f) taking samples and performing routine chemical and physical tests of products and
recording production data; and
g) cleaning and performing minor repairs to machines and plant.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8131)
8131-01

Machine Operator, Paint-Mixing

8131-02

Machine Operator, Chemical Process Mixing and Blending

8131-03

Machine Operator, Glue-Mixing

8131-04

Machine Operator, Chemical Process Pulverising

UNIT GROUP 8132

PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS

Photographic Products Machine Operators operate and monitor equipment which makes
photographic film and paper, and which processes exposed photographic film and makes
prints.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring equipment which makes photographic film and paper;
b) operating, monitoring and testing photographic processing and printing
equipment, and maintaining operational standards;
c) preparing exposed film for different processing batches in dark rooms and dark
chambers;
d) inspecting images, films, prints and adjusting settings on print-making equipment to
produce required colour, brightness, contrast, number, size and type of prints;
e) adjusting settings and running automatic processing film equipment;
f) operating equipment to transfer film to video tape or other electronic media;
g) operating automatic equipment (in retail shops) to develop colour negatives, prints
and slides; and
h) performing photographic processing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8132)
8132-01

General Assistant, Photography

8132-02

Machine Operator, Photography Printing

8132-03

Machine Operator, Photography Development

8132-04

Machine Operator, Scanning and Filming

MINOR GROUP 814 RUBBER, PLASTIC AND PAPER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS
Rubber, Plastic and Paper Products Machine Operators operate and monitor machines
which knead and blend rubber and rubber compounds, and produce various components
and products from natural and synthetic rubber and plastics, or produce various types of
products from paper, paperboard, cardboard and similar materials.
UNIT GROUP 8141

RUBBER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS

Rubber Products Machine Operators operate and monitor machines which knead and
blend rubber and rubber compounds, and produce various components and products from
natural and synthetic rubber such as moulded footwear, domestic articles, insulating
materials, industrial accessories, or tyres for bicycles, automobiles, tractors, aircraft and other
vehicles.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring machines which knead, mix and blend rubber and
rubber compounds for further processing;
b) operating and monitoring machines which produce sheets of rubber or rubberised
fabric by a rolling process;
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c) operating and monitoring machines which extrude compounded rubber or shape
vulcanised rubber by moulding;
d) operating and monitoring machines which build up tyres according to the form,
vulcanise tyres and mould or rebuild used tyres;
e) operating and monitoring machines which manufacture rubber products such as
hoses, air-bags, rubber foam for cushions and mattresses, rubber stamps, etc; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8141)
8141-01

Machine Operator, Rubber Milling

8141-02

Machine Operator, Rubber Extruding

8141-03

Press-Operator, Rubber Moulding

8141-04

Machine Operator, Rubber Calendar

UNIT GROUP 8142

PLASTIC PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS

Plastic Products Machine Operators operate and monitor machines which knead and blend
compounds to obtain plastic materials and which make various plastic components and
articles.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring machines which knead, mix and blend compounds to
obtain plastic materials;
b) operating and monitoring machines which shape plastic materials by moulding,
extrusion, cutting and other means;
c) operating and monitoring machines which laminate plastics and plasticimpregnated materials;
d) operating and monitoring machines which compress plastic powder into pellets;
e) operating and monitoring machines which emboss designs on plastic sheets;
f) operating and monitoring machines which make plastic products such as domestic
articles, moulded footwear, toys and industrial accessories;
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8142)
8142-01

Machine Operator, Plastic Mixing

8142-02

Press-Machine Operator, Plastic Laminating

8142-03

Machine Operator, Plastic Extruding

8142-04

Machine Operator, Plastic Compression Moulding

UNIT GROUP 8143

PAPER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS

Paper Products Machine Operators operate and monitor machines which produce boxes,
envelopes, bags and other products from paper, paperboard, cardboard, cellophane and
similar materials.

Tasks include:
a) operating machines which seal paper to cardboard, cut it to the required length or
cut and crease cardboard or paperboard to form box blanks;
b) operating pressing machines which form drinking cups or other containers from
paper, paperboard or cardboard;
c) operating machines which cut, fold and seal paper to make envelopes and paper
bags, or which form bags from other materials;
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d) operating machines which make joss paper and other ceremonial paper products
used in praying and other religious activities; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8143)
8143-01

Machine Operator, Carton and Paper Box Production

8143-02

Machine Operator, Paper Products

8143-03

Machine Operator, Cellophane Bag Production

8143-04

Machine Operator, Envelope Production

MAJOR GROUP 815 TEXTILE, FUR AND LEATHER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS
Textile, Fur and Leather Products Machine Operators operate and monitor various types of
machines which prepare, process and treat fibres, yarn, thread, leather or fur, produce,
modify and repair footwear and garments, and manufacture or dry-clean textiles or fur and
leather articles.
UNIT GROUP 8151

FIBRE PREPARING, SPINNING AND WINDING MACHINE OPERATORS

Fibre Preparing, Spinning and Winding Machine Operators operate and monitor machines
which prepare fibres, and spin, twist and wind yarn and thread.
Tasks include:
a) operating machines which combine textile fibres into uniform blends;
b) operating machines which clean and fluff textile fibres, transform them into sliver,
comb them into sliver for first drawing, combine slivers into sliver lap or sliver laps into
ribbon lap, combine several slivers into one attenuated strand of regular quality and
weight;
c) operating machines which transform sliver into roving;
d) operating machines which spin thread and yarn from roving, wind two or more
threads onto a bobbin, twist two or more strands of yarn or thread into a single
heavier and stronger strand, or wind yarn or thread from one package to another;
and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8151)
8151-01

Machine Operator, Thread and Yarn Twisting

8151-02

Thread and Yarn Winder

8151-03

Thread and Yarn Spinner

8151-04

Silk Reeler

UNIT GROUP 8152

WEAVING AND KNITTING MACHINE OPERATORS

Weaving and Knitting Machine Operators operate and monitor weaving and knitting
machines and related equipment used to produce materials and fabrics.

Tasks include:
a) operating machines used to weave or knit plain or printed cloth, tapestry, lace,
carpets, garments, net, hosiery or other fabrics or articles; and
b) performing related tasks.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8152)
8152-01

Machine Operator, Warping Beam (Textile Weaving)

8152-02

Machine Operator, Weaving

8152-03

Machine Operator, Carpet Weaving

8152-04

Machine Operator, Knitting

UNIT GROUP 8153

SEWING MACHINE OPERATORS

Sewing Machine Operators operate and monitor sewing machines to make, repair and
renovate textile, fur, synthetic or leather garments, or embroider ornamental designs on
garments or other materials.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring standard or specialised single- or multiple-needle sewing
machines to make or repair garments, gloves and miscellaneous products of textile
or leather, and embroidering ornamental designs on textile or other materials;
b) performing equipment maintenance tasks such as replacing needles;
c) attaching buttons, hooks, zips, fasteners or other accessories to fabric; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8153)
8153-01

Sewing Machine Operator,

8153-02

Sewing Machine Operator, Leather

8153-03

Sewing Machine Operator, Crochet

8153-04

Sewing Machine Operator, Embroidery

UNIT GROUP 8154

BLEACHING, DYEING AND FABRIC CLEANING MACHINE OPERATORS

Bleaching, Dyeing and Fabric Cleaning Machine Operators operate and monitor machines
which bleach, dye, wash and otherwise treat fibres, yarn or cloth, or dry clean textile and
leather articles.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring machines which treat textile products to lighten their
colour or to give them a specific colour;
b) operating and monitoring machines which wash or dry-clean textile or leather
products to remove dirt, impurities, excess chemicals or natural gum;
c) operating and monitoring machines which shrink cloth or strengthen the weave by
interlocking the fibres;
d) operating and monitoring machines which impregnate textiles with chemicals to
render them waterproof;
e) operating and monitoring machines which treat silk to give it body and weight;
f) operating and monitoring machines which press, stretch or impart lustre, or other
type of finishes on textiles; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8154)
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8154-01

Machine Operator, Textile Bleaching

8154-02

Machine Operator, Dyeing

8154-03

Machine Operator, Starch

8154-04

Machine Operator, Washing
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UNIT GROUP 8155

FUR AND LEATHER PREPARING MACHINE OPERATORS

Fur and Leather Preparing Machine Operators operate and monitor various machines which
prepare fur and leather.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring machines which remove flesh, fat and hair from pelts
before curing;
b) operating and monitoring machines which treat hides and skins in solutions and
apply a finishing product to convert them into leather;
c) operating and monitoring machines which apply dyes and stains to leather; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8155)
8155-01

Machine Operator, Hide Processing

8155-02

Machine Operator, Hide Fleshing

8155-03

Machine Operator, Hide Dehairing

8155-04

Machine Operator, Tanning

UNIT GROUP 8156

SHOEMAKING AND RELATED MACHINE OPERATORS

Shoemaking and Related Machine Operators operate and monitor machines which
produce and repair standard or special footwear, handbags and other accessories, mainly
made of leather.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring machines which mark patterns and cut shoe parts;
b) operating and monitoring machines which sew shoe parts together, or edge, polish,
or apply ornaments and perform finishing tasks;
c) operating and monitoring machines which produce luggage, handbags, belts and
other accessories, as well as other items such as collars or harnesses; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8156)
8156-01

Machine Operator, Footwear Production

8156-02

Machine Operator, Orthopaedic Footwear Production

8156-03

Machine Operator, Sports Footwear Production

8156-04

Machine Operator, Safety Footwear Production

UNIT GROUP 8157

LAUNDRY MACHINE OPERATORS

Laundry Machine Operators operate laundry, dry cleaning, presser and fabric treatment
machines in laundries and dry cleaning establishments.
Tasks include:
a) sorting articles for cleaning according to type, colour, fabric and cleaning
treatment required;
b) placing sorted articles into containers and onto conveyor belts to be brought to the
repair and cleaning areas;
c) checking and removing stains from garments, and replacing buttons and making
minor repairs;
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d) loading and unloading washing machines, driers and extractors;
e) adding cleaning agents and starches to laundry articles;
f) monitoring laundry articles and guiding them through cleaning and pressing
machines;
g) stopping and starting machines to untangle, straighten and remove laundry articles;
h) placing laundry articles on shelves and hanging laundry articles for delivery and
collection; and
i) packing laundry articles and preparing orders for delivery.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8157)
8157-01

Machine Operator, Textile Fibre Dyeing

8157-02

Machine Operator, Laundering

8157-03

Machine Operator, Laundry Presser

UNIT GROUP 8159

TEXTILE, FUR AND LEATHER PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS NOT
ELESEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Textile, Fur and Leather Products Machine Operators Not Elsewhere
Classified in Minor Group 815: Textile Products Machine operators.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring machines which make hats, mattresses or miscellaneous
articles such as braids, lace or other trimmings; and
b) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8159)
8159-01

Machine Operator, Garment Cutting

8159-02

Machine Cutter, Leather Garments

8159-03

Machine Operator, Textile Cutting

8159-04

Machine Operator, Hat Making

MINOR GROUP 816 FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS
Food and Related Products Machine Operators operate and monitor machines which
slaughter animals, process meat, process foodstuffs and related products, and process
tobacco.
UNIT GROUP 8161

FOOD AND RELATED PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS

Food and Related Products Machine Operators operate and monitor machines which
slaughter animals, process meat, process foodstuffs and related products, and process
tobacco.
Tasks include:
a) operating machines used to slaughter animals and to cut animal carcasses or fish
into standard pieces;
b) operating machines which pasteurise, homogenise and heat-treat milk and cream;
c) operating machinery used for the production of flour, food and animal feed, and
for processing rice;
d) operating machines which mix and blend flour with other ingredients to prepare
dough for the production of bread, pastries, pasta, noodles and related products;
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e) operating machines which extract juice from fruit and vegetables by heating or
processing;
f) operating machines which crush sugar cane or extract juice from sugar beet;
g) operating machines which process barley and other grains used in making distilled
and malt liquors, and controlling the fermentation process;
h) operating machines which process tobacco in preparation for manufacturing
cigarettes, cigar and other tobacco products; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8161)
8161-01

Machine Operator, Meat Processing

8161-02

Machine Operator, Fish Processing

8161-03

Machine Operator, Food Processing

8161-04

Machine Operator, Slaughtering

MINOR GROUP 817 WOOD PROCESSING AND PAPERMAKING PLANT OPERATORS
Wood Processing and Papermaking Plant Operators operate and monitor machinery and
equipment which saw, cut and grind wood in preparation for further use, process wood and
its materials into pulp, and make paper from pulp.
UNIT GROUP 8171

PULP AND PAPERMAKING PLANT OPERATORS

Pulp and Papermaking Plant Operators operate and monitor machinery and equipment
which process materials such as wood, old paper, esparto, straw, scrap-pulp and paper into
stock for use in papermaking.

Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring chipper and grinding machines which make pulp from
logs;
b) operating and monitoring digesters which produce pulp from materials such as
wood, old paper, esparto, straw or scrap-pulp and scrap paper;
c) operating and monitoring machines which bleach wood pulp, old paper, esparto,
straw or scrap-pulp and scrap paper;
d) operating and monitoring machines which mix, beat and hydrate pulp and other
ingredients to prepare materials to make paper;
e) cutting old paper, wastepaper and straws into small pieces with a cutting machine
to make paper pulp;
f) operating valves to charge raw materials into digester;
g) operating and monitoring papermaker machines and equipment in which wet pulp
is formed into paper or in which paper is dried, lubricated, wound, slit, and
rewound;
h) operating and monitoring lubrication machines used to impart gloss and finishes on
paper surface;
i) operating and monitoring machinery and equipment used to glaze or impregnate
paper with coating mixture; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8171)
8171-01

Operator, Pulp Digester

8171-02

Machine Operator, Chipping

8171-03

Operator, Pulp Beater

8171-04

Machine Operator, Wood Grinding
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UNIT GROUP 8172

WOOD PROCESSING PLANT OPERATORS

Wood Processing Plant Operators operate and monitor machinery and equipment for
sawing wood, cutting veneer and making plywood, particle board and chipboard, and
otherwise prepare wood for further use.

Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring log in-feed and conveyor systems;
b) operating and monitoring head saws, resaws and multi-blade saws to saw logs,
slabs or wings and remove rough edges from sawn timber;
c) operating and monitoring machines which cut veneer;
d) operating and monitoring plywood core-laying machines and hot-plate plywood
presses;
e) operating steam-heated kilns to desiccate wood;
f) operating equipment which desiccates wood;
g) operating dryer to dry freshly shaped veneer sheets;
h) operating machines to clip continuous veneer sheets to specified width; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8172)
8172-01

Operator, Sawmill

8172-02

Saw Operator

8172-03

Saw Operator, Wet Timber

8172-04

Saw Operator, Wood

UNIT GROUP 8173

WOOD PRODUCTS MACHINE OPERATORS

Wood Products Machine Operators operate and monitor woodworking machines which
perform repetitive work such as sawing, boring, shaping, planning, turning or carving wood
to produce wood products.
Tasks include:
a) setting up and operating one or more previously set up machines for sawing,
shaping, boring, planning, turning or carving wood; and
b) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8173)
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8173-01

Lathe Operator, Woodworking

8173-02

Machinist, Wood

8173-03

Lathe Operator, Wood (Machine)

8173-04

Machine Operator, Wood Carving
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MINOR GROUP 818 OTHER STATIONARY PLANT AND MACHINE OPERATORS
Other Stationary Plant and Machine Operators operate and monitor machinery and plants
for processing metal and ceramics, steam boilers, packing, manufacture of silicone chips
and related machines.
UNIT GROUP 8181

GLASS AND CERAMICS PLANT OPERATORS

Glass and Ceramics Plant Operators operate and monitor kilns, furnaces and other
machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of glass, ceramics, porcelain, tiles or
bricks. They operate machines to anneal, harden or decorate glass and ceramics.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring glass-making furnaces to make glass by melting and
fusing pre-mixed ingredients;
b) tending hot- or cold-end spray equipment used to coat glassware with surface
hardener;
c) operating and maintaining machines that press or blow molten glass in moulds to
form or shape containers, such as bottles, jars and drinking glasses;
d) operating hand presses to mould glass into the required shape;
e) operating drawing kilns to process molten glass into a continuous sheet of flat glass;
f) operating and monitoring floating-glass production plant;
g) operating and maintaining finishing machines to grind, drill, sand, bevel, decorate,
wash or polish glass or glass products;
h) setting up and operating press machines to mould ceramic articles from moist clay;
i) operating machines to mix clay with water to knead it into a suitable plastic
condition or semi-liquid form for making ceramic products;
j) operating and monitoring kilns which bake pottery, porcelain ware and bake bricks
and tiles;
k) operating and monitoring machines for making glaze or abrasives;
l) operating and monitoring machines which extrude molten glass to form fibreglass
filaments; and
m) observing finished products to identify splits, cracks, breaks, colour and other
imperfections.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8181)
8181-01

Machine Operator, Clay Mixing

8181-02

Machine Operator, Glass Mixing

8181-03

Furnace Operator, Glass Production

8181-04

Operator, Retort

UNIT GROUP 8182

STEAM ENGINE AND BOILER OPERATORS

Steam Engine and Boiler Operators maintain and operate various types of steam engines,
boilers, turbines and auxiliary equipment to provide power and other utility services for
commercial, industrial and institutional buildings, at work sites and aboard ships.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring coal or oil-fired steam engines or boilers;
b) monitoring and checking the performance of equipment to ensure efficient
operation and that boiler water, chemicals and fuel are maintained at required
levels;
c) testing the boiler water quality and taking necessary corrective action such as
adding chemicals to prevent corrosion and harmful deposits;
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d) managing the operation of static plant / machinery of the department either steam
boiler or internal combustion engine, scheduled / periodic maintenance of the
boiler, boiler safety procedures as well as the support system connected to the
boiler; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8182)
8182-01

Plant Operator, Grade R3

8182-02

Boilerman

8182-03

Boiler Operator, Ship

8182-04

Fire Operator, Ship

UNIT GROUP 8183

PACKING, BOTTLING AND LABELLING MACHINE OPERATORS

Packing, Bottling and Labelling Machine Operators operate machines which pack, label
and, if needed, add revenue stamps to products, packages and containers, or inspect
finished products or parts in compliance with manufacturer's standards, finish and
appearance.
Tasks include:
a) inspecting finished products or parts in compliance with manufacturer's finish,
physical appearance and standards;
b) operating machines which wrap and pack various products, including liquids, for
storage or shipment;
c) operating machines which, by gluing or other methods, label products, packages
and various containers, or add revenue stamps; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8183)
8183-01

Operator, Carton

8183-02

Operator, Packing

8183-03

Packer

8183-04

Machine Operator, Labelling

UNIT GROUP 8189

STATIONARY
CLASSIFIED

PLANT

AND

MACHINE

OPERATORS

NOT

ELSEWHERE

This unit group includes Stationary Plant and Machine Operators Not Elsewhere Classified in
Minor Group 818: Other Stationary Plant and Machine Operators.
Tasks include:
a) inspecting finished products or parts in compliance with manufacturer's finish,
physical appearance and standards;
b) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8189)
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8189-01

Machine Operator

8189-02

Production Operator

8189-03

Equipment and Machine Operator

8189-04

Heavy Machinery Operator
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SUB-MAJOR 82 ASSEMBLERS
Assemblers assemble prefabricated parts or components to form products and equipment
according to strict specifications and procedures.
MINOR GROUP 821 ASSEMBLERS
Assemblers assemble prefabricated parts or components to form products and equipment
according to strict specifications and procedures.
UNIT GROUP 8211

MECHANICAL MACHINERY ASSEMBLERS

Mechanical Machinery Assemblers assemble the components or parts of mechanical
machinery such as the engine, motor vehicles, turbines and aircraft according to
specifications.
Tasks include:
a) assembling the components or parts of mechanical machinery, engines and
vehicles according to specifications; and
b) inspecting and testing completed components and assemblies; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8211)
8211-01

Tradesman 2 - Fitter (Machinery), Grade R11

8211-02

Assembler

8211-03

Foreman

8211-04

Assembler, Marine Engine

UNIT GROUP 8212

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLERS

Electrical and Electronic Equipment Assemblers assemble the components or parts of
electrical and electronic equipment according to specifications.
Tasks include:
a) assembling the components or parts of electrical and electronic equipment
according to specifications; and
b) inspecting and testing completed components and assemblies; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8212)
8212-01

Tradesman K2 - Assembler (Aerial), Grade R11

8212-02

Assembler, Electrical Equipment

8212-03

Assembler, Electronic Equipment

8212-04

Assembler, Semi-Conductor

UNIT GROUP 8213

LEATHER, METAL, RUBBER AND PLASTIC PRODUCTS ASSEMBLERS

Leather, Metal, Rubber and Plastic Products Assemblers perform specialised tasks in
assembling the leather, metal, rubber or plastic components or parts of various types of
products such as toys, sports equipment and other products according to specifications.
Tasks include:
a) assembling the leather, metal, rubber or plastic components or parts of various
types of products according to specifications; and
b) performing related tasks.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8213)
8213-01

Assembler, Leather Products

8213-02

Assembler, Metal Products

8213-03

Assembler, Rubber Products

8213-04

Assembler, Plastic Products

UNIT GROUP 8219

ASSEMBLERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Assemblers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group 821: Assemblers.
Tasks include:
a) assembling components or parts according to specifications;
b) inspecting finished products or parts in compliance with manufacturer's finish,
physical appearance and standards
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8219)
8219-01

Tradesman K3 - Apparatus Assembler, Grade R9

8219-02

Assembler, Wood Products

8219-03

Assembler, Composite Products

8219-04

Assembler, Textile Products

MINOR GROUP 822 MACHINE-TOOL SETTER-OPERATORS
Machine-Tool Setter-Operators set up and operate various machine tools for use at high
tolerance levels.
UNIT GROUP 8221

MACHINE-TOOL SETTER-OPERATORS

Machine-Tool Setter-Operators set up and operate various machine tools for use at high
tolerance levels.
Tasks include:
a) setting up one or more types of machine tools to produce articles in standardised
series;
b) operating and monitoring particular types of work machines such as lathes,
stamping presses, power shears, metal-bending, milling, sizer, boring, drilling,
grinding, honing or metal-sawing machines which may be numerically controlled or
linked by an automatic-transfer machine; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8221)
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8221-01

Operator, Metal Forming Machine

8221-02

Operator, Watch Production Machine

8221-03

Operator, Needle Production Machine

8221-04

Operator, Cable Production Machine
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SUB-MAJOR 83 DRIVERS AND MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS
Drivers and Mobile Plant Operators drive trains and motor vehicles, operate mobile industrial
and agricultural machinery and equipment, or execute deck duties on board ships and
other water-borne craft.
MINOR GROUP 831 LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS AND RELATED WORKERS
Locomotive Engine Drivers and Related Workers drive or assist in driving locomotive engines
to transport passengers and freight, take charge of and safeguard railway freight trains
during runs, control the movement of railway traffic by operating signals, switch rolling stock
and make up trains in railway yards, make up trains for hauling in mines and control their
movement.
UNIT GROUP 8311

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE DRIVERS

Locomotive Engine Drivers drive or assist in driving locomotive engines, trains, monorails and
similar engines to transport passengers and freight.
Tasks include:
a) operating and maintaining passenger trains;
b) driving or assisting in driving a steam, electric or diesel-electric locomotive engine;
c) driving a locomotive to haul carriages underground or on the surface of a mine or
quarry;
d) watching for track hazards, observing signals and indicator gauges; and
e) operating communications systems to communicate with train crews and traffic
controllers to ensure safe operation and scheduling of trains.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8311)
8311-01

Engine Driver (Bukit Bendera Train), Grade R9

8311-02

Locomotive Driver, Grade AA13

8311-03

Train Driver

8311-04

Locomotive Driver

UNIT GROUP 8312

RAILWAY BRAKE, SIGNAL AND SWITCH OPERATORS

Railway Brake, Signal and Switch Operators take charge of and safeguard railway freight
trains during runs, control the movement of railway traffic by operating signals, switch rolling
stock and make up trains in railway yards, make up trains for hauling in mines and control
their movement.
Tasks include:
a) taking charge of and safeguarding freight train during runs;
b) controlling flow of railway traffic over section of line by operating signals and
switches from control panel or signal box;
c) switching and coupling rolling stock in railway yards and sidings in accordance with
orders about loading, unloading and make-up of trains;
d) making up trains for hauling by locomotive or cable and directing their movement
along haulage ways in a mine or quarry; and
e) checking train systems and equipment such as air conditioning and heating
systems, brakes and brake hoses prior to train run.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8312)
8312-01

Braker, Railway

8312-02

Signaller, Railway

8312-03

Shunter, Railway

8312-04

Yardman
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MINOR GROUP 832 CAR, VAN AND MOTORCYCLE DRIVERS
Car, Van and Motorcycle Drivers drive and tend motorcycles, motorised tricycles, cars or
vans to transport passengers, materials or goods.
UNIT GROUP 8321

MOTORCYCLE RIDERS (DRIVERS)

Motorcycle Riders (Drivers) drive and tend motorcycles or motorised tricycles equipped to
transport materials, goods or passengers.
Tasks include:
a) driving and tending motorcycles or motorised tricycles to transport materials, goods
and passengers;
b) observing traffic rules and signals;
c) cleaning and washing vehicle as well as performing maintenance and minor
repairs;
d) keeping a record of journeys; and
e) delivering messages.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8321)
8321-01

Motorcyclist

8321-02

Rider, Despatch

8321-03

Driver, Rickshaw

8321-04

Driver, Motorised Tricycle

UNIT GROUP 8322

CAR, TAXI AND VAN DRIVERS

Car, Taxi and Van Drivers drive and tend motorcars and vans to transport passengers, mail
or goods.
Tasks include:
a) driving and tending passengers, vans, cars or taxis;
b) driving and tending cars, vans or small trucks to deliver mail or goods;
c) assisting passengers with handling of luggage;
d) collecting fares, payments for deliveries, or documents certifying deliveries;
e) operating telecommunications equipment to report location and availability and
follow directions of control centre;
f) determining the most appropriate route;
g) assisting disabled passengers;
h) driving office vehicles on official duty, tending and maintaining vehicles, and
ensuring the safety of the vehicles and their accessories; and
i) operating equipment to facilitate the loading and unloading of disabled
passengers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8322)
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8322-01

Driver, Grade R3

8322-02

General Worker (Driver), Grade 1

8322-04

Driver, Taxi

8322-05

Chauffeur
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MINOR GROUP 833 HEAVY TRUCK AND BUS DRIVERS
Heavy Truck and Bus Drivers drive and tend heavy trucks, lorries, buses or street tramcars to
transport goods, liquids, heavy materials, mail or passengers.
UNIT GROUP 8331

BUS AND TRAM DRIVERS

Bus and Tram Drivers drive and tend buses or street tramcars to transport passengers, mail or
goods.
Tasks include:
a) driving and tending motor bus, trolley bus or motor coach to transport local or longdistance passengers, mail or goods;
b) driving and tending street tramcar transporting passengers;
c) opening and closing doors before or after passengers board or alight;
d) assisting passengers with luggage;
e) controlling lighting, heating and air-conditioning on buses and trams;
f) observing traffic rules to ensure safe progress; and
g) collecting fares or verifying that passengers have the necessary ticket.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8331)
8331-01

Driver, Bus

8331-02

Driver, Tram

8331-03

Motor Coach Driver

8331-04

Assistant, Bus Driver

UNIT GROUP 8332

HEAVY TRUCK AND LORRY DRIVERS

Heavy Truck and Lorry Drivers drive and tend heavy motor vehicles to transport goods,
liquids and heavy materials over short or long distances.
Tasks include:
a) driving and tending a heavy motor vehicles to transport goods, liquids or heavy
materials over short or long distances;
b) determining the most appropriate routes;
c) ensuring goods are stowed and securely covered to prevent loss and damage;
d) assisting with or carrying out loading or unloading operations using various lifting or
tipping devices;
e) carrying out minor maintenance to vehicles, and arranging major maintenance
and repairs; and
f) estimating weights to comply with load limitations, and ensuring the safe distribution
of weights.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8332)
8332-01

Driver, Lorry

8332-02

Assistant Driver, Lorry

8332-03

Driver, Fire-Engine

8332-04

Driver, Dump Truck
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MINOR GROUP 834 MOBILE PLANT OPERATORS
Mobile Plant Operators drive or operate agricultural and other machinery and equipment
for handling materials and heavy objects.
UNIT GROUP 8341

MOBILE FARM AND FORESTRY PLANT OPERATORS

Mobile Farm and Forestry Plant Operators drive or operate one or more types of motorised,
mobile farm or forestry machinery or equipment used in farming, horticultural and forestry
operations.

Tasks include:
a) driving or operating tractor or machinery for ploughing, sowing, harvesting, or other
special-purpose farm machinery, or similar tractor-drawn equipment;
b) servicing machinery and performing minor repairs; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8341)
8341-01

Operator, Motorised Farm Equipment

8341-02

Driver, Farm Tractor

8341-03

Driver, Timber Carrier

8341-04

Driver, Winch Truck

UNIT GROUP 8342

EARTH-MOVING AND RELATED PLANT OPERATORS

Earth-Moving and Related Plant Operators operate machines to excavate, grade, level,
smooth and compact earth or similar materials.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring excavating machines equipped with moveable shovel,
grab-bucket or dragline bucket to excavate and move earth, rock, sand, gravel or
similar materials;
b) operating and monitoring machines for digging trenches for sewers, drainage,
water, oil, gas or similar pipelines;
c) operating and monitoring machines equipped with a concave steel blade to
move, distribute and level earth, sand and other materials;
d) operating and monitoring equipment to remove sand, gravel and mud from the
bottom of a body of water;
e) operating and monitoring machines for hammering wooden, concrete or steel piles
into the ground;
f) operating and monitoring power rollers to compact and smooth layers of materials
in making roads, pavements and similar work;
g) operating and monitoring machines which spread and smooth concrete or
bituminous or tar preparations to construct roadways, roads or similar work; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8342)
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8342-01

Operator, Backhoe

8342-02

Machine Operator, Trench Digging

8342-03

Operator, Piling-Driver

8342-04

Operator, Bulldozer
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UNIT GROUP 8343

CRANE, HOIST AND RELATED PLANT OPERATORS

Crane, Hoist and Related Plant Operators operate and monitor stationary and mobile cranes
and other hoisting equipment.
Tasks include:
a) transferring, transporting, moving and organising any type of load such as bulk
cargo, break bulk cargo, container, machines, etc. from the ship to the pier or vice
versa, to warehouses, workshops, and other places involving moving machinery
such as forklifts, tractors, prime movers, transfer cranes, transtainer cranes, straddle
cranes, kangaroo cranes, gantry cranes, laufting cranes and levelling cranes;
b) operating and monitoring stationary or mobile cranes to lift, move, position or place
equipment and materials;
c) operating and monitoring equipment for hoisting, lowering or raising workers and
materials on construction sites or in mines;
d) operating and monitoring ski-lifts and similar equipment;
e) operating and monitoring machinery used to haul ferries or barges with goods,
passengers and vehicles across short stretches of water;
f) operating and monitoring machinery to open and close bridges for the passage of
road and water traffic;
g) operating and monitoring cranes equipped with dredging attachments to dredge
waterways and other areas;
h) operating cranes mounted on boats or barges to lift, move and place equipment
and materials; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8343)
8343-01

Driver/ Operator, Crane, Grade R3

8343-02

Operator, Crane

8343-03

Operator, Hoist

8343-04

Operator, Winch

UNIT GROUP 8344

LIFTING TRUCK OPERATORS

Lifting Truck Operators drive, operate and monitor lifting trucks or similar vehicles to transport,
lift and stack pallets with goods.
Tasks include:
a) operating and monitoring lifting trucks and similar equipment to load and unload,
transport, lift and stack goods and pallets in terminals, harbours, warehouses,
factories and other establishments;
b) positioning lifting devices under, over, or around loaded pallets, skids and boxes,
and securing materials or products to be transported to fixed areas;
c) inspecting equipment to identify wear and damage;
d) performing routine maintenance on vehicles and equipment; and
e) keeping records of work undertaken and breakdowns of vehicles.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8344)
8344-01

Operator, Forklift Truck

8344-02

Operator, Industrial Truck

8344-03

Operator, Lifting Truck

8344-04

Forklift Truck Driver
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MAJOR GROUP 835 SHIPS’ DECK CREWS AND RELATED WORKERS
Ships’ Deck Crews and Related Workers carry out deck duties on board ships and similar
duties on board other water-borne craft.
UNIT GROUP 8351

SHIPS’ DECK CREWS AND RELATED WORKERS

Ships’ Deck Crews and Related Workers carry out deck duties on board ships and similar
duties on board other water-borne craft.
Tasks include:
a) standing look-out watches at sea and when entering or leaving harbours or other
narrow waters;
b) steering the ship according to instructions;
c) handling ropes and wires, and operating mooring equipment;
d) maintaining and operating ship equipment, cargo gear, rigging, life-saving and firefighting appliances;
e) performing deck and hull cleaning, scraping, painting and other maintenance
duties as required; and
f) breaking out, rigging and stowing cargo-handling gear, stationary rigging and
running gear.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 8351)
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8351-01

Helmsman

8351-02

Driver, Boat

8351-03

Rower, Canoe

8351-04

Ship Quartermaster
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Assemblers assemble prefabricated
parts or components to form
products and equipment
according to strict specifications
and procedures.
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ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS

9 ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS

9
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MAJOR GROUP
SUB-MAJOR GROUP
MINOR GROUP
UNIT GROUP
SMALL UNIT GROUP

9
91 CLEANERS AND HELPERS

911 DOMESTIC, HOTEL AND OFFICE CLEANERS AND HELPERS
9111 Domestic Cleaners and Helpers
9112 Cleaners and Helpers in Offices, Hotels and Other Establishments
912 VEHICLE, WINDOW, LAUNDRY AND OTHER HAND CLEANING WORKERS
9121
9122
9123
9129

Hand Launderers and Ironers
Vehicle Cleaners
Surface and Window Cleaners
Other Cleaning Workers not Elsewhere Classified

92 AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, FARMING AND FISHERY LABOURERS
921 AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, FARMING AND FISHERY LABOURERS
9211
9212
9213
9214
9215
9216
9219

Crop Farm Labourers
Livestock Farm Labourers
Mixed Crop and Livestock Farm Labourers
Garden and Horticultural Labourers
Forestry Labourers
Fishery and Aquaculture Labourers
Agricultural, Forestry, Farming, and Fishery Labourers Not Elsewhere Classified

93 MINING, CONSTRUCTION, MANUFACTURING AND TRANSPORT LABOURERS
931 MINING AND CONSTRUCTION LABOURERS
9311 Mining and Quarrying Labourers
9312 Civil Engineering Labourers
9313 Building Construction Labourers
932 MANUFACTURING LABOURERS
9321 Hand Packers
9329 Manufacturing Labourers Not Elsewhere Classified
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933 TRANSPORT AND STORAGE LABOURERS
9331
9332
9333
9334

Hand or
Pedal
Vehicle
Drivers
and
Pedal
Vehicle
Drivers
Animal-Drawn Machinery and Vehicle Drivers
Transport and Storage Labourers
Shelf Fillers

94 FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS
941 FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS
9411 Fast Food Preparers
9412 Kitchen Helpers
95 STREET AND RELATED SALES AND SERVICE WORKERS
951 STREET AND RELATED SERVICE WORKERS
9511 Street and Related Service Workers
952 STREET VENDORS (EXCLUDING FOOD)
9521 Street Vendors (Excluding Food)
96 REFUSE WORKERS AND OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS
961 REFUSE COLLECTORS
9611 Refuse Collectors
9612 Refuse and Recyclable Waste Sorters
9613 Sweepers and Related Labourers
962 OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS
9621
9622
9623
9624
9625
9629

Messengers, Package Deliverers and Luggage Porters
Odd-Job Persons
Meter Readers and Vending-Machine Collectors
Water and Firewood Collectors
Attendants
Elementary Workers Not Elsewhere Classified
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9

ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS

91

92
93

SUB-MAJOR GROUP

94
95
96
91. CLEANERS AND HELPERS
92. AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, FARMING AND FISHERY LABOURERS
93. MINING, CONSTRUCTION, MANUFACTURING AND TRANSPORT LABOURERS
94. FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS
95. STREET AND RELATED SALES AND SERVICE WORKERS
96. REFUSE WORKERS AND OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS
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MAJOR GROUP 9

ELEMENTARY OCCUPATIONS
Description

Skill Level

Perform simple, routine and non-systematic tasks which mainly
require the use of handheld tools or with the assistance of simple
machines, and in some cases considerable physical effort

Most occupations in this major group require skills at the first level

SUB-MAJOR 91 CLEANERS AND HELPERS
Cleaners and Helpers perform various tasks in private households, hotels, offices, hospitals
and other establishments, as well as in aircraft, train coaches, trams and similar vehicles, in
order to keep the interiors and fixtures clean, or launder and press garments by hand.
MINOR GROUP 911 DOMESTIC, HOTEL AND OFFICE CLEANERS AND HELPERS
Domestic, Hotel and Office Cleaners and Helpers sweep, vacuum, clean, wash, polish, take
care of household linen, purchase household supplies; perform various tasks in order to keep
clean and tidy the interiors and fixtures of hotels, offices and other establishments, as well as
aircraft, trains, buses and similar vehicles.
UNIT GROUP 9111

DOMESTIC CLEANERS AND HELPERS

Domestic Cleaners and Helpers sweep, vacuum clean, wash, polish, take care of household
linen, purchase household supplies, prepare food, serve meals and perform various other
domestic duties.

Tasks include:
a) sweeping, vacuum cleaning, polishing and washing floors and furniture, or washing
windows and other fixtures;
b) washing, ironing and cleaning linen and other textiles;
c) washing dishes;
d) preparing, cooking and serving meals and refreshments;
e) purchasing food and other various household supplies;
f) cleaning, disinfecting and deodorising kitchens, bathrooms and toilets;
g) cleaning windows and other glass surfaces; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9111)
9111-01

Amah

9111-02

Domestic Servant

9111-03

Housemaid

9111-04

Helper, Domestic
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UNIT GROUP 9112

CLEANERS AND HELPERS IN OFFICES, HOTELS AND OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS

Cleaners and Helpers and In Offices, Hotels and Other Establishments perform various
cleaning tasks in order to keep clean and tidy the interiors and fixtures of hotels, offices and
other establishments, as well as aircraft, trains, buses and similar vehicles.
Tasks include:
a) sweeping or vacuum-cleaning, washing and polishing floors, furniture and other
fixtures in buildings, coaches, buses, trams, trains and aircraft;
b) making beds, cleaning bathrooms, supplying towels, soap and related items;
c) cleaning kitchens and generally helping with kitchen work, including dishwashing;
d) picking up rubbish, emptying dustbins and taking rubbish to disposal areas for
removal; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9112)
9112-01

Chambermaid

9112-02

Cleaner, Hotel

9112-03

Cleaner, Office

9112-04

Washer

MINOR GROUP 912 VEHICLE, WINDOW, LAUNDRY AND OTHER HAND CLEANING WORKERS
Vehicle, Window, Laundry and Other Hand Cleaning Workers clean windows, showcases or
other surfaces of buildings or vehicles and iron, launder or dry-clean linen and other textiles
by hand.
UNIT GROUP 9121

HAND LAUNDERERS AND IRONERS

Hand Launderers and Ironers iron or dry-clean linen and other textiles by hand.
Tasks include:
a) laundering and ironing linen, clothing, fabrics and similar articles by hand in a
laundry or other establishment;
b) cleaning clothes, fabrics, leather goods and similar articles by hand and with
chemical solutions in a dry-cleaning or other establishment;
c) replacing buttons and making minor repairs;
d) placing articles on shelves and hanging articles for delivery and collection; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9121)
9121-01

Worker, Laundry and Dry Cleaning

9121-02

Ironer

9121-03

Dry-Cleaner

9121-04

Presser

UNIT GROUP 9122

VEHICLE CLEANERS

Vehicle Cleaners wash, clean and polish vehicles.
Tasks include:
a) cleaning, washing and polishing cars and other vehicles by hand or machine;
b) vacuuming vehicle interiors and dry-cleaning carpets and upholstery;
c) applying cleaning agents to remove stains from vehicle interiors;
d) washing tyres and wheel arches and blackening tyres;
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e) washing and polishing vehicle windows;
f) emptying and cleaning compartments in vehicles; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9122)
9122-01

Cleaner, Vehicles

9122-02

Washer, Vehicles (Hand)

9122-03

Washer, Auto-polish

9122-04

Worker, Auto-sanding

UNIT GROUP 9123

SURFACE AND WINDOW CLEANERS

Surface and Window cleaners wash and polish windows, other glass or non-glass surfaces.
Tasks include:
a) washing windows or other glass or non-glass surfaces with water or various solutions,
drying and polishing them;
b) using ladders, swinging scaffolds, bosun’s chairs, hydraulic bucket trucks and other
equipment to reach and clean windows in multi-storey buildings;
c) selecting appropriate cleaning or polishing methods; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9123)
9123-01

Cleaner, Window

9123-02

Cleaner, Sliding Door

9123-03

Cleaner, Surface

UNIT GROUP 9129

OTHER CLEANING WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Other Cleaning Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group 912:
Vehicle, Window, Laundry and Other Hand Cleaning Workers.
Tasks include:
a) cleaning windows, materials, walls, swimming pools, cooling towers and objects
such as carpets using special equipment and cleaning chemicals;
b) selecting and applying cleaning agents to remove stains;
c) cleaning stone walls, metal surfaces and fascias using high pressure water cleaners
and solvents;
d) applying chemicals and high pressure cleaning methods to remove microorganisms from water and filtration systems and using wet vacuums and other
suction equipment to remove scale, accumulated dirt and other deposits from
swimming pools, cooling tower components and drains; and
e) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9129)
9129-01

Worker, Toiletries

9129-02

Worker, Washing

9129-03

Cleaner, Carpet

9129-04

Cleaner, Swimming Pool
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SUB-MAJOR 92 AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, FARMING AND FISHERY LABOURERS
Agricultural, Forestry, Farming and Fishery Labourers and related workers perform mainly
simple and routine farming, forestry, fishing, hunting or trapping tasks which require the use
of simple hand-held tools and a lot of physical energy.
MINOR GROUP 921 AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, FARMING AND FISHERY LABOURERS
Agricultural, Forestry, Farming and Fishery Labourers and related workers perform mainly
simple and routine farming, forestry, fishing, hunting or trapping tasks which require the use
of simple hand-held tools and a lot of physical energy.
UNIT GROUP 9211

CROP FARM LABOURERS

Crop Farm Labourers perform simple and routine tasks in the production of crops such as
fruit, nuts, grains and vegetables.
Tasks include:
a) digging and shovelling to clean ditches or for other purposes;
b) loading and unloading various crops and other materials;
c) raking, pitching and stacking hay;
d) watering and weeding;
e) picking fruit, vegetables and various plants;
f) helping with planting, harvesting and general farm work;
g) carrying out some basic work on produce such as cleaning and peeling fruit; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9211)
9211-01

Crop Farm Labourer

9211-02

Crop Farm Labourer, Abaca

9211-03

Crop Farm Labourer, Nuts

9211-04

Crop Farm Labourer, Paddy

UNIT GROUP 9212

LIVESTOCK FARM LABOURERS

Livestock Farm Labourers perform simple and routine tasks in the production of livestock
including poultry and insects.
Tasks include:
a) digging and shovelling to clean ditches or for other purposes;
b) raking, pitching and stacking hay;
c) watering and weeding;
d) feeding, watering and cleaning animals and keeping their stockyard clean; and
e) collecting eggs and placing them in the incubator;
f) carrying out some basic work on the produce; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9212)
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9212-01

Livestock Farm Labourer

9212-02

Livestock Farm Cleaner

9212-03

Livestock Farm Labourer, Dairy

9212-04

Livestock Farm Labourer, Poultry
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UNIT GROUP 9213

MIXED CROP AND LIVESTOCK FARM LABOURERS

Mixed Crop and Livestock Farm Labourers perform simple and routine tasks in the
production of crops and livestock.
Tasks include:
a) digging and shovelling to clean ditches or for other purposes;
b) loading and unloading various crops and other materials;
c) raking, pitching and stacking hay;
d) watering and weeding;
e) picking fruit, vegetables and various plants;
f) helping with planting, harvesting and general farm work;
g) feeding, watering and cleaning animals and keeping their stockyard clean;
h) carrying out some basic work on the produce; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9213)
9213-01
UNIT GROUP 9214

Farm Labourer
GARDEN AND HORTICULTURAL LABOURERS

Garden and Horticultural Labourers perform a variety of simple gardening tasks.
Tasks include:
a) preparing the soil and planting flowers, shrubs and trees in parks or public or private
gardens;
b) trimming and clipping around paths, flower beds and fencing using clippers and
edging tools;
c) pruning shrubs and trees to shape and promote growth using pruning tools;
d) weeding and tending plants;
e) spraying shrubs and trees with fertiliser or insecticide;
f) raking, sweeping and burning leaves, grass or litter;
g) watering the lawn and plants using a hose, watering can or fixed or portable
sprinkler system; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9214)
9214-01

Grass Cutter

9214-02

Tree Cutter

9214-03

Worker, Playground Maintenance

9214-04

Worker, Golf Course Maintenance

UNIT GROUP 9215

FORESTRY LABOURERS

Forestry Labourers perform a variety of simple forestry, hunting and trapping tasks.
Tasks include:
a) digging holes for tree planting;
b) stacking logs and timber;
c) clearing undergrowth in forest stands;
d) cleaning up landing areas at logging sites;
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e) digging pits and holes, setting traps, keeping watch and performing other simple
tasks connected to hunting and trapping;
f) carrying out some basic work on the produce;
g) performing related tasks; and
h) supervising other workers.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9215)
9215-01

Labourer, Forestry

9215-02

Labourer, Hunting

9215-03

Labourer, Trapping

9215-04

Tree Planter

UNIT GROUP 9216

FISHERY AND AQUACULTURE LABOURERS

Fishery and Aquaculture Labourers perform a variety of simple and routine fishery and
aquaculture tasks.
Tasks include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

digging the sea-bed and feeding the fish and molluscs that are being cultivated;
cleaning up the ocean floor and feeding the fish and molluscs;
collecting seaweed, sea mosses, clams and other molluscs;
preparing nets, lines and maintaining fishing equipment and other deck equipment;
handling fishing gear to catch fish and other marine life;
cleaning, sorting and packing of fish and seafood in ice and salt;
cleaning the surface of the deck and fish holds;
carrying out some basic work on the produce; and
performing related tasks.

Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9216)
9216-01

Labourer, Fishery

9216-02

Labourer, Aquaculture

9216-03

Pond Worker, Shellfish

9216-04

Worker, Fish Cage

UNIT GROUP 9219

AGRICULTURAL, FORESTRY, FARMING AND FISHERY LABOURERS NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Agricultural, Forestry, Farming and Fishery Labourers Not Elsewhere
Classified in Minor Group: 921: Agricultural, Forestry, Farming and Fishery Labourers.
Tasks include:
a) tending, maintaining and cleaning sheds and cages; and
b) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9219)
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9219-01

Labourer, Crocodile Cage

9219-02

Labourer, Snake Cage
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SUB-MAJOR 93 MINING, CONSTRUCTION, MANUFACTURING AND TRANSPORT LABOURERS
Mining, Construction, Manufacturing and Transport Labourers perform simple and routine
tasks in mining and quarrying, civil engineering, manufacturing and transport activities, and
the storage and operation of animal-drawn vehicles and machinery.
MINOR GROUP 931 MINING AND CONSTRUCTION LABOURERS
Mining and Construction Labourers perform simple and routine tasks connected to mining,
quarrying, civil engineering and building operations.
UNIT GROUP 9311

MINING AND QUARRYING LABOURERS

Mining and Quarrying Labourers perform simple and routine tasks related to mining or
quarrying operations.
Tasks include:
a) washing the sluice gauge to recover tin concentrate using the pan;
b) maintaining or constructing underground installations;
c) removing wood and steel supports from disused work areas in mines and quarries;
d) loading, moving, sorting and stacking materials and supplies;
e) digging out chalk, clay, gravel or sand from open pits;
f) clearing various obstructions as instructed; and
g) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9311)
9311-01

Bucket Labourer

9311-02

Labourer, Mining

9311-03

Worker, Tin Mine

9311-04

Dulang Washer

UNIT GROUP 9312

CIVIL ENGINEERING LABOURERS

Civil Engineering Labourers perform a variety of routine tasks related to the building and
maintenance of roads, dams and similar constructions.
Tasks include:
a) digging and filling holes and trenches, spreading gravel and related materials and
performing other tasks related to building and maintenance of railway tracks and
roads;
b) loading and unloading construction materials and equipment and transporting
them to construction sites; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9312)
9312-01

Labourer, Construction (Civil Engineering)

9312-02

Labourer, Maintenance (Dam)

9312-03

Site Worker, General

9312-04

Formwork Construction Worker
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UNIT GROUP 9313

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION LABOURERS

Building Construction Labourers perform a variety of routine tasks related to building
construction and demolition work.
Tasks include:
a) cleaning used building bricks and doing other simple work on demolition sites;
b) clearing various obstructions as instructed;
c) loading and unloading construction materials and equipment and transporting
them around building sites; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9313)
9313-01

Hod Carrier

9313-02

Labourer, Maintenance

9313-03

Worker, Maintenance

9313-04

Labourer, Digging

MINOR GROUP 932 MANUFACTURING LABOURERS
Manufacturing Labourers and related workers perform simple and routine tasks related to
manufacturing which require the use of simple hand-held tools and mainly need a lot of
physical energy.
UNIT GROUP 9321

HAND PACKERS

Hand Packers weigh, pack and label goods and products by hand.

Tasks include:
a) weighing, wrapping, sealing and packing goods and various products by hand;
b) filling bottles, tins, boxes, bags and other containers with products by hand;
c) labelling products, packages and various containers by hand; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9321)
9321-01

Packer (Hand)

9321-02

Labeller (Hand)

9321-03

Wrapper (Hand)

UNIT GROUP 9329

MANUFACTURING LABOURERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Manufacturing Labourers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group
932: Manufacturing Labourers.

Tasks include:
a) carrying out various manufacturing work manually;
b) moving, lifting, carrying, loading, unloading or washing raw materials or products in
various manufacturing industries;
c) sorting products or components manually; and
d) performing related tasks.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9329)
9329-01

Labourer, Manufacturing

9329-02

Sorter

9329-03

Winder, Hand Coil

9329-04

Labourer, Assembling

MINOR GROUP 933 TRANSPORT AND STORAGE LABOURERS
Transport and Storage Labourers propel cycles and similar vehicles to transport passengers or
goods, drive animal-drawn vehicles to transport passengers or goods, drive animal-drawn
machinery, handle freight, and stock shelves and display areas in stores.
UNIT GROUP 9331

HAND OR PEDAL VEHICLE DRIVERS

Hand or Pedal Vehicle Drivers propel cycles and similar vehicles to transport passengers or
goods.
Tasks include:
a) loading or unloading goods, or assisting passengers in getting on or off a vehicle;
b) moving a vehicle in the desired direction with due regard to other traffic and traffic
regulations;
c) inspecting vehicle components to identify wear and damage;
d) maintaining vehicles, making minor repairs and installing replacement parts; and
e) collecting fares or charges.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9331)
9331-01

Rickshaw Puller

9331-02

Pedal Vehicle Driver

UNIT GROUP 9332

ANIMAL-DRAWN MACHINERY AND VEHICLE DRIVERS

Animal-Drawn Machinery and Vehicle Drivers drive animal-drawn vehicles to transport
passengers or goods usually in connection with farming.
Tasks include:
a) harnessing animals and hitching them to vehicles or machinery;
b) loading or unloading goods, or assisting passengers in getting on or off a vehicle;
c) driving animals in the desired direction with due regard to other traffic and traffic
regulations;
d) collecting fares or charges;
e) driving animals to haul wagons in mines or quarries;
f) driving animals hitched to farm or other machinery;
g) driving working elephants;
h) maintaining vehicles or machinery, making minor repairs and installing replacement
parts; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9332)
9332-01

Driver, Animal-Drawn Vehicle

9332-02

Driver, Bullock Cart

9332-03

Driver, Animal Train

9332-04

Mahout
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UNIT GROUP 9333

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE LABOURERS

Transport and Storage Labourers carry out tasks such as packing, carrying, loading and
unloading furniture and other household items, or loading and unloading ship and aircraft
cargo and other freight, or carrying and stacking goods in various warehouses.
Tasks include:
a) packing office or household furniture, machines, appliances and related goods to
be transported from one place to another;
b) conveying materials from or around the work area in an industrial establishment;
c) assisting in tying down loads and covering them with tarpaulin;
d) carrying goods to be loaded on or unloaded from vans, trucks, wagons, ships or
aircraft;
e) carrying and stacking goods in warehouses and similar establishments;
f) operating an electric powered forklift to transport goods in the warehouse;
g) loading goods into and unloading from the trailer;
h) ordering and replacing goods taken, stock, entering data and checking products
to be shipped against shipping orders;
i) taking charge of regular maintenance of forklift; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9333)
9333-01
9333-02

Freight Worker
Docker

9333-03

Worker, Shipyard

9333-04

Stevedore

UNIT GROUP 9334

SHELF FILLERS

Shelf Fillers stock shelves and display areas and keep stock clean and in order in
supermarkets and other retail and wholesale shops.
Tasks include:
a) placing goods neatly in bins and on racks, and stacking bulky goods on the floor;
b) filling shelves with goods ensuring goods with the earliest use-by dates are at the
front of shelves;
c) removing goods with past due use-by dates;
d) maintaining shelf order by removing stock belonging in a different location;
e) noting goods that have been sold and collecting goods needed from the
stockroom;
f) obtaining articles for customers from the shelf or stockroom;
g) directing customers to location of articles sought;
h) receiving, opening, unpacking and inspecting for damage merchandise from
manufacturers or distributors; and
i) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9334)
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9334-01

Shelf Filler

9334-02

Stock Filler

9334-03

Stock Handler
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SUB-MAJOR 94 FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS
Food Preparation Assistants perform a variety of food and beverage preparation duties,
clean the kitchen and wash crockery.
MINOR GROUP 941 FOOD PREPARATION ASSISTANTS
Food Preparation Assistants perform a variety of food and beverage preparation duties,
clean the kitchen and wash crockery.
UNIT GROUP 9411

FAST FOOD PREPARERS

Fast Food Preparers prepare and cook foods and beverages that involve simple preparation
processes and a small number of ingredients. They may take orders from customers and
serve at counters or tables.
Tasks include:
a) preparing simple or pre-prepared foods and beverages such as sandwiches,
burgers, pizzas, salads and coffee;
b) washing, cutting, weighing and mixing foods for cooking;
c) operating single-process cooking equipment such as grills, deep-fat fryers or
griddles;
d) cooking pre-prepared food;
e) cleaning the food preparation area, surfaces and cooking utensils;
f) ordering and taking delivery of fast food ingredients;
g) maintaining standards of sanitation, health and safety in the workplace; and
h) ensuring that food prepared meets the requirements for quality and quantity.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9411)
9411-01

Fast Food Preparer

9411-02

Fast Food Cook

9411-03

Short Order Cook

UNIT GROUP 9412

KITCHEN HELPERS

Kitchen Helpers clean tables and kitchen areas, wash dishes, prepare ingredients, and
perform various duties to assist cooks and chefs to prepare and serve food and beverages.
Tasks include:
a) cleaning the kitchen, food preparation areas and food serving counters;
b) assisting cooks and chefs in food preparation by washing, peeling, hammering,
cutting, weighing and mixing ingredients;
c) assembling dishes for serving;
d) opening packages and storing raw materials in refrigerators, cupboards or other
storage areas;
e) washing dishes and kitchen utensils, and keeping them;
f) preparing, cooking, filtering and heating simple food;
g) scraping food from dirty dishes and washing them by hand or placing them in racks
or on the conveyor to the dishwashing machine; and
h) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9412)
9412-01

Kitchen Helper

9412-02

Hand Dish Washer

9412-03

Kitchen Assistant

9412-04

Kitchen Porter
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SUB-MAJOR 95 STREET AND RELATED SALES AND SERVICE WORKERS
Street and Related Sales and Service Workers prepare goods (not including fast food) for
sale and provide various services on the street and in other public places such as stations.
MINOR GROUP 951 STREET AND RELATED SERVICE WORKERS
Street and Related Service Workers provide a variety of services on the street and in other
public places including cleaning shoes, washing car windows, looking after property and
provide other on-the-spot on the street.
UNIT GROUP 9511

STREET AND RELATED SERVICE WORKERS

Street and Related Service Workers provide a variety of services on the street and in other
public places including cleaning shoes, washing car windows, handing out leaflets, looking
after property and provide other on-the-spot on the street.
Tasks include:
a) selling goods;
b) ordering goods;
c) obtaining the materials necessary to perform services;
d) approaching people on the street to offer services;
e) cleaning and polishing shoes;
f) cleaning and polishing the car windows;
g) helping drivers to find parking and making sure the car is not damaged during the
absence of the driver;
h) handing out leaflets and free newspapers;
i) receiving immediate payment; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9511)
9511-01

Street Car Washer

9511-02

Errand boy

9511-03

Shoe-Polisher

9511-04

Car Window Washer

MINOR GROUP 952 STREET VENDORS (EXCLUDING FOOD)
Street Vendors (Excluding Food) sell usually a limited range of goods or provide services on
streets and public places.
UNIT GROUP 9521

STREET VENDORS (EXCLUDING FOOD)

Street Vendors (Excluding Food) sell usually a limited range of goods or provide services from
barrows or kiosks on streets and public places.
Tasks include:
a) setting up and displaying merchandise at public places or stands;
b) ordering or purchasing supplies and storing stocks in barrows or stands;
c) delivering merchandise, serving customers, collecting payment and giving change;
and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9521)
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9521-01

Newspaper Vendor

9521-02

Pedlar

9521-03

Hawker
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SUB-MAJOR 96 REFUSE WORKERS AND OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS
Refuse Workers and Other Elementary Workers collect refuse from buildings, yards, streets
and other public places or keep streets and other public places clean or perform odd jobs
for households or establishments.
MINOR GROUP 961 REFUSE COLLECTORS
Refuse Collectors collect, process and recycle items from buildings, yards, streets and other
public places, or keep streets and other public places clean.
UNIT GROUP 9611

REFUSE COLLECTORS

Refuse Collectors collect and remove refuse and items for recycling from buildings, yards,
streets and other public places.

Tasks include:
a) driving or riding in refuse trucks;
b) collecting refuse from residential buildings, commercial and industrial
establishments;
c) loading refuse into bins or refuse trucks;
d) unloading the refuse truck;
e) collecting stool containers from private residences and other buildings; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9611)
9611-01

Worker, Refuse Disposal

9611-02

Scrap Handler

9611-03

Collector, Rubbish

9611-04

Collector, Recycling

UNIT GROUP 9612

REFUSE AND RECYCLABLE WASTE SORTERS

Refuse and Recyclable Waste Sorters identify, collect and sort discarded items that are
suitable for recycling at disposal sites and recycling enterprises or in buildings, streets and
other public places.
Tasks include:
a) collecting items for recycling from domestic, commercial and industrial premises or
from public places such as streets;
b) sorting paper, glass, plastic, aluminium or other recycling materials by type;
c) placing these items in designated compartments;
d) identifying and setting aside items of furniture, equipment, machinery or
components that are suitable for repair or re-use;
e) selling recyclable or reusable materials; and
f) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9612)
9612-01

Rubbish Sorter

9612-02

Recycling Worker

9612-03

Scrap Merchant

9612-04

Refuse Sorter
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UNIT GROUP 9613

SWEEPERS AND RELATED LABOURERS

Sweepers and Related Labourers sweep and clean streets, parks, airports, stations and other
public places.
Tasks include:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

sweeping streets, parks, airports, stations and similar public places;
operating a mechanical suction sweeper for cleaning roads;
beating dust out of carpets by using a carpet-beater;
cleaning up rubbish and leaves from streets and parks;
cleaning kindergarten grounds; and
performing related tasks.

Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9613)
9613-01

Sweeper, Road

9613-02

Sweeper, Park

9613-03

Sweeper, Floor

9613-04

Labourer, Odd-Job

MINOR GROUP 962 OTHER ELEMENTARY WORKERS
Other Elementary Workers include workers who deliver and carry messages and packages,
collect money from vending machines, read meters, carry water and collect firewood,
collect and issue tickets for parking or events, work as attendants and perform various other
elementary work.
UNIT GROUP 9621

MESSENGERS, PACKAGE DELIVERERS AND LUGGAGE PORTERS

Messengers, Package Deliverers and Luggage Porters carry and deliver messages,
packages and other items within an establishment or between establishments, to
households and elsewhere, or carry luggage especially at hotels, stations and airports.
Tasks include:
a) assisting the smooth running of the office daily by ensuring the movement of files,
delivery and registration of letters, memos and other documents and making
photocopies of letters, memos and documents;
b) delivering messages, packages and other items within an establishment or between
establishments, or elsewhere;
c) performing the duties of a post-runner;
d) delivering various goods to and from enterprises, shops, households and other
places;
e) carrying and delivering luggage at stations, airports and elsewhere;
f) collecting and delivering files, messages, documents and other items within or on
behalf of an office, industrial establishment or business;
g) putting up posters or displaying posters and banners in prominent places to
advertise entertainment, political events or product; and
h) providing services to Members of Parliament during parliamentary sittings,
distributing letters, brochures and notes as well as monitoring the safety and
discipline of MPs and visitors in the house as well as helping to organise books /
pamphlets and the Order Paper before the sitting commences; and
i) performing related tasks.
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Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9621)
9621-01

General Office Assistant, Grade N1

9621-02

Sergeant-at-arms, Grade N11

9621-07

Messenger, Courier

9621-08

Porter, Luggage

UNIT GROUP 9622

ODD-JOB PERSONS

Odd-Job Persons clean, paint and maintain buildings, grounds and facilities, and undertake
simple repairs.
Tasks include:
a) maintaining the cleanliness of the area / office building, planting and tending trees,
fertilising, pruning trees, applying pesticide to grass and do arranging potted plants
for interior decoration;
b) repairing broken windows, screens, doors, fences, barbecues, picnic tables, shelves,
cupboards and other items;
c) replacing defective items such as light bulbs;
d) repairing and painting interior and exterior surfaces such as walls, ceilings and
fences;
e) adjusting doors and windows;
f) replacing tap washers;
g) putting up handrails and grab rails;
h) unloading coal or wood and putting it into cellars of private households or
establishments; and
i) performing odd jobs; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9622)
9622-01

General Worker, Grade R1

9622-02

Specialised General Worker, Grade R3

9622-04

Odd-Job Person

9622-05

General Worker

UNIT GROUP 9623

METER READERS AND VENDING-MACHINE COLLECTORS

Meter Readers and Vending-Machine Collectors fill stocks in vending machines and collect
money from the machines or from parking meters and other coin-boxes, or read electricity,
gas or water meters.
Tasks include:
a) filling storage spaces of vending machines and collecting money from their
containers;
b) collecting money from parking meters and similar coin-boxes;
c) reading electricity, gas or water meters and recording their consumption; and
d) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9623)
9623-01

Meter Reader

9623-02

Money Collector, Vending Machine
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UNIT GROUP 9624

WATER AND FIREWOOD COLLECTORS

Water and Firewood Collectors collect water and wood used for cooking, heating, cleaning
and others.
Tasks include:
a) cutting and collecting wood from the forest for sale or as fuel or for own
consumption;
b) collecting water in leather bags, buckets or other containers from rivers, ponds or
wells and delivering the water to work sites, the houses of clients or to own
household for cleaning, cooking and other uses; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9624)
9624-01

Firewood Collector

9624-02

Water Carrier

UNIT GROUP 9625

ATTENDANTS

Attendants are primarily concerned with the provision of services in offices, industrial or
business, recreational and related establishments.
Tasks include:
a) attending to patients' needs and maintaining ward cleanliness in hospitals and
related establishments;
b) cleaning laboratory equipment;
c) operating passenger or goods lift in buildings;
d) attending to the needs of persons engaged in sports;
e) collecting parking fees, issuing ticket stubs, directing customers to parking spaces
and parking cars;
f) collecting tickets and admitting visitors to amusement parks and rides, assisting
visitors to get on and off rides, and securing and releasing safety belts and bars;
g) assigning bowling alleys to customers, issuing score sheets, renting out bowling shoes
and collecting fees;
h) scheduling the use of golf courses, tennis courts, fitness clubs and other recreational
facilities, collecting fees from players and selling or renting out sports equipment;
i) cleaning and keeping lavatories in buildings such as offices, theatres, restaurants
and other establishments in neat and orderly condition; and
j) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9625)
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9625-01

Health Assistant, Grade U3

9625-02

Attendant

9625-03

Attendant, Laboratory

9625-04

Attendant, Hospital
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UNIT GROUP 9629

ELEMENTARY WORKERS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

This unit group includes Elementary Workers Not Elsewhere Classified in Minor Group 962:
Other Elementary Workers.
Tasks include:
a) doing general work;
b) ensuring data on landing and supervision of landing jetty is well maintained and
monitored; and
c) performing related tasks.
Examples of the occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 9629)
9629-01

Jetty Supervisor, Grade N3

9629-02

Unskilled Labourer

9629-03

Worker, Inflatable
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MAJOR GROUP 0

ARMED FORCES
Description

Skill Level

Skill Level

SUB MAJOR 01

The Malaysian Armed Forces (MAF) is divided into three branches,
namely the Malaysian Army (MA), Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN) and
Royal Malaysian Air Force (RMAF). The main role of the MAF is to
defend the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country against
external threats whereas its secondary role is to assist the public
authorities in restoring and maintaining public order, enforcing
maritime law, defending against internal threats, assisting in disaster
relief and national development operations as well as providing
support in peacekeeping efforts under the banner of the United Nations
(UN).
The MAF service scheme is divided into commissioned officers and
other ranks. MAF officers are commissioned by His Majesty the Yang diPertuan Agong after undergoing basic military training. Personnel of
other ranks also undergo basic military training before entering the
service. All serving military personnel are expected to be highly
disciplined and subject to the Armed Forces Act 1972. However,
general workers who serve under the Ministry of Defence of Malaysia
and the military reserve force are not classified as military personnel.

Reference to skill level is not used in defining the scope of this major
group.

MALAYSIAN ARMY (MA)
The Malaysian Army (MA) is a branch of the MAF. The primary role of the MA is to defend
the land area and strategic interests of the country against external threats and to ensure
that the forces remain vigilant and ready to protect the sovereignty and stability of the
country. As a secondary role, the MA assists the police and public authorities in maintaining
public order and conducting anti-terrorism operations. In addition, the MA assists the public
authorities in disaster relief and national development operations.
MINOR GROUP 011 PROFESSIONAL DUTY OFFICERS (MA)
Professional Duty Officers (MA) means individuals who perform support functions such as
medical officers, dental officers and pharmacy officers.
UNIT GROUP 0111

PROFESSIONAL DUTY OFFICERS (MA)

Professional Duty Officers (MA) comprise medical officers, dental officers and pharmacy
officers, classified as a combat support group, which provides medical assistance to frontline combatants in wartime. However, in peacetime, this group provides medical services, in
order of priority, to the Malaysian Armed Forces covering military personnel, their families, exmilitary personnel and civilians in need of their services. In addition, professional duty officers
are actively involved in community projects in the rural areas.
Tasks include:
a) managing and administering Armed Forces Clinics and Armed Forces Hospitals;
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b) providing treatment to military personnel, their families, ex-military personnel and
civilians;
c) providing care to rural residents during community projects; and
d) participating in disaster relief operations and humanitarian missions under the
banner of the United Nations (UN)..
Occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 0111)
0111-01

Medical Officer

0111-01

Dental Officer

0111-02

Pharmacy Officer

MINOR GROUP 012 GENERAL DUTY OFFICERS (MA)
General Duty Officers (MA) are individuals who perform the main military and management
functions.
UNIT GROUP 0121 GENERAL DUTY OFFICERS (MA)
General Duty Officers (MA) have the leadership role in combat groups, combat support
groups and service support groups. The combat group consists of troops in the forefront of
battle during wartime. The combat support group provides assistance to the combat group,
while the service support group provides logistical support to all the groups.
Tasks include:
a) planning operational assignments at home and abroad;
b) managing logistics and asset requirements for national defence;
c) developing training systems and human resources in order to integrate man and
technology;
d) ensuring that the MA personnel stand ready to face any threats from enemies of
the state;
e) ensuring that all high-tech assets of the MA are well maintained and can be
deployed at any time;
f) training subordinate personnel on warfare strategies and knowledge;
g) planning and assisting the public authorities in maintaining public order; and
h) planning and implementing efforts to gather, evaluate and disseminate tactical
intelligence pertaining to national defence.
Occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 0121)
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0121-01

Royal Malay Regiment Officer

0121-02

Royal Ranger Regiment Officer

0121-03

Royal Armoured Corps Officer

0121-04

Royal Signals Regiment Officer

0121-05

Royal Engineer Regiment Officer

0121-06

Royal Artillery Regiment Officer

0121-07

General Services Corps Officer

0121-08

Royal Medical Corps Officer

0121-09

Royal Military Police Corps Officer

0121-10

Royal Intelligence Corps Officer

0121-11

Royal Logistics Corps Officer

0121-12

Royal Ordnance Corps Officer

0121-13

Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineer Corps Officer

0121-14

Armed Forces Religious Corps Officer

0121-15

Territorial Army Regiment Officer

0121-16

Border Regiment Officer
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MINOR GROUP 013 PERSONNEL OF OTHER RANKS (MA)
Personnel of Other Ranks (MA) form the backbone of the MA. The rank classification of
personnel of other ranks comprises recruit, private, lance corporal, corporal, sergeant, staff
sergeant, warrant officer II and warrant officer I.
UNIT GROUP 0131 PERSONNEL OF OTHER RANKS (MA)
Personnel of Other Ranks (MA) assist superiors in ensuring that the mission they have been
assigned is successfully executed. In addition, the performance of duties depends on the
speciality of the corps/regiment to which they belong.
Tasks include:
a) carrying out the responsibilities planned by superior officers in all aspects of
national defence;
b) updating knowledge of recent wars;
c) being ready to be deployed to defend the country against enemies of the state;
d) ensuring that all MA assets are well maintained and can be deployed at any
time;
e) training subordinate personnel in warfare strategies and knowledge;
f) assisting the public authorities in maintaining public order; and
g) assisting in efforts to gather, evaluate and disseminate tactical intelligence
pertaining to national defence.
Occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 0131)
0131-01

Member of Royal Malay Regiment

0131-02

Member of Royal Ranger Regiment

0131-03

Member of Royal Armoured Corps

0131-04

Member of Royal Signals Regiment

0131-05

Member of Royal Engineer Regiment

0131-06

Member of Royal Artillery Regiment

0131-07

Member of General Services Corps

0131-08

Member of Royal Medical Corps

0131-09

Member of Royal Military Police Corps

0131-10

Member of Royal Intelligence Corps

0131-11

Member of Royal Logistics Corps

0131-12

Member of Royal Ordnance Corps

0131-13
0131-14

Member of Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineer
Corps
Member of Armed Forces Religious Corps

0131-15

Member of Territorial Army Regiment

0131-16

Member of Border Regiment
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SUB MAJOR 02

ROYAL MALAYSIAN NAVY (RMN)
The Royal Malaysian Navy (RMN) is a branch of the Malaysian Armed Forces and the main
agency responsible for maritime surveillance and defence operations of the country
through surface and sub-surface warfare. In addition, the navy collaborates with maritime
enforcement agencies to ensure that the country's territorial waters are closely monitored
against any intrusion by foreign elements.
MINOR GROUP 021 GENERAL DUTY OFFICERS (RMN)
General Duty Officers (RMN) are individuals who perform the main military and
management functions. The rank classification of general duty officers comprises cadet,
midshipman, acting sub-lieutenant, sub-lieutenant, lieutenant, lieutenant commander,
commander, captain, first admiral, rear admiral, vice-admiral and admiral.
UNIT GROUP 0211

GENERAL DUTY OFFICERS (RMN)

General Duty Officers (RMN) are responsible for planning, training, monitoring and
supervising activities to ensure the readiness of the naval fleet in the face of surface and
sub-surface threats.
Tasks include:
a) updating knowledge on maritime warfare technology in line with the
development of fleet strength;
b) ensuring that the subordinates acquire the latest skills and knowledge on
technology development of assets;
c) ensuring that all MA assets are well maintained and can be deployed at any
time;
d) training subordinate personnel on warfare strategies and knowledge;
e) coordinating needs to assist the public authorities in maintaining public order; and
f) planning to enhance fleet capability to ensure a credible and relevant navy.
Occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 0211)
0211-01

Executive Officer

0211-02

Technical Officer

0211-03

Supply Officer

MINOR GROUP 022 PERSONNEL OF OTHER RANKS (RMN)
Personnel of Other Ranks (RMN) assist superiors in ensuring the security of the country's
waters. In addition, they must ensure that the mission the naval fleet has been assigned is
successfully executed. The ranking classification of personnel of other ranks comprises
recruit, ordinary-COD, Junior able rate, able rate, leading rate, petty officer, chief petty
officer, warrant officer II and warrant officer I.
UNIT GROUP 0221

PERSONNEL OF OTHER RANKS (RMN)

Personnel of Other Ranks (RMN) comprise sailors and administrative and management staff
who provide support to the navy as a whole. All members play their roles and functions
based on their area of expertise in their respective fields.
Tasks include:
a) protecting all economic activities at sea, including exploration of oil, mineral and
fishery resources;
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b) facilitating the enforcement of maritime law in the territorial waters and the EEZ in
times of war and peace;
c) helping to control strategic choke points;
d) helping to combat pirates, intrusion of foreign elements and entry of illegal
immigrants; and
e) acquiring a deeper knowledge of hydrographic surveying/oceanography to
assist in carrying out research covering all aspects of hydrography.
Occupation classified here: (refer to index; unit group 0221)
0221-01

Member of Surface Warfare

0221-02

Member of Submarine Warfare (Sonar)

0221-03

Member of Submarine Warfare (Control)

0221-04

Member of Warfare Tactical Plotters

0221-05

Member of Naval Provost

0221-06

Diver

0221-07

Member of Hydrography

0221-08

Member of Communications

0221-09

Member of Physical Trainers

0221-10

Member of Administration and Finance

0221-11

Member of Logistics Technicians

0221-12

Member of Navy Cooks

0221-13

Member of Officers’ Mess Personnel

0221-14

Member of the Brass Band

0221-15

Member of Propulsion Marine Technicians

0221-16

Member of Power and Ordinance Electrical Technicians

0221-17

Member of Electrical and Radio Technicians
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SUB MAJOR 03

ROYAL MALAYSIAN AIR FORCE (RMAF)
The Royal Malaysian Air Force (RMAF) is responsible for defending the sovereignty and
integrity of Malaysian airspace and interests through the effective use of air power. The
overall goal of the RMAF is to provide, operate and mobilise the air force to remain ready at
all times and to display air power in order to preserve and protect the interests of the
country. In addition, the air force also helps the public authorities in restoring and
maintaining public order, enforcing airspace law and acting against external or internal
threats.
MINOR GROUP 031 GENERAL DUTY OFFICERS (RMAF)
General Duty Officers (RMAF) are individuals who perform key functions in the service of the
Royal Malaysian Air Force. This group is divided into branches that take front-line combat
positions during wartime such as pilot, navigator, engineer, weapon system operator and
others, while the support operations consist of officers who manage the logistics and
administration. The ranking of general duty officers in the RMAF comprises Second
Lieutenant, RMAF (Lt M TUDM), Lieutenant, RMAF (Lt TUDM), Captain, RMAF (Kapt TUDM),
Major, RMAF (Mej TUDM), Lieutenant Colonel, RMAF (Lt Kol TUDM), Colonel, RMAF (Kol
TUDM), Brigadier General, RMAF (Brig Jen TUDM), Major General, RMAF (Maj Jen TUDM),
Lieutenant General, RMAF (Lt Jen TUDM) and General, RMAF (Jen TUDM).
UNIT GROUP 0311

GENERAL DUTY OFFICERS (RMAF)

General Duty Officers (RMAF) are responsible for planning, training, monitoring and
supervising to ensure the sovereignty and security of the country’s airspace are protected
from intrusion by foreign elements.
Tasks include:
a) planning operational assignments at home and abroad;
b) ensuring that the airspace is secure and safe from external threats;
c) managing the logistics and assets of the Royal Malaysian Air Force;
d) developing training systems and human resources in order to integrate man and
technology;
e) ensuring that RMAF personnel stand ready to face any threats from enemies of
the state;
f) ensuring that RMAF assets are well maintained and can be deployed at any time;
and
g) planning for and assisting the public authorities in maintaining public order.
Occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 0311)
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0311-01

General Duty Pilot Branch Officer

0311-02

Navigation Branch Officer

0311-03

Engineering Branch Officer

0311-04

Secretariat Branch Officer

0311-05

Material Branch Officer

0311-06

Air Traffic Control Branch Officer

0311-07

Air Defence Control Branch Officer

0311-08

Fire Brigade Branch Officer

0311-09

Flight Engineer Branch Officer

0311-10

Weapon Sensor Branch Officer
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MINOR GROUP 032 PERSONNEL OF OTHER RANKS (RMAF)
Personnel of Other Ranks (RMAF) form the backbone of the Royal Malaysian Air Force. The
ranking classification of personnel of other ranks in the RMAF comprises recruit, aircraftman
II, aircraftman I, senior aircraftman, corporal, sergeant, flight sergeant, warrant officer II and
warrant officer I.
UNIT GROUP 0321

PERSONNEL OF OTHER RANKS (RMAF)

Personnel of Other Ranks (RMAF) consist of crew and administration and management staff
to support the organisation and operations of the Royal Malaysian Air Force as a whole. All
personnel play their role and functions based on their area of expertise in their respective
fields.
Tasks include:
a) helping to control the airspace for peaceful purposes while preventing its use by
enemies of the state;
b) assisting in applying pressure to deal with surface threats either on land or in the
air;
c) helping to increase strength in the air and on land involving airborne refuelling,
surveillance and reconnaissance missions; and
d) helping to carry out operations involving base defence, logistical support and
base support.
Occupations classified here: (refer to index; unit group 0321)
0321-01

Stewardess

0321-02

Airframe Technician

0321-03

Avionics Technician

0321-04

Instrument Technician

0321-05

Weapon Technician

0321-06

Electrical Technician

0321-07

Engine Technician

0321-08

Statistical Assistant

0321-09

Aviation Support Equipment Technician

0321-10

Air Defence Technician

0321-11

Air Traffic Control Assistant

0321-12

Fire Brigade

0321-13

Administrative Assistant

0321-14

Catering Assistant

0321-15

Brass Band

0321-16

Provost

0321-17

Physical Trainer

0321-18

Logistics Technician

0321-19

Cataloguer

0321-20

Logistics System Technician

0321-21

Driver
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